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Abstract:

Glaciers and ice caps are recognised as an important component of the global carbon cycle. Carbon within glacial systems exists in organic and inorganic forms, across supraglacial, englacial and subglacial realms. It is often difficult to detach cryospheric carbon cycling from hydrology, with the transfer of carbon between glacial inventories relying upon meltwater flows. Classical glacial hydrology consists of distributed drainage delivering delayed flow meltwaters, throughout the accumulation season, superseded by quick flow, aerated channelized drainage during increased ablation. It is upon this template that most existing studies have addressed the dynamics of carbon within glaciated catchments. However, Icelandic glacial systems provide an opportunity to investigate the role of subglacial volcanism in driving carbon dynamics. Hydrochemical properties of Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters indicate untraditional redox conditions, with discharge of reduced, anoxic meltwaters in Summer, when expansion of subglacial drainage intersects the Katla geothermal zone. This unique hydrological regime generates profound effects upon the solute flux from the glacier, particularly with regard to the carbon budget. Dissolved inorganic carbon dynamics are dominated by weathering of basaltic bedrocks and accessory hydrothermal calcites, fuelled by subglacial geothermal proton supply. Widespread basal anoxia during summer facilitates methanogenesis resulting in large quantities of methane being discharged from beneath the glacier (flux range between 9,179 to 22,551 tonnes per year). Evidence suggests subglacial microbial acetoclastic methanogenesis is responsible with δ¹³C and δD CH₄ values of ~60‰ and -320‰ respectively, supported by laboratory identification of methanogenesis in Sólheimajökull subglacial sediments. The organic counterpart to the carbon cycle is invoked to serve as the energy source for microbial metabolism. Such direct measurements of subglacial methane have rarely been achieved at contemporary ice margins. This study therefore provides an exciting opportunity to identify methane sources and carbon cycling in areas subjected to subglacial volcanism and to consider these within the broader context of global carbon dynamics.
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Numerous presentations on product development and instrument specification have been given at Isoprime Ltd. hosted events within Europe, drawing form the work undertaken on this CGE project.

The visION and ionOS software have now been developed to market release. These now form a key part of the Isoprime Ltd portfolio of analytical instrumentation.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Justification of study

Glaciers constitute a distinctive component of the terrestrial carbon cycle, demonstrating an influence upon carbon budgets across a range of spatial and temporal scales. Within glacial research there is a notable distinction between the inorganic carbon system dominated by hydrochemical weathering processes (Tranter et al., 1993; Wadham et al., 2010) and an organic cryospheric biome supporting microbial life (Skidmore et al., 2000; Anesio et al., 2009; Hamilton et al., 2013). It is the mutual functioning of these two components across the supraglacial, englacial and subglacial locales, underpinned by knowledge of glacial thermal regime and hydraulics which provides thorough understanding of the role of glaciers within the carbon cycle. Temperate glaciers offer the most favourable conditions for cryospheric carbon cycling linked to water at the base. The accompanying short term seasonal evolution of subglacial hydrological regime determines the drivers of inorganic weathering reactions, microbiological activity, and ultimately dictates redox status (Wynn et al., 2015). Cryospheric carbon dynamics have important ramifications for wider global carbon cycling with the potential for glaciers to provide an important role in regulating climate on short term and longer term (glacial-interglacial) timescales (Smith et al., 2015). On longer timescales, glacier advance and retreat results in the burial and exposure of subglacially stored organic carbon (Zeng, 2003), microbial populations can be incubated and product carbon gases trapped beneath the cryospheric cap (Wadham et al., 2012) and long term
weathering dynamics can generate a carbon sink via drawdown of carbon dioxide (Jacobson et al., 2015; Daval et al., 2009).

However, despite this highlighted importance of glaciers in regulating carbon dynamics, two fundamental processes have yet to be awarded significant attention in glaciology. These are the importance of redox conditions on carbon cycling (methane cycling directly relies on anoxia; carbonation reactions directly rely on connectivity to the atmosphere) and the importance of subglacial volcanism on regulating carbon output to the surface of the Earth. Glaciers which overlie regions of active volcanism, as found in Iceland, act as surface caps which regulate the volcanic ‘valve’ of carbon release from the deep Earth system. This can fundamentally alter the way in which glaciers are currently recognised to regulate carbon dynamics with subglacial anoxia linked to sub-ice geothermal degassing, additional CO₂ sources, and the limited connectivity with the atmosphere. The prevalence of regions of active volcanism which are currently glaciated approximates 60% of the Icelandic glacial area (Björnsson and Pálsson, 2008). On a global scale, interaction between snow/ice and volcanism during eruptions has been documented at 40 volcanoes (Tuffen, 2010). Understanding carbon dynamics from glaciers which overlie regions of active volcanism thereby forms a research topic which has been little addressed, yet holds potentially large implications for understanding the contribution of glaciers and ice sheets to global carbon dynamics.
Here, this thesis addresses the carbon dynamics from an Icelandic glacier, Sólheimajökull, which forms part of the Mýrdalsjökull ice cap overlying the notorious Katla volcanic system. Meltwater discharge through Sólheimajökull supports unique redox conditions of Summer season anoxia associated with heightened geothermal activity beneath the ice cap (Wynn et al., 2015). This unique model of seasonal redox status is investigated for its ability to drive the weathering of basalt and the release of carbon from a deep Earth source, whilst also promoting the export of biogenic methane from beneath the ice sheet-glacier system.

1.2. Research aims, objectives and hypotheses

The main research aim of this project can be defined as follows:

To explore carbon cycling at an Icelandic glacier which overlies an active volcanic system.

This will be undertaken at Sólheimajökull, an outlet glacier of the Mýrdalsjökull Ice cap which straddles the Katla Volcanic system. The following research objectives define how this aim will be addressed:

1. Bulk meltwater chemistry will be used to identify seasonal changes in hydraulic configuration and provide a background of hydrochemistry for understanding carbon cycling dynamics (Chapter 4).

2. The impact of subglacial volcanic activity upon carbon geochemistry will be addressed through identification of inorganic weathering mechanisms, with a
particular focus on the role of basaltic bedrock, hydrothermal calcite and $pCO_2$ (Chapter 5).

3. Identification of subglacial organic carbon sources will be achieved through analysis of aqueous DOC concentrations and isotopic characteristics (Chapter 6).

4. Aqueous methane generation and delivery to the proglacial zone will be traced using stable isotopes and interpreted with reference to seasonal hydrology and redox status (Chapter 7).

5. Further investigation of the role of subglacial microbial activity in driving methane dynamics will be addressed via incubations of Sólheimajökull subglacial sediments under differing redox states (Chapter 8).

These objectives will enable the hypotheses to be answered:

**Hypothesis 1:** Subglacial volcanic activity will have a profound impact on total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC) dynamics through inorganic weathering reactions involving volcanic bedrocks and CO$_2$ supply and demand.

**Hypothesis 2:** The redox status of the Sólheimajökull subglacial waters (which is known to vary on a seasonal basis according to geothermal activity) and hydrological connectivity will influence dissolved carbon speciation in bulk outflow.

**Hypothesis 3:** Dissolved carbon export will include a detectable organic component with distinctive provenance characteristics which plays a fundamental role in supporting the biological component of the carbon cycle.
1.3. Outline of thesis structure

To address the outlined aims, objectives and hypotheses, this thesis is made up of 9 chapters which provide an overview of the general research themes, present findings from fieldwork and laboratory investigations and ultimately provides a holistic account of carbon cycling at an Icelandic glacier in light of seasonal hydraulic configuration and geothermal inputs. Chapter 2 presents a summary of existing literature, further highlighting the importance and relevance of this study. The methods used in both the field and the laboratory are detailed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 summarises the bulk meltwater characteristics and meteorological conditions at Sólheimajökull, establishing annual drainage features and building the template upon which carbon cycling takes place. Inorganic and organic carbon dynamics are presented in chapters 5 and 6. Methane related components of carbon cycling are presented in chapters 7 and 8, addressing both field based evidence for methane sources, and laboratory based incubation experiments respectively. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for further work are presented in chapter 9.
2. Literature Review: Understanding the significance of carbon in the global cycle and in glacial environments

2.1. The Global Carbon Cycle

The global carbon cycle is an on-going exchange of carbon between four main reservoirs: the atmosphere; terrestrial biosphere, oceans and the deep geologic store. Cycling between reservoirs occurs over both long (endogenic) and short (exogenic) timescales.

Figure 2.1: diagram depicting the global carbon cycle, including major sources, sinks and transfers

2.1.1. The Atmospheric component of the Global Carbon Cycle

As a biogeochemical compartment, the atmosphere has a capacity of 805 Gt C (~0.001% of the total carbon in the global carbon cycle) stored in the inorganic forms of carbon dioxide, methane and carbon monoxide (Archer, 2010; Post et al. 1990). The extent of atmospheric carbon has been monitored since 1958 at the Mauna Loa Observatory (Archer, 2010). Carbon dioxide (CO₂) accounts for 0.039% of all the gas
molecules in this reservoir, with ~20% of atmospheric CO$_2$ in active annual exchange with the ocean and terrestrial components. Methane (CH$_4$) is prevalent in smaller amounts, with current atmospheric concentrations of ~1800ppb. Organic carbon is not contained naturally within this compartment, instead volatile organic compounds are added to the atmosphere by anthropogenic pollutants (Macias and Arbestain, 2010; Falkowski et al., 2000; Hansen et al., 2008).

2.1.2. The Greenhouse Effect

At present, there is an identifiable split between the Natural Greenhouse Effect and the Enhanced Anthropogenic Greenhouse Effect. A Natural Greenhouse Effect is vital to maintain the stable Earth temperatures necessary for life. About 98% of the natural greenhouse effect is caused by water vapour and stratiform clouds. Perturbations caused by anthropogenic carbon release accelerates natural warming into unnatural bounds. The atmospheric content of CO$_2$ has gradually increased since 1750, from about 280 to 400 ppmv (IPCC, 2007; NOAA, 2015). Similarly methane concentrations have also seen a marked increase from pre industrial values of 722ppb to present day concentrations of 1800ppb- the highest value in the last 800,000 years (IPCC, 2013).

Physical evidence has found pollutants such as ozone, CO$_2$, N$_2$O, CH$_4$ and Chlorofluorocarbons do not condense and precipitate from the atmosphere like water vapour. Instead these gases persist in the atmosphere enhancing warming via a series of positive feedbacks. Attention has generally been directed towards CO$_2$ levels, which in 2015 reached record Holocene values, however CH$_4$ (albeit in lower concentrations) provides a largely overlooked greenhouse constituent. Atmospheric methane is the most reactive trace gas in the atmosphere, with molecule to molecule comparison shown to be 40 times more powerful than CO$_2$ (Archer, 2010; Nisbet, 2002). Whilst methane has a short residence time in the atmosphere (around 10 years) it has the ability to deliver a rapid perturbation in the greenhouse effect (Archer, 2010).
2.1.3. Long and short term sources of CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ to the atmosphere

Present day increase of carbon in the atmosphere represents natural fluxes and anthropogenic activity. A differentiation can be made between short term ‘exogenic’ and longer term ‘endogenic’ carbon cycling. In the short term, carbon transfer to the atmosphere involves a rapid turnover in the terrestrial and oceanic components of the carbon cycle. Superimposed on this natural exogenic cycle is anthropogenic activity. Direct releases of CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ from combustion of fossil fuels, industrial process and agriculture alongside indirect alteration of the wider carbon cycle through land clearance, modify the atmospheric inventory. On longer timescales (myr) carbon cycling is largely controlled by geological fluxes from endogenic reservoirs, with negligible inputs from orbital processes associated with climate fluctuations. Volcanic activity has been a significant source since the Earth was young; today CO$_2$ inputs are around 130 to 230 megatons annually (Gerlach et al., 1999).

Most natural carbon sources (both long and short term) are balanced by a natural sink. For example, carbon is added to the atmosphere by volcanic outgassing, anaerobic respiration, fermentation processes and soil heterotrophy and removed from the atmosphere via photosynthesis, rock weathering and oceanic processes. It is therefore extremely difficult to detach the atmospheric carbon cycle from the other carbon cycle components. The atmosphere is mainly a transfer mechanism for different modes of the carbon cycle to interact, leading to a large holistic carbon cycle engaging all sources and sinks.

2.1.4. The oceanic component of the global carbon cycle

The Oceanic component of the global carbon cycle contains around 38,000 Gt C, around 50 times more carbon than the atmosphere (Archer, 2010). Within this component carbon is largely accumulated in the inorganic forms of: dissolved CO$_2$, carbonic acid, and carbonate and bicarbonate ions, with other storage in the dissolved organic carbon and particulate organic carbon varieties (Post et al., 1990;
Archer 2010; Heinze et al., 1991). By nature, the extent of the oceanic carbon pool renders it a key player in determining atmospheric CO$_2$ largely through physical processes linked to air-sea-gas exchange and biogeochemical processes driven by alkalinity such as biological pumping and carbonate weathering (Sigman and Boyle, 2000).

2.1.5. The terrestrial component of the global carbon cycle

Plant biomass and soil organic carbon contain more than 2200 GtC (Cao and Woodward, 1998). Within the terrestrial portion, the carbon reservoir can be thought of as a range of carbon pools, each with individual primary production rates and turnover times (Post et al., 1990). Essentially, ecosystem carbon fluxes are dominated by autotrophic and heterotrophic transfers. Autotrophs play a major role in carbon cycling, with carbon fluxes dominated by the differences between photosynthesis and plant respiration, otherwise known as net primary productivity (NPP). In addition to this, heterotrophs cycle carbon via consumption of other organisms, meaning that the majority of carbon sequestered in the terrestrial biosphere is in organic form.

Natural carbon transfers from the terrestrial component are mostly via organic matter degradation or fluvial outwash. Organic matter which is respired rapidly transfers to the atmospheric component of the global carbon cycle, whilst carbon which is accumulated under larger pressure/temperature relationships eventually enters geological reservoirs. Additionally, rivers act as vectors of transport delivering carbon to the oceanic reservoir.

Traditionally the terrestrial biosphere is viewed as a large land carbon sink with the potential to restrain atmospheric carbon dioxide accumulation (Arneath et al., 2010). However, the biosphere is also responsible for generation of potent greenhouse gases such as methane. The organic carbon cycle generates around 90% of
atmospheric methane via biological formation facilitated by microorganisms (Boyd et al., 2010; Floodgate and Judd, 1992). Microbial formation of methane is frequent in many subsurface anaerobic settings including permafrost, deep oceans and lake sediments (Wadham et al., 2012). Whilst carbon dioxide may be regulated by processes associated with NPP, methane engages in rapid, largely unchecked natural carbon emission from the biosphere, rendering it a key output of terrestrial carbon cycling.

2.1.6. The geologic component of the global carbon cycle

In addition to considering the surficial short term exogenic exchange between oceans, the terrestrial biosphere and the atmosphere, it is vital to acknowledge contributions from rocks and geological processes operating over a much longer timescale. This long term endogenic cycle operates over millions of years and consists largely of the slow exchange between deeply buried rocks and the exogenic surficial system. Volcanic activity has been a significant carbon source since the Earth was young. Geogenic CO\textsubscript{2} inputs are around 130 to 230 megatons annually (Gerlach et al., 1999). In addition to CO\textsubscript{2} degassing, geogenic methane is generated via thermal breakdown of organic matter or abacterial mantle outgassing can also form an important carbon emission. A methane contribution from geological activity in Europe alone contributes about 4,000 to 16,000 ton/yr. (Etiope et al., 2007). On more contemporary timescales, humans act as a catalyst for this geologic carbon cycle, by burning organic carbon stored in sedimentary rocks, which would otherwise oxidise over prolonged time periods (Mackenzie and Lerman, 2006; Archer, 2010; Berner 1999; Berner 2003).

2.2. Cryospheric carbon cycling

Building on the Global Carbon Cycle featured in 2.1., glacier carbon cycling provides a unique terrestrial reservoir. This section will address the pathways of inorganic and organic carbon cycling, sources and production in a cryospheric context, plus offer insight into methane as an underappreciated component of glacial carbon dynamics.
Cryospheric carbon cycling requires an understanding of the glacial system as a functioning biome, a concept which has developed since the early millennium. Previous research up until the 1990s focussed on bulk meltwater hydrochemistry as a method to determine water routing through the glacial drainage system. Originally, solutes within bulk meltwaters were thought to originate from 4 main inorganic sources: surface deposition of sea salt, acid aerosols, dissolution of atmospheric CO₂ and crustal weathering. However, based on levels of nitrate and sulphate concentrations in subglacial meltwaters (Wynn et al., 2007, 2006; Tranter et al., 1994) and budgets of nitrate within an annual cycle (Hodson et al., 2005) microbiological activity was recognised to play a key role in determining solute export from glaciated catchments. Observation of microbes within glacial sediments (Sharp et al., 1999; Foght et al., 2004) confirmed the presence of microbial communities which held the capability of driving chemical reaction mechanisms. This marked a ‘Paradigm Shift’ from hydrological studies fixated by inorganic reactions and drainage pathways to discussion of organic catalysts (Wynn et al., 2006). As most microbial reactions require an organic carbon source to fuel the reaction pathway, this places glaciers firmly within the carbon biogeochemical cycle, with the need to address both organic and inorganic counterparts.

2.2.1. The sources and transfers of inorganic carbon in glacial ecosystems

Within the cryospheric carbon cycle inorganic carbon exists in dissolved form otherwise known as Total Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (TDIC). Chemical weathering is a major factor in liberation of TDIC and solutes from bedrock/mineral sources. Despite prevalence of cold conditions, rates of chemical weathering in temperate glaciated catchments are comparable, if not greater than, non-glaciated watersheds (Skidmore et al., 2004). Glaciers exhibit large chemical denudation rates, often 1.2-2.6 times higher than the continental average. This is attributed to high water flux particularly during melt seasons, high rock: water ratios and reactive freshly comminuted glacial flour (Tranter et al., 1993; Wimpenny et al., 2010). Weathering in the subglacial environment proceeds via two main forms of acid hydrolysis, including carbonation (which utilises atmospheric CO₂ to weather both carbonates and
silicates), and acid dissolution (which utilises protons liberated from sulphide oxidation). Both of these reactions are largely dependent upon drainage system and redox status.

Acid dissolution represents one of the most important chemical rock weathering processes in glacial catchments, resulting in large quantities of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ and $\text{HCO}_3^-$ (Hubbard and Nienow, 1997; Hodgkins, 1997; Raiswell 1984). This is the direct action of $\text{H}^+$ protons to weather rock surfaces. Acid dissolution of carbonates is shown in equation 1a:

$$\text{CaCO}_3(\text{s}) + \text{H}^+_{(aq)} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{Ca}^{2+}_{(aq)} + 2\text{HCO}_3^-_{(aq)}$$

(Equation 1a taken from Raiswell, 1984)

Carbonation is the process whereby $\text{CO}_2$ dissolved in water (promoted through the enhanced solubility of $\text{CO}_2$ in the near freezing temperatures of subglacial waters (Reynolds and Johnson, 1972)) produces carbonic acid. This allows acid dissolution of carbonate and silicate rocks (as outlined in equations 1b and 1c) which liberates dissolved inorganic carbon. The exact DIC species created via this pathway is dependent upon pH.

$$\text{CaAl}_2\text{SiO}_8(\text{aq}) + 2\text{CO}_2_{(aq)} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{Ca}^{2+}_{(aq)} + 2\text{HCO}_3^-_{(aq)} + \text{H}_2\text{Al}_2\text{SiO}_8(\text{s})$$

(Equation 1b: carbonation of silicates (Raiswell, 1984))

$$\text{CaCO}_3(\text{s}) + \text{CO}_2_{(aq)} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{Ca}^{2+}_{(aq)} + 2\text{HCO}_3^-_{(aq)}$$

(Equation 1c carbonation of carbonates (Raiswell, 1984))
An additional weathering mechanism responsible for the liberation of TDIC in glacial environments is coupled Sulphide Oxidation-Carbonate Dissolution (SO-CD). This is a two stage reaction whereby H⁺ ions gained from sulphide oxidation are used to dissolve calcium carbonate (equation 2).

\[
4FeS_2(s) + 16CaCO_3(s) + 15O_2(aq) + 14H_2O(l) \\
\leftrightarrow 16Ca^{2+} + 16HCO_3^-(aq) + 8SO_4^{2-} + 4Fe(OH)_3(s)
\]

(Equation 2 (Raiswell 1984))

Both carbonation reactions (equations 1b/1c) and sulphide oxidation (equation 2) rely upon the ingress of atmospheric gases. However, production of sulphuric acid via oxidation of subglacial sulphides can proceed without atmospheric oxygen, using Fe (III) as demonstrated in equation 3 below:

\[
FeS_2(s) + 14Fe(OH)_3(s) + 4CaCO_3(s) \\
\leftrightarrow 15Fe(OH)_2(s) + 4Ca^{2+} + 2SO_4^{2-} + 4HCO_3^-(aq) + H_2O(l)
\]

(Equation 3 (Tranter et al., 2002))

In this instance consideration of the redox scale is essential in determining solute acquisition and therefore TDIC supply pathway. Redox refers to the reduction or oxidation potential of a chemical species to gain or lose electrons (Archer, 2010). The redox status (Eh) of the subglacial system is largely determined by hydrology and has been observed to fluctuate in line with seasonality (Tranter et al., 2002; Wynn et al., 2015). In most glacial systems with limited geothermal/volcanic influence Eh is determined by the relative removal of O₂ by weathering versus supply due to connectivity between glacier surface and bed. Typically, high Eh conditions are
associated with full oxygenation, likely in main channels during periods of high summer discharge. Conversely, low Eh is usually found in areas of drainage isolated from direct ingress of atmospheric gases (Tranter et al., 2002; Wynn et al., 2015). Where glaciers have an alternative supply of CO₂, eg. from subglacial geothermal/volcanic activity or microbial respiration, connectivity to the atmosphere and Eh do not affect the viability of carbonation weathering. Microbially mediated chemical weathering reactions such as sulphide oxidation demonstrated in equation 2 utilise oxygen and where this is not replenished, the drainage system is driven towards sub oxic conditions (Tranter et al., 2002). In this environment sulphides can be oxidised by Fe(III) as outlined in equation 3. Full anoxia is achieved where sources of organic matter force further microbial action and methanogenesis proceeds.

Once a suitable mechanism for TDIC and solute acquisition is established, pH then determines the speciation of inorganic carbon produced (as indicated in figure 2.2.). At lower pH values CO₂ dominates TDIC speciation. As pH increases HCO₃⁻ becomes more prevalent and under alkaline conditions CO₃²⁻ prevails.

![Figure 2.2: Bjerrum plot depicting changing TDIC speciation as a function of pH](image-url)
$pCO_2$ can also be used as an indication of the extent and mechanism of weathering occurring within the subglacial system. The amount of TDIC present as carbon dioxide within glacial meltwater is expressed as the partial pressure of CO$_2$ ($pCO_2$). This is defined as the gaseous pressure of CO$_2$ dissolved within a given volume of water, in accordance with Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressure and calculated using the following equation:

$$log_{10} pCO_2 = log_{10}(HCO_3^-) - pH + pKCO_2 + pK_1$$

*(Equation 4 (Hodgkins et al., 1998))*

Where $pKCO_2 = 1.12$ and $pK_1 = 6.58$ (outlined by Ford and Williams in Hodgkins et al., 1998).

Where values exceed $10^{-3.5}$ atmospheres, pressures are likely to be greater than atmospheric and therefore CO$_2$ will diffuse out of the water column, into the atmosphere. Where values are less than $10^{-3.5}$, pressures are lower than atmospheric and therefore CO$_2$ will diffuse into the water column from the atmosphere. In most glacial systems, the amount of CO$_2$ found within a glacial meltwater is controlled by the amount of weathering which occurs within the system and the ambient pH which determines carbon speciation.

Where abundant proton supply is used to drive carbonate weathering via acid hydrolysis and pH is relatively acidic, levels of CO$_2$ in the water can become high, exceeding those in the atmosphere and thus causing outgassing of CO$_2$ from the system. Where carbonation reactions dominate, utilising CO$_2$ from the atmosphere to fuel weathering, and pH is high, levels of CO$_2$ in the water are lower than those in the atmosphere, causing ‘drawdown’ of atmospheric CO$_2$. Ultimately, this is a vital component of the global carbon cycle regulating exchange at the atmosphere-hydrosphere interface.
Weathering and solute acquisition as described above may be further complicated by secondary mineral precipitation, which can play an important role in influencing chemical fluxes of bulk meltwaters. Weathering processes largely assume a congruent weathering pathway, with no secondary precipitation, therefore solutes in bulkmelters reflect the chemical composition of the parent rock from which they were weathered (Thomas and Raiswell, 1984). However, where bulk meltwaters are subject to prolonged rock: water contact times, there is a possibility that mineral saturation may occur (Crompton et al., 2015). Depletion of ions such as Ca or Si may reflect secondary subglacial precipitation (Thomas and Raiswell, 1984; Crompton et al., 2015). In terms of Ca, this may be in the form of CaCO$_3$ precipitation (Thomas and Raiswell, 1984), whilst Si concentrations can be modified by non stoichiometric dissolution rates or adsorption of cations onto mineral/clay surfaces (Crompton et al., 2015). As with dissolution processes these are influenced by hydraulic pathway and pH (particularly adsorption). Care needs to be taken when assuming solute is representative of dissolution processes, particularly where waters flowing through silicate environments display a deficiency in Si.

2.2.2. The sources and cycling of organic carbon in glacial environments

Alongside the paradigm shift towards an organic influence on hydrochemistry, is recognition of glaciers as a functioning glacial biome. Within this biome active ecosystems exist on both the glacier surface and at the glacier base. Carbon is cycled within and between these ecosystems, influencing ionic and isotopic signatures of proglacial waters.

2.2.2.1. The supraglacial ecosystem and organic carbon sources

The physical and chemical properties of the cryosphere allows ecosystems to exist on the surface of glaciers and ice sheets. Carbon inputs to these communities are mainly from surface deposition of organic and inorganic matter. Large quantities of debris are thought to be provided from adjacent ice marginal environments via aeolian transport, whilst aerosols are often scavenged from the atmosphere by the
snowpack itself. Organic carbon then interacts with surficial ecosystems contributing to biogeochemical cycling. Organic matter on the surface may then enter the glacial hydrological system where glacier drainage pathways act as a vector for carbon transport into the englacial and subglacial environment. Matter that is not entrained into the supraglacial channel network remains on the surface and decays in situ becoming less labile.

2.2.2. Cryoconite holes

Surficial cryoconite holes, common to the ablation zone of most glaciers have an important role in supraglacial hydrology and biology. Impacts are two fold: 1) they are a hub for surficial microbial carbon and nutrient cycling and 2) cryoconite holes also have an important influence on supraglacial run off. Cryoconite microbial activity is high, and communities occupying these ecosystems are responsible for significant carbon fixation and nutrient cycling, despite the dominance of low temperatures (Anesio et al., 2009; Sawstrom et al., 2002). During the summer, in situ primary production and respiration can be comparable with that found in nutrient rich soil ecosystems of warmer regions (Anesio et al., 2009). Processes of photosynthesis and respiration are dominant, with biogeochemical cycling producing large quantities of Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) and Nitrogen. During the ablation season when water supply and nutrient recharge is plentiful, photosynthesis is a major process. Production fixes inorganic carbon (CO₂) from the atmosphere into organic matter. During winter when sunlight is at a minimum and freezing causes stresses to photosynthetic organisms net respiration dominates, returning Total Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (TDIC) to solution along with some Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC). Winter freezing also produces secondary carbonates which thaw the following ablation season (Bagshaw et al., 2007).

Meltwater generated by the formation of cryoconite holes contributes to run off, particularly in areas such as the McMurdo Dry Valleys where sediment is a necessary agent of surface melt. In the absence of cryoconite holes meltwater generation
would be reduced (Fountain et al., 2004). The hydrological connectivity or isolation of cryoconite holes adds to the importance of biogeochemical cycling in these ecosystems. Well-connected cryoconite holes allow transfer of water and solutes such as chlorine through the system. Where holes containing biological material become isolated, photosynthesis alters the chemical composition of the waters. If these isolated holes become reconnected to the system, sudden transfer of biological material to surface streams occurs (Fountain et al., 2004).

### 2.2.2.3. Snow algae

Over 110 species of specialized snow algae exist within the snow itself exist. These survive in extreme conditions such as nutrient depletion, acidity, large osmotic changes caused by melting, sub-zero temperatures and high levels of UV irradiation due to the albedo of ice. Optimum growth of snow algae is below 10°C, with assemblages able to survive up to -35°C owing to thick cell walls, 0.2 to 0.3µm thick (Müller et al., 1998). Species distribution is dependent upon the preferred conditions of each alga, with 4 main habitat types: snow environmental specialists found only in snow; ice environmental specialists found only in ice; generalists adapted to both; and opportunists which exploit special conditions within snow/ice (Yoshimura et al., 1997; Takeuchi et al., 2001). In terms of biogeochemical processing snow algae have the ability to assimilate atmospheric CO$_2$ into cell biomass during photosynthesis. Presence of snow algae also supports carbon and energy transfers through local food webs. Himalayan Snow Algae has been found to support communities of midges and copepods, whilst North American snow algae sustain ice worms and collembolas (Takeuchi et al., 2001).

### 2.2.2.4. The subglacial ecosystem and organic carbon sources

It is now widely accepted that communities of viable microorganisms exist across a range of subglacial settings (Foght et al., 2004; Skidmore et al., 2005). The functioning and distribution of these microbial communities is ultimately determined by a range of physical and chemical factors. Physical factors include the prevailing
properties of the subglacial environment such as lack of light and constant cold temperatures. Contrastingly, chemical factors such as, solute composition, carbon sources, electron acceptors and bedrock lithology, constrain microbial populations to exclusive areas of the glacier bed. Unfrozen subglacial sediments are assumed to harbour significant and diverse ecosystems, with high rates of biological activity (Tranter et al., 2005; Kaštovská et al., 2007). In order to support the subglacial ecosystem, liquid water and carbon substrates are essential. Carbon in a subglacial setting can result from the following key sources: 1) in situ microbial production; 2) surface in wash from the supraglacial environment; 3) bedrock comminution and weathering and 4) buried organic carbon.

2.2.2.5. In situ microbial production of organic carbon

In situ microbial production creates organic matter otherwise known as ‘Necromass’ (Hodson et al., 2008). In dark subglacial conditions chemoautotrophic and/or chemolithoautotrophic bacteria play an important role in the provision of organic carbon substrates at the bed. These species fix CO$_2$ generated by respiration of other microbes and chemical reactions into their biomass (Hodson et al., 2008). Viruses also play an important role in DOC cycling in dark environments. It was found that in the Vestfold Hills, Eastern Antarctica ~60% of the carbon supplied to the winter DOC pool originated from disintegration of bacterial cells by viruses (Hodson et al., 2008).

2.2.2.6. Surface in-wash

Surface in-wash represents an important transient source of young labile carbon and nutrients to the subglacial environment. Cyanobacteria, algae and cryoconite debris represent potentially easily biodegradable carbon sources for microbial functioning. Additionally, whilst chemoautotrophic species dominate in dark subglacial environments, photosynthetic microbes are also present in the system, washed in from surface surroundings. These are in a constant state of anabiosis, respiring CO$_2$ and acting as an organic carbon source for local heterotrophic microbial populations. Once the glacier recedes and the subglacial ecosystem is re-exposed to the
atmosphere, these photosynthetic microbes recolonize the proglacial area (Kaštovska et al., 2007).

**2.2.2.7. Burial of organic carbon**

The sequential retreat/advance of glaciers over time has resulted in ‘The Glacial Burial Hypothesis’ (Zeng, 2003). Advancement of continental ice sheets and contemporary valley glaciers buries vegetation and soil carbon accumulated during the preceding interglacial. These overridden sediments provide allochthonous organic carbon and act as a carbon/energy source for microbial life (Skidmore et al., 2000). The type and quality of organic carbon depends upon the surface the glacier has encroached upon. For example, high numbers of cyanobacteria and algae present in basal sediments of the Lower Wright Glacier, Antarctica suggests advancement over a delta surface within the last 200-300 years. Furthermore, subglacial discharge from the Greenland Ice Sheet contains dissolved organic matter from overridden Holocene soils and vegetation alongside organic carbon produced by in situ metabolism (Stibal et al., 2012, Ryu and Jacobson, 2012).

Overridden carbon is then insulated from contact with the atmosphere and stored beneath the ice. Known estimates state that around 500Gt of carbon was stored via this mechanism during the Last Glacial Maximum and the subglacial organic carbon pool during Quaternary glacials was considerably higher than today (Zeng, 2003; Wadham et al., 2008). Upon deglaciation the buried carbon is exposed and subjected to decomposition processes resulting in a net flux from the biospheric sink into the atmosphere.

**2.2.2.8. Organic matter interaction with volcanism**

Geothermal breakdown of organic matter can act as a source of methane (an inorganic carbon form) to the subglacial realm (Wadham et al., 2012). Carbon sources of this kind rely upon a very unique situation whereby glaciers overlie active volcanic systems.
2.2.2.9. Bedrock comminution and weathering

Subglacial weathering is an agent of modification of carbon within the subglacial system. Weathering of freshly comminuted bedrock, organic matter and sulphides provides both organic and inorganic sources of carbon (Wadham et al., 2004). Chemical weathering processes are critical for microbial survival through liberation of organic carbon alongside Nitrogen and Phosphorus from the bedrock, further influencing organic carbon cycling (Wadham et al., 2010).

2.3. Methane

Methane dynamics are the result of interactions between organic and inorganic carbon cycling. Methane can be formed microbially or geologically and upon release to the atmosphere engages rapidly in inorganic carbon cycling, rendering it an extremely volatile greenhouse gas. In terms of a molecule to molecule comparison methane is about 40 times more powerful than carbon dioxide (Archer, 2010; Nisbet, 2002). It is therefore essential to understand the methane component of the global carbon cycle.

2.3.1. Microbial influence on terrestrial methane cycling

Anaerobic methane production under sedimentary conditions relies on the synergistic activities of different microbial communities and favourable physical and chemical conditions such as anoxia, nutrient recharge and suitable carbon substrates (Wadham et al., 2012; Macdonald, 1990, Archer 2010). Conrad (1989) identifies this variety as 1) hydrolytic and fermenting bacteria 2) hydrogen reducing bacteria 3) homoacetogenic bacteria 4) methanogenic bacteria. The variable metabolic actions of these communities results in two main terrestrial pathways of microbial methane formation: CO$_2$ Reduction and Acetate fermentation. Whilst both are thought to have the capacity to operate over a range of environments, selectivity of microbes and differing optimal conditions usually leads to a dominance of CO$_2$ reduction in marine settings whilst acetate fermentation is more common in freshwater
environments (Archer, 2010). For terrestrial environments where both CO$_2$ reduction and acetate fermentation pathways exist, methanogenic pathways are seasonally controlled. In summer time and during warmer sediment temperatures acetate fermentation is the predominant pathway and in winter where sediments are colder CO$_2$ reduction is the main formation process (Schoell, 1988).

### 2.3.1.1. Acetate fermentation pathway

Within organic matter are complex compounds of carbohydrates, proteins and lipids. Methanogenesis begins with the reduction of organic compounds by fermentative bacteria to form simpler molecules such as acetate, fatty acids, carbon dioxide and hydrogen gas. Volatile fatty acids provide acetogenic bacteria with the energy to produce acetate with CO$_2$ and H$_2$ as by-products (Clark and Fritz, 1997). Methanogens then convert acetate to CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ (as outlined in equation 5). This is accomplished by the reduction of stable methyl carbon to methane and the oxidation of carboxyl carbon to carbon dioxide, essentially ‘splitting’ CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ during fermentation (Archer, 2010; Floodgate and Judd, 1992).

\[
\text{CH}_3\text{COOH} = \text{CH}_4 + \text{CO}_2
\]

(equation 5)

### 2.3.1.2. CO$_2$ reduction pathway

Alternatively, many species utilise the hydrogen produced during conversion of complex compounds to simpler molecules to reduce CO$_2$. Dissolved inorganic carbon as CO$_2$ will dissociate to form bicarbonate where pH ranges from 6 to 8. Methanogenic bacteria combine this with hydrogen ions to form methane, water and hydroxide. The following equations demonstrate this (Clark and Fritz, 1997):
Formate can also be used as a substrate to facilitate CO₂ reduction. In this instance formate is oxidised by methanogens to create carbon dioxide and hydrogen as follows:

$$\text{HCOOH} = \text{H}_2 + \text{CO}_2$$

*(equation 7)*

The CO₂ created is then reduced to methane as per equation 6a.

### 2.3.1.3. Oxidation of methane

In addition to methane production, bacteria present within sediments also offer mechanisms by which methane consumption or methanotrophy can occur facilitated by methanotrophic bacteria. Once anoxic conditions are no longer sustained oxidation occurs in an aerobic setting via a 3 stage reaction process. Initially, methane is converted to methanol, then formaldehyde or formate before finally being transformed into CO₂. This is represented by the following equation from Cicerone and Oremland (1988):

$$\text{CH}_4 \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{OH} \rightarrow \text{HCOOH} \rightarrow \text{CO}_2$$

*(equation 8)*

Methane flux to the atmosphere is governed by differences in the processes of methanogenesis and methanotrophy, which can occur simultaneously in terrestrial ecosystems (Chan and Parkin, 2001). Annually, oxic soils consume between 20 to
60Tg of methane, providing the only terrestrial biospheric sink for atmospheric methane (Holmes et al., 1999; King, 1997).

2.3.2. Geogenic methane production

Methane dynamics are further complicated by geogenic contributions. Geogenic methane production is important for commercial gas production, with ~80% of natural gas being of geogenic origin (Rice and Claypool, 1981). Geogenesis encompasses methane from geological stores of the endogenic carbon cycle. This includes methane formed from organic matter degradation at increased depths (typically >1km) and temperatures (between 157 and 221°C) and inorganic synthesis in volcanic and hydrothermal locations (Floodgate and Judd, 1992; Judd et al., 2002; Stopler et al., 2014).

In terms of organic matter degradation, large amounts of high quality organic matter are required for production (Kvenvolden, 1993). Methane production is associated with organic matter from higher land plants such as trees and leafy vegetation. This undergoes processes of compaction, burial and diagenetic transformation followed by thermal dissociation of kerogens where the necessary temperature-pressure-depth relationships prevail to form methane. Temperature is a sensitive factor, as once the temperature becomes too great the methane produced is destroyed (Sephton and Hanzen, 2013; Floodgate and Judd, 1992).

Once formed, methane can migrate to the surface where it is either degasses or becomes trapped as methane hydrates. This is facilitated by the light molecular structure of methane which provides the greatest buoyancy force compared to other hydrocarbons. As the most mobile hydrocarbon methane is readily supplied to the surface where it interacts with the short term carbon cycle.

In some instances geogenesis also encompasses methane from inorganic substances often in volcanic or hydrothermal locations, with no living intervention (Floodgate and Judd, 1992). This includes: high temperature (>100°C) magmatic processes in
volcanic/geothermal areas and low temperature (<100°C) gas-water rock reactions. With the latter having the ability to function at shallow depths (Etiope and Sherwood Lollar, 2013). High temperature magmatic methane can originate from ‘deep earth’ primordial gases of cosmic origin which have been preserved in the mantle. Additionally high temperature reactions such as hydrolysis of carbon based minerals (carbides) and release of C-O-H fluids during magma cooling also act as potential volcanic inputs. In terms of low temperature sources autonomous inorganic synthesis occurs (Etiope and Sherwood Lollar, 2013). This can be represented as follows:

\[ CO_2 + 4H_2 = CH_4 + 2H_2O \]

*(Equation 9 (Etiope and Klusman, 2002)).*

These primitive gases then exploit crustal weaknesses such as faults and plate boundaries to migrate to the surface, and are either released directly to the atmosphere or stored as methane hydrate dependent upon ambient pressure-temperature relationships.

### 2.4. Cryospheric methane dynamics

Since subglacial settings offer the anaerobic and favourable conditions conducive to bacterial methane production (as outlined in chapter 2.3.1), it is logical to consider these to be an important location (albeit largely overlooked) for methanogenesis. In addition, where the glacier covers areas of volcanic activity, geogenic methane is another potential input of carbon. Methane generated subglacially is then constrained beneath the ice mass which acts as a cryospheric cap. Current climate change is reducing the stability of this cap, leading to potential evasion of subglacial methane. Modelling based on the Antarctic Ice Sheet estimates potential annual release of 0.15 PgC. However this is based on assumptions that 15PgC is present as methane hydrate beneath 10% of the Western Antarctic Ice Sheet with a retreat rate
of 1,000km per year. If movement of methane was rapid with no oxidation this would exceed annual atmospheric turnover rates of 0.13PgC (Wadham et al., 2012). Clearly, these cryospheric sources of methane are an underappreciated source of inorganic carbon, with the potential to rapidly engage with atmospheric cycling and contribute to the greenhouse effect. Therefore, further parameterisation of cryospheric methane dynamics is essential.

2.4.1. Microbial methane dynamics in glacial settings

Viable microbes exist in sediments beneath all contemporary types of ice mass, ranging from small valley glaciers to the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets. Such bacterial assemblages include aerobic heterotrophs, nitrate reducers, iron reducers, methanogens and sulphate reducers. These species have been found at temperatures as low as -18°C and up to pressures of 80mpa (Wadham et al., 2008; Wietemeyer and Buffet, 2006). Alongside this the presence of suitable organic carbon substrates, redox conditions and liquid water also influence methane production and consumption.

2.4.1.1. Cryospheric methanogenesis

It is now widely accepted that glaciers are favourable sites for bacterial methanogenesis (Wadham et al., 2012) providing the three fundamental conditions for methane production: 1) anoxia 2) liquid water and 3) a suitable carbon substrate (Stibal et al., 2012; Wadham et al., 2012; Wadham et al., 2008). In subglacial environments, anoxia results from a combination of exclusive factors. Firstly, subglacial environments are largely out of contact with the atmosphere; secondly, poor hydrologic connectivity and prolonged residence times of distributed drainage system leads to stagnant water dwelling in saturated sediments; and finally, oxidation of organic carbon and sulphide minerals which is common in these settings consumes any dissolved oxygen to force conditions towards a low redox status (Wadham et al., 2008; Stibal et al., 2012). Favourable physical conditions are linked
to the availability of water and nutrients at the glacier sole. Basal sediments also proffer organic carbon sources as either surface in wash, overridden soils, or in-situ microbial production.

The presence of microbes (in particular methanogens) appears to be indiscriminate of thermal regime and location with observations made from cold based glaciers such as Lower Wright Glacier, Antarctica; temperate glaciers such as Russell Glacier, Alaska and Polythermal glaciers documented by research at John Evans Glacier, Canada (Stibal et al., 2012; Wadham et al., 2008; Skidmore et al., 2000). It is conceivable that temperate and the ‘warm’ areas of polythermal glaciers are conducive to microbial life and methanogenesis, due to hydrological configuration providing necessary liquid water nutrient recharge (Tranter et al., 2005).

2.4.1.2. Cryospheric methanotrophy

Microbial consumption of methane also influences the overall flux of cryospheric methane to the atmosphere. Methanotrophy has the potential to occur in both the subglacial and proglacial realm. Subglacial channel margin habitats where oxic conditions prevail, provide favourable conditions for methanotrophs (Dieser, et al., 2014). In this instance subglacially produced methane would be regulated before entering the proglacial environment, limiting cryospheric methane flux to the atmosphere. In addition, the retreat of glaciers worldwide is providing a new, and under explored potential methane sink, as large areas of previously glaciated terrain are exposed to the atmosphere. Recently de-glaciated forefields have the potential to act as habitats for microbes. The initial stages of deglaciation are dominated by heterotrophic communities, which decompose allochthonous organic carbon deposits previously overridden by periods of advance (Yde et al., 2011; Bardgett et al., 2007). As time since deglaciation increases, glacier forefields become locations of net methanotrophy, with atmospherically sourced methane as the substrate to provide energy for growth. This in effect allows areas inhabited by these methane consuming
microbes to act as methane sinks, facilitating methane drawdown and removal from the atmosphere (Barcena et al., 2010).

2.4.2. Cryospheric geogenesis of methane

Geogenic methane formation and linkages to glaciology are less widely researched, possibly due to the limited locations possessing surface ice masses alongside geothermal basal activity. Antarctica is one area where large expanses of ice overlie active geothermal areas. Direct evidence of methane sourced from geogenic origins is shown through the composition of the Larsen B seep, where the hydrocarbon composition contains considerable amounts of ethane (Niemann et al., 2009). Additionally Wadham et al. (2012) consider the potential for geogenic methanogenesis in this region. It is noted that large areas of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet comprise of sediments reaching several km thickness and a combination of volcanism and geothermal heat flow. This provides suitable temperature, pressure and depth dynamics to facilitate geogenic methanogenesis. In addition, absence of sedimentation beneath the Ice Sheet reduces the downward transfer of pore waters and sediments thus allowing a potential net upward fluid flow induced by geothermal heating. Computer modelling of scenarios surrounding this found that hydrate is produced in this manner throughout the entire gas hydrate stability zone beneath the ice. If 10% of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet was covering geothermal hotspots, theoretically 90Pg C of methane hydrate could be produced over 1 million years (Wadham et al., 2012).

Similarly, geogenesis is conceivable in Iceland due to the extensive history of Volcanism related to the position of the country on the Mid Atlantic Ridge. Ice caps cover substantial parts of the active volcanic zones with ~ 60% of the glacierized area of the country underlain by operational volcanic systems (Pagli and Sigmundsson, 2008; Larsen, 2002).
2.4.3. Potential for the combination of bacterial and geogenic methane sources

Research to date demonstrates evidence for potential bacterial and geogenic sources of methane beneath ice sheets. Suggested methane dynamics can be observed in sub-Antarctic methane production. There is an evident split between the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) and the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) with the east displaying bacterial production in frozen bed sectors converting around 70-390 Pg C and the west demonstrating a trend towards geothermal activity providing geogenic production and some tens of Pg C (Wadham et al., 2012). The possibility for bacterial and geogenic source mixing has been greatly overlooked in many Antarctic studies. However, modelling to show the potential for combined methane sources indicates the importance of investigation into methane production in geothermal glacial areas.

Furthermore, geothermal heat potentially promotes microbial turnover. Usually lower temperatures promote slower bacterial carbon turnover (Wadham et al., 2008). Amalgamation of geothermal heat and the insulating effect of the ice causes basal temperatures reach the pressure melting point promoting the presence of liquid water and enhancing bacterial conversion of organic matter to methane (Weitemeyer and Buffett, 2006).

In areas devoid of subglacial geothermal activity, any evidence of methane can be confidently attributed to microbial processes, however in locations such as Iceland and Antarctica where subglacial volcanism is present, methane dynamics may be more complicated. In this situation the best way to decipher methane source is through isotopic analysis.

2.4.4. Detecting methanogenesis, geogenesis and oxidation using stable isotopes of Carbon and Hydrogen.

Stable isotopes of Hydrogen and Carbon offer a unique fingerprinting tool to determine methane production mechanism and the influence of microbial oxidation.
Due to differences in production conditions, bacterial and geogenic methane have contrasting isotopic signatures. Microbially produced gases are shown to be enriched in $^{12}\text{C}$ and $^1\text{H}$ compared to methane produced via thermal breakdown of organic matter. Typically geogenic methane generally (but not exclusively) has values of $\delta^{13}\text{C} = \text{around} -50 \text{ to } -20 \, \%_{oo}$ and $\delta^D = \text{around} -275 \text{ to } -100 \, \%_{oo}$ whilst bacterial CH$_4$ has values of $\delta^{13}\text{C} = \text{around} -50 \text{ to } -60 \, \%_{oo}$ and $\delta^D = \text{around} -250 \text{ to } -380 \, \%_{oo}$. Such discrepancies in the isotopic values are attributed to the higher temperatures associated with hydrocarbon production in geogenic generation and differing pathways linked to substrate and archaea type in bacterial CH$_4$ production (Whiticar, 1999; Cicerone and Oremland, 1988; Prinzhofer and Pernaton, 1999; Sowers, 2006; Nisbet 2002).

Isotopes can also distinguish between bacterial production pathways, with differing signatures for CO$_2$ reduction and acetate fermentation. This is linked to Kinetic Isotope Effects (KIEs). In terms of the CO$_2$ reduction pathway, attributed Kinetic Isotope Fractionation discriminates against $^{13}\text{C}$, resulting in separation between CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ resulting in extremely negative values around -110$\, \%_{oo}$. In contrast, Kinetic Isotope Fractionation associated with acetate fermentation is lower resulting in $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ values of -50 to -60$\, \%_{oo}$. The reverse applies when considering the Kinetic fractionation of deuterium, with large fractionation for acetate fermentation ($\delta^D = 531\, \%_{oo}$ vs. SMOW) and smaller fractionation for CO$_2$ reduction ($\delta^D = 170 \text{ to } 250\, \%_{oo}$). These deuterium differences are due to transfer of methyl during fermentation which is depleted in deuterium (Whiticar, 1999; Whiticar et al., 1986).

Processes such as fractionation during methanotrophy and diffusion alter the initial isotopic signature of methane. Where methane-rich waters discharge into aerobic environments they can be subject to methanotrophy. Here, methanotrophs selectively oxidize the lighter isotopes of carbon and hydrogen leaving residual methane enriched in $^{13}\text{C}$ and $^2\text{H}$ (Barker and Fritz, 1981). This oxidized bacterial component can give the appearance of geogenically sourced methane, often making interpretation of methane source difficult (Barker and Fritz, 1981). Similarly, diffusion processes can alter isotopic signatures. Differences in gaseous concentrations across the air-water interface and associated partial pressures promote diffusion into/out of
the atmosphere (Sebacher et al., 1983). Theoretically diffusion from methane rich waters could result in residual aqueous methane enriched in heavier isotopes. However, this is not a stable process with influences from air velocity, temperature and two way diffusivity. These complications can often cause confusion when only using $\delta^{13}C$ values as an origin tracker; however using $\delta D$ values alongside carbon stable isotopes provides the most robust fingerprinting method available.

2.5. Summary of glacial carbon and linkages to hydrology

Carbon within glacial systems exists in both organic and inorganic forms, across supraglacial, englacial and subglacial realms. It is often difficult to detach cryospheric carbon cycling from hydrology, with the transfer of carbon between glacial inventories relying upon meltwater. Ultimately, glacial meltwater provides three important roles linked to glacial carbon dynamics. Firstly, meltwater acts as a vector of dissolved carbon transport, with most carbon existing in dissolved or particulate form. Supraglacial hydrology is responsible for the inwash of surficial carbon to the subglacial system, whilst subglacial hydrology is an important component facilitating chemical reactions which liberate inorganic carbon and mechanisms by which organic carbon is degraded. Secondly, in terms of methane dynamics, redox status is often driven by hydraulic configuration and is a key factor influencing the prevalence of bacterial methanogenesis or methanotrophy in subglacial settings. Finally, it is glacial hydrology which ultimately determines the timing and rate that carbon generated within glacial catchments is transferred to the proglacial environment where it can engage in subaerial terrestrial carbon cycling. With this in mind it is essential to understand the basics of glacial hydrology alongside the unique nature of Icelandic meltwater outputs in order to fully constrain cryospheric carbon cycling.

2.5.1. Traditional glacial hydrology

Glacial hydrology is widely recognised to operate according to water flow dynamics in supra glacial, englacial, subglacial and pro-glacial zones. Limited mutual exclusivity between components of the hydrological system leads to variability in drainage...
configuration across glacier types. Generalised models of glacial drainage applicable to temperate glaciers suggest highest bulk meltwater flows during summer accompanied by near cessation during winter, forming a reverse hydrograph. Bulk meltwater run off is comprised of ‘quick flow’ and ‘delayed flow’ components and it is the relative influence of these which determine many potential variations in glacial hydro-geochemistry (Fountain and Walder, 2010).

Quick flow comprises relatively dilute meltwaters mainly from the supraglacial environment. These route efficiently through moulins and crevasses (Stenborg, 1973) and rapidly exit the glacier via englacial or subglacial channels (Fountain and Walder, 2010; Röthlisberger, 1972). Delayed flow consists of waters conveyed slowly through the subglacial system, via cavity drainage (in autonomous or interconnected cavities) (Fountain and Walder, 1998; Lliboutry, 1976) or flow in saturated subglacial sediments. The slow velocities lead to increased rock: water contact times promoting enhanced weathering. This results in a chemically enriched meltwater constituent.

Spatial and temporal variations of quick and delayed meltwater flows contribute to classical drainage theory (Shreve, 1972). This largely hinges upon the prevalence of delayed flow drainage during periods of reduced melt and a transition to rapid channelized drainage during the ablation season. Once established, the channelized system expands head ward alongside the retreat of the snow line, forming an arborescent quick drainage system beneath large areas of the glacier. This dominates the ablation season until reduced flows and ice creep closure of channels forces a transition back to the linked cavity system. Increases in dilute quick flow components during summer typically result in an inverse relationship between chemistry and discharge due to dilution effects.

Glacier hydrology is dominated by classical drainage theories applicable to Alpine and Arctic Environments. However, the Icelandic glacial drainage system has been little studied. Year-round low level ablation, caused by the dominance of maritime
conditions and large fluxes of geothermal heat, result in net ablation in every season of the year and continuous subglacial drainage (Pagli and Sigmundsson, 2008). Given the unique hydrological configuration at Icelandic glaciers such as Sólheimajökull, hydrological investigation beyond established norms is necessary.

2.5.2. Icelandic glacial hydrology

Icelandic glacial hydrology is characterised by year round drainage attributed to subglacial geothermal heat sources and continual low elevation (>100m above sea level) melting of the glacier snout in a maritime setting. This results in the persistence of subglacial drainage throughout the winter season, with the likelihood of channelized quick flow drainage prevailing beneath the lower ice extent. Superimposed upon this are periodic rapid release events associated with the build-up and sudden release of meltwater generated by geothermal heat transfer. These can be large scale Jökulhlaups (for example in Grímsvötn (1996) and Sólheimajökull (1999)), or smaller scale periodic floods such as those frequently appearing at Kötlujökull or Sólheimajökull throughout the late Spring and Summer drainage seasons (Björnsson, 1988; Lawler et al., 1996).

The hydrochemistry of the associated meltwater release may also carry a unique signature dependent upon the prevalence of any geothermal activity beneath the ice mass. This is particularly notable at Sólheimajökull where H₂S discharges from the glacier, particularly during the summer season. Furthermore, dual isotopic analysis of δ³⁴S and δ¹⁸O of sulphate dissolved within meltwaters (Wynn et al., 2015) indicate reverse redox conditions with discharge of reduced, anoxic meltwaters in summer, rather than winter, a process which Lawler et al. (1996) referred to as a cyclical ‘sweeping out’ of the geothermal zone. Prevalence of this process during summer months is linked to expansion of the subglacial drainage system head wards, where meltwaters likely intersect the Katla geothermal zone at the time of year when seismic activity and geothermal processes are at their peak. Two areas of seismic activity have been identified beneath the Mýrdalsjökull ice cap: one in the South East
and another in the South West not far from Sólheimajökull (Lawler et al., 1996). Seismic activity is highly seasonal in South West Myrdalsjökull, with activity peaking during July-October (Lawler et al., 1996; Gudmundsson et al., 1994; Einarsson and Brandsdóttir, 2000), frequently associated with surface melt and seasonal unloading of the snowpack. Low summertime overburden pressures from snowpack unloading (3–9m of snowpack melting lead to an estimated seasonal unloading of 0.003MPa (Einarsson and Brandsdóttir, 2000) have been deemed sufficient to trigger seismic and geothermal activity (Pagli and Sigmundsson, 2008), coinciding with drainage system expansion.

The effects of this unique hydrological regime generate profound effects upon the solute flux from the glacier, particularly with regard to the carbon budget. Most notably, this has the potential to exert a powerful influence over subglacial methane dynamics, forcing widespread seasonal anoxia ideal for methanogenesis and inhibiting methanotrophy. Furthermore, contributions from subglacial geogenesis are possible. This potentially allows large volumes of meltwater discharging from the subglacial realm to deliver high quantities of reduced methane to the proglacial zone, where it can rapidly engage in atmospheric cycling. Due to the potency of methane as a greenhouse gas, it is essential to constrain potential reservoirs beneath ice masses and assess the influence microbial activity has on methane flux to the atmosphere (Dieser et al., 2014). In order to fully achieve this, it is essential to step away from traditional drainage regimes of Alpine glaciers and consider the quirks of carbon cycling in areas subjected to subglacial volcanism.

2.6. Synthesis

Cryospheric carbon cycling is a unique (and under estimated) terrestrial addition to the global carbon cycle. This occurs in both inorganic and organic form, acknowledged by a paradigm shift from hydrochemistry to biogeochemistry. Where inorganic and organic components combine with suitable conditions, methane is formed. Hydrology is a fundamental element in determining carbon dynamics within
glacial systems. Where hydraulic configuration conforms to classical drainage theories, cryospheric carbon cycling has been explored. However, in areas where distinctive hydraulic configuration prevails, such as Iceland, the accompanying unique carbon cycling has been little studied. In light of exclusive redox conditions and subglacial geothermal processes operating at Sólheimajökull, research areas addressed in this study offer a chance for an exclusive insight into the impact these processes have upon carbon export.
3. Introduction to Field Site, Field techniques and Laboratory Methodology

3.1. Introduction

This chapter outlines how two field campaigns were designed and executed during Summer 2013 and Spring 2014 with the intent to supply information on bulk meltwater characteristics and proglacial dynamics at Sólheimajökull. Consideration of carbon cycling within the Sólheimajökull system is apportioned into aqueous components of carbon cycling determined through monitoring of proglacial bulk meltwaters and evidence of sedimentary carbon dynamics from across the proglacial forefield, supplemented by laboratory analysis.

3.2. Study site description

Iceland offers the perfect situation for glaciological investigation with accessible glacierized catchments and little human influence. Furthermore, enhanced volcanicity due to the proximity of the mid-Atlantic ridge has created a unique situation whereby the effects of geothermal, volcanic and glacial processes can interact. Located on the Southern coast of Iceland, Sólheimajökull is an 8km long non-surging, temperate glacier (Wynn et al., 2015). Sólheimajökull is situated within a 110km$^2$ catchment, of which approximately 71% is glacierized. Total glacier area is 78km$^2$ with a maximum ice thickness of 433m. Sólheimajökull descends from ~1500m a.s.l to ~100m a.s.l where a relatively mild maritime climate characterised by average annual temperatures of 5°C and annual precipitation in excess of 10,000mm (with large volumes falling as rain), results in year round ablation and continuous drainage from the glacier snout (Friis, 2011; Wynn et al., 2015).

Sólheimajökull is an outlet glacier from the Mýrdalsjökull ice cap (figure 3.1), which blankets the 100km$^2$ Katla volcanic caldera, one of the most active volcanoes in Iceland (Friis, 2011). The glacio-volcanic history of Katla and Mýrdalsjökull is evident
in widespread ash deposits across the Sólheimajökull surface, with inclusion of large bands of ash from the most recent Katla 1918 eruption. Interplay between the glacier and underlying geothermal areas is also evident in proglacial waters draining Sólheimajökull. The Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi is the bulk meltwater river draining the Sólheimajökull catchment (as shown in figure 3.4). Historically this has adopted the colloquial name of Fulilaekur (‘stinky river’) linked to the strong sulphurous odour often emitted by the river (Wynn et al., 2015). This has often been attributed to connectivity between subglacial hydrology and geothermal water flowing from the vents between Goðabunga and Háabunga (Friis, 2011). In support of this, geothermal components have previously been identified in bulk meltwaters exiting the Sólheimajökull catchment (Sigvaldason, 1963; Lawler et al., 1996; Wynn et al., 2015).

Bulk meltwaters in the Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi thereby provide a rare opportunity to explore complimentary processes of glacial hydro geochemistry and subglacial volcanism.

Figure 3.1: Map depicting location of Sólheimajökull adapted from Krüger (1988)
Until 2010, two proglacial channels drained meltwaters from Sólheimajökull. One to the east, primarily associated with supraglacial run off and one on the western ice margin dominated by outflow of subglacial waters (Tepe and Bau, 2014). Since 2010 a proglacial lake has developed dividing the eastern and western proglacial areas. In addition to meltwaters directly supplied from Sólheimajökull, the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi also drains water from two additional sources. The first is Jökulsárgil, which drains Jökulsárgilsjökull, a valley glacier approximately 3km to the north of Sólheimajökull as shown in figure 3.2 (Russell et al, 2010). Secondly, Fjallgilsá (figure 3.3) joins the Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi approximately 2km downstream from the glacier snout (Guan et al., 2015). This is a non-glacial river originating from grassland to the west of Sólheimajökull. Local geology is dominated by basalts and acidic volcanic rocks (Carswell, 1983; Flaathen et al., 2007).

Figure 3.2: Photograph taken during Spring 2014 showing flow of Jökulsárgil through a gorge before joining the proglacial lake
Marginal fluctuations of Sólheimajökull are influenced by climate, resulting in a well-documented history of dynamic advance and retreat cycles (Friis, 2011). From 1996 the glacier has retreated almost 800m, revealing an extensive proglacial forefield. Proglacial geomorphology is dominated by moraine assemblages and glaciofluvial outwash features resulting from the 1999 Jökulhlaup, which drained via Sólheimajökull.

3.3. Meteorological Parameters

The Sólheimajökull catchment exhibits a typical Icelandic climate characterised by relatively mild temperatures and extensive rainfall due to the close proximity to the coast. Air temperature and precipitation provide transfers of heat which influence surface melting and thus impact meltwater hydrology. Constraining the seasonal
fluctuations in climate is essential in understanding bulk meltwater characteristics. Monitoring stations set up by the Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) and Lancaster University currently measure the climate of the Sólheimajökull catchment.

A hydrometric gauging station operated by the Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) is situated where the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi passes beneath the N1 road bridge (figure 3.4). Air temperature data (°C) is obtained from hourly intervals and used within this study to parameterise climate during sampling. Rainfall counts which were subsequently converted to mm amounts are obtained every 15 minutes from a TinyTag rainfall data logger situated on Jökulhaus, a large moraine ridge to the East of Sólheimajökull, 200m a.s.l (Carswell, 1963).

3.4. Monitoring of Proglacial waters to determine bulk meltwater characteristics

3.4.1. Sampling Locations

Meltwater sampling was carried out in Summer 2013 from the 4th July to 22nd July (Day of Year (DOY) 185-203) across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area. Monitoring of proglacial waters was undertaken across 18 sampling locations on the Eastern and Western margins of the proglacial lagoon, along the glacier snout where the ice makes contact with the lagoon and at locations along the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi (figure 3.4). Glacier surface meltwaters were represented via sampling from transient supraglacial streams as well as water pools contained within closing crevasse depressions. In addition, external riverine inputs from Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá were monitored to constrain non-glacial inputs.

Principal lagoon sampling sites (where repeated monitoring took place) were established at the Upper and Middle Eastern Lagoon and the Middle Western Lagoon. In addition, two main riverine sites, namely the Mixed Zone and the Bridge, were also frequently monitored (see figure 3.4). Almost continuous (24 hour) time
series sampling took place at the Mixed Zone, a main location on the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi downstream of the lagoon outlet, where proglacial waters have fully mixed. Samples taken here are considered to be representative of bulk outflow from the proglacial lagoon, including water from subglacial, supraglacial and external riverine (Jökulsárgil) inputs. From here, the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi flows south of the glacier within a large channel constrained by steep sided banks consisting of moraine ridges and Jökulhlaup deposits. Eventually the main channel flows under the N1 road bridge approximately 4km from the glacier snout. Repeated monitoring of Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá was also undertaken to establish the characteristics of waters which do not derive from Sólheimajökull glacier. Fieldwork undertaken during Spring 2014 (28th April-17th May 2014) used the same sampling sites with the addition of subglacial upwelling samples and more extensive lagoon margin sampling to build upon findings of Summer 2013 (figure 3.5).
Figure 3.4: Map showing sampling sites established during Summer 2013 for monitoring of proglacial meltwaters
Figure 3.5: Map showing extensive sampling sites located across the proglacial lagoon during Spring 2014

3.4.2. Water stage

Water stage collected by the IMO at the N1 road bridge gauging station was used as a proxy for discharge, with variations in water stage reflecting changes in bulk meltwater output.
3.4.3. Determination of physical properties of bulk meltwaters

Electrical conductivity (EC), temperature and pH were determined in the field using a WTW 340i combination meter (Wissenschaftlich-Technische Werkstätten GmbH) compensated for temperature and calibrated daily for pH using buffers of pH 4 and 7. Secondary data from the IMO bridge hydrometric gauging site provided hourly EC measurements for the extended periods of 1st June to 31st August 2013 and 1st April to 31st May 2014.

3.4.4. Collection of Proglacial waters for chemical analysis

Water was collected from key sampling locations during Summer 2013 and Spring 2014 as outlined in figures 3.4 and 3.5. For analysis of major ions, trace metals, dissolved organic carbon and fluorescence, water was filtered upon collection to minimise further reaction with suspended sediments using 0.45 micron cellulose nitrate filters and a pre rinsed Nalgene filter unit and hand pump. Measurements of EC, pH and water temperature were recorded at the time of sampling. Waters for major ion and trace metal analysis were then transferred into 60ml pre rinsed Nalgene bottles and sealed without any air bubbles. Waters for DOC testing were placed into air tight 40ml amber borosilicate glass vials topped with foil to prevent contact with vial lids and seals. The remaining water was saved for bicarbonate titrations. Samples were then stored at cool temperature (4-8°C) (and darkness for DOC samples) before returning to the UK. Upon arrival in Lancaster these were then refrigerated at 4°C.

For testing dissolved inorganic carbon $^{13}\text{C}/^{12}\text{C}$, samples of proglacial water (10ml) were directly drawn into a pre-rinsed syringe, filtered through an inline filter capsule of 0.45µm cellulose nitrate and injected into pre-evacuated and acidified (0.175 ml concentrated phosphoric acid) 12ml exetaine rs, leaving a 2ml headspace. Vials were then stored upside down to prevent ingress or egress of gases and transported back to the UK. Water samples to test D/H and $^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O}$ ratios of H$_2$O were collected as unfiltered 8ml samples in Nalgene bottles pre-rinsed three times with water from the
sampling site. These were submerged and sealed below the water surface in order to avoid trapped air.

3.4.5. Dissolved oxygen testing in the field

Dissolved oxygen concentrations were measured in the field using a Winkler drop count titration method with reagents supplied by Hach. Water was collected in a clear 60ml glass container, rinsed 3 times with water from the sample site. Dissolved oxygen powder pillows (manganous sulphate and alkaline iodine-azide reagent) were added to the mixture and inverted several times. Sulfamic acid was added, leaving a residual brownish-yellowish hue if oxygen is present (figure 3.6). Titration with thiosulfate was used to provide dissolved oxygen concentration in mg/L.

Figure 3.6: In situ sampling for dissolved oxygen during Summer 2013. Photograph taken after addition of sulfamic acid
3.4.6. In Situ Bicarbonate analysis

Carbonate analysis was undertaken in the field by digital titration, using a Hach alkalinity test kit, model AL-DT. 25ml of pre filtered water was place into a cleaned flask and phenolphthalein indicator added. Bromcresol Green-Methyl red indicator was then added to produce a green coloured mixture. 0.16N sulphuric acid was titrated until the coloured solution changed to light pink representing the end point of the reaction. Total dissolved inorganic carbon (mg/l HCO$_3^-$) was calculated using the HACH digital multiplier of 0.4.

3.4.7. Collection of waters to monitor aqueous methane concentrations

Waters for aqueous methane analysis were collected in pre rinsed 1L clip lock clear plastic pots. Pots were filled with ~300ml of meltwater and sealed. A 5ml headspace sample was immediately withdrawn through a rubber septa and injected into a 3ml evacuated exetainer. Pots were then left in ambient air temperatures to allow the headspace to equilibrate with the meltwater sample. After approximately 24 hours, the headspace gas was withdrawn, comprising a 5 ml and a 20ml aliquot (stored in pre-evacuated 3ml and 12 ml exetainers) for concentration and isotopic determination respectively.

*Figure 3.7: Aqueous methane sampling pots*
3.5. Laboratory Analysis of Sólheimajökull proglacial waters

3.5.1. Isotopic Analysis of δ\(^{18}\)O and δD in water

Isotopic sampling of D/H and \(^{18}\)O/\(^{16}\)O H\(_2\)O ratios was undertaken at the Stable Isotope Facility of Lancaster University using an Elementar Pyrocube elemental analyser configured to an Isoprime 100 mass spectrometer, similar to the methods of Wynn et al (2015). For D/H analyses aliquots of 0.3µL were injected and subsequently reduced to hydrogen over a chromium metal catalyst at a combustion temperature of 1050°C. For δ\(^{18}\)O, analysis was undertaken in pyrolysis mode following injection of 0.4µL of sample over glassy carbon chips at a combustion temperature of 1450°C. Both D/H and δ\(^{18}\)O analyses were run in duplicate and corrected against lab calibration standards relative to V-SMOW. Analytical precisions were quoted as 0.3‰ for standards and 0.2‰ for actual samples with regards to δ\(^{18}\)O and 1‰ for both standards and samples for δD.

3.5.2. Analysis of major ion chemistry

Major anion testing was utilised to provide information on chloride, sulphate, nitrate and fluoride concentrations in Sólheimajökull proglacial meltwaters. Analysis was conducted using a Thermo Fischer Scientific Dionex ICS 2500 reagent free ion chromatography system based at Lancaster University. Data were calibrated against known lab standards where the limits of detection in mg/L (LOD) were 0.016, 0.002, 0.030 and 0.001 for fluoride, chloride, sulphate and nitrate respectively. Internal check standards and blanks were used to ensure quality control. All data are reported to within 5% of the internal standard values.

Inductively coupled plasma optical Emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) analysis was conducted at Lancaster University using a Thermo Scientific iCAP 6000 series ICP spectrometer to test for major cations (Ca\(^{2+}\), Mg\(^{2+}\), K\(^{+}\) and Na\(^{+}\)) and Silica in Sólheimajökull proglacial waters. Water samples were acidified with 0.1M HNO\(_3\) in the original Nalgene collection bottle to desorb cations and trace metals from the
plastic sidewalls. Calibration against lab standards and internal reference materials allowed comparison between runs. Analytical precision within and between runs ranged from 0.01 to 0.05mg/L based on individual ion data. Trace metals were also analysed, however proved to be at the limit of detection and are therefore not reported in this thesis.

Major ions were not corrected for potential sea salt contribution, despite the close proximity of Sólheimajökull to the Atlantic Coastline. Na⁺: Cl⁻ ratios for Sólheimajökull meltwaters (ranging from 1.56 (1SD=0.07) to 3.80 (1SD=0.34) in Spring 2014 and 2.45 (n=2) to 6.24 (1SD= 2.37) in Summer 2013) indicate large deviations from marine sources (ratio of 0.56 quoted by Wake, 1989). Given the unique situation of Sólheimajökull with connectivity to subglacial geothermal systems and previous evidence of injection of geothermal fluids, inappropriate marine aerosol correction could misrepresent sources of Na⁺ and Cl⁻. In addition, similar studies monitoring Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters (Lawler et al., 1996) do not correct for a seasalt component. TDIC δ¹³C values were obtained through analysis of exsolved headspace gases sampled via an Isoprime 100 isotope ratio mass spectrometer (refer to chapter 3.5.4.

3.5.3. Dissolved organic carbon analysis

Proglacial meltwater samples were collected during Summer 2013 and Spring 2014 and filtered using the methods outlined in section 3.3.4. Samples were then acidified prior to analysis to remove DIC content. Analysis of DOC in Summer 2013 proglacial waters was undertaken at the Institute for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Dynamics, based at the University of Amsterdam, Netherlands. This was achieved using a pre-market IsoTOC total organic carbon analyser adapted from the existing HTC TOC analyser VarioTOC Cube (Elementar Analysensysteme GmbH), interfaced to an Isoprime 100 IRMS, using methods outlined by Federherr et al. (2014). Proglacial waters were automatically injected into the combustion system using a 5ml syringe. Combustion was undertaken using a Platinum (Pt) catalyst on a ceramic carrier
material at a combustion temperature of 850°C with oxygen pulse. Water, hydrogen halides and halogens were removed before DOC concentration was quantified by a non-dispersive infrared detector (NDIR). Specifically designed separation of CO₂ and O₂ allowed for focussing and gas exchange ultimately resulting in determination of δ¹³C_DOC. Results were calibrated against lab standards and blanks. Attempts to analyse Spring proglacial waters for DOC concentration and δ¹³C using similar methods at Isoprime House, Manchester were unsuccessful due to low DOC content.

Fluorescence of glacial waters was conducted using a Cary Eclipse Luminescence Spectrophotometer at the University of Birmingham. In line with techniques adopted by Wynn et al. (unpublished) samples were analysed at 20°C with a voltage of 900V. Results were standardised against a Raman spectra which was analysed before each batch of samples. Limited amounts of Humic and Fulvic-like substances were detected. However, in light of potential microbial degradation of fulvic-like fractions, analysis was limited to characterisation of humic-like substances from Summer 2013. This was normalised into humic-like fluorescence intensity per mgC by extracting humic like fluorescence intensity values from a window of emission and excitation wavelengths associated with humic like substances. Emission was typically between 400.75nm to 459.07nm, whilst excitation ranged from 15.77nm to 29.56nm. This was then corrected against DOC per mg C.

3.5.4. Dissolved inorganic carbon analysis

Where in field testing of inorganic carbon (TDIC) concentrations as outlined in chapter 3.4.6 was not possible, carbonate was estimated from charge balance equations. Balancing the ionic charge in equivalence units (generated via major ion analysis outlined in chapter 3.5.2) is based on the assumption that net charge of ions in a solution is 0. Therefore, providing all other major ions have been accurately measured the missing negative charge can be attributed to HCO₃⁻ (Hubbard and Glasser, 2005). Regression against field titrations demonstrated a line of best fit, which was used to estimate the carbonate content using the following equation:
\[ \text{Titrination unit} = \text{gradient} \times \text{calculated charge balance} + \text{intercept} \]

(equation 10)

This was then multiplied by the digital multiplier supplied by Hach (0.4) to give an estimated concentration of $\text{HCO}_3^{-}$ in mg/L. Calculated values were found to be in keeping with known digital titrations.

For isotopic analysis of inorganic carbon exetainers containing headspace CO$_2$ exsolved from meltwater samples were analysed in the Lancaster University stable isotope facility for $\delta^{13}$C$_{\text{DIC}}$ using a multiflow prep line interfaced to an Isoprime 100 isotope ratio mass spectrometer in continuous flow mode. Results are expressed relative to VPDB following standardisation to international reference materials (LSVEC lithium carbonate and NBS 18 Calcite). Analytical precisions within runs were better than 0.14‰ and 0.10‰ and 2.16‰ and 2.23‰ between runs for LSVEC and NBS 18 respectively.

3.5.5. Analysis of aqueous methane concentrations

Methane concentrations were analysed using flame ionisation detection on a gas chromatograph situated in the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (CEH) Lancaster. A three point calibration was obtained using standard gas mixtures of 1, 10 and 500ppm methane in air. Final aqueous concentrations were determined through Henry’s Ideal Gas Law, whereby the amount of gas dissolved in a given solution is proportional to its partial pressure in the gas phase (Sander, 2015). The concentration of methane in water ($C_{aq}$) is related to the concentration of gas measured in the headspace ($C_g$) and the dimensionless Henry’s Law solubility Constant ($H^{CC}$) through the following equation:

\[ C_{aq} = C_g \times H^{CC} \]

(Equation 11, taken from Sander, 2015)
For an ideal gas the dimensionless Henry’s Law solubility constant ($H^{CC}$) is calculated using the following equation:

$$H^{CC} = H^{CP} \times RT$$

(Equation 12, taken from Sander, 2015)

Where $R$ is Henry’s gas constant (equivalent to $8.31 \text{Jmol}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$) and $T$ is the temperature in Kelvin (K). The $H^{CP}$ of methane at a standard temperature of 298K (25°C) is $0.000014 \text{mol/m}^3 \text{Pa}$.

Solubility of gases increases with decreasing temperatures. Since glacial waters are at much lower temperatures, calculating the concentration of aqueous methane using the standard temperature of 298K would lead to significant underestimation of methane concentrations. Instead the Henry’s Law solubility constants of $H^{CP}$ and $H^{CC}$ were recalculated for a temperature of 275.15K (0°C) based on the temperature dependence between the two, using 298K as a reference temperature. A derivative of the van ’t Hoff equation was utilised taking into account the enthalpy of methane (internal energy in relation to pressure and volume, denoted by $\Delta_{sol}H$) which was quoted as 13,180J/mol (Naghibi et al., 1986). This was factored into equation 3 alongside a standard temperature ($T^\theta$) of 298K and a desired temperature ($T$) of 273.15K and the Henry’s gas constant ($R$) of $8.314 \text{Jmol}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$ as follows:

$$H (T) = H^\theta \times \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta_{sol}H}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T^\theta} \right) \right)$$

(Equation 13, taken from Sander, 2015)
This provided an adapted $H^{CP}$ value which could be applied to equation 12 in order to recalculate $H^{CC}$ for 273.15K. Aqueous methane concentrations were then calculated using equation 11 and converted to mg/L using the molar mass of methane (16.4g mol$^{-1}$).

### 3.5.6. Isotopic analysis of aqueous methane

Isotopic analysis for $\delta^{13}C_{CH4}$ was conducted at the Stable Isotope Facility based at CEH Lancaster, using a Gilson TraceGas preconcentrator linked to an Isoprime IRMS. Results were calibrated against reference gases (10, 100 and 500ppm methane in air). Due to low methane concentrations, supraglacial and external riverine samples were omitted from isotopic analysis. Precision of analysis for both samples and standards was better than 0.3‰. Isotopic analysis for $\delta D$ was conducted at the UC Davies Stable Isotope Facility using a Thermo Scientific PreCon concentration system interfaced to a Thermo Scientific Delta V plus isotope ratio mass spectrometer. Reported isotopic values were calibrated against a pure reference gas standard with a known isotopic value of -157.0‰ with a standard deviation of 2.6‰. Only samples collected during the Spring 2014 field season were analysed for both $\delta^{13}C$ and $\delta D$.

### 3.6. Analysis of proglacial sediments at Sólheimajökull

#### 3.6.1. Sediment collection

Extensive sediment sampling on the eastern proglacial forefield, glacier snout and a limited number of western forefield samples was undertaken during Summer 2013 to investigate soil organic carbon content and for isotopic analysis to identify potential carbon sources in proglacial sediments. In total, 50 samples were collected including 37 from a sampling grid between the proglacial forefield to the east of the lagoon and Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi, 10 from the glacier surface and 3 from the western proglacial area. The 10 on-glacier samples can be further divided into samples consisting of surficial ash (4 samples) and perceived subglacial sediments (6 samples). Glacier sampling sites were selected based on points of interest, with the
majority of sites situated on the lower glacier snout. Ashes were sampled from melt out cones, debris stripes and directly from a higher altitude band of exposed Katla 1918 ash. Clays were predominantly sampled from crevasse traces and thrust planes, where subglacial material had been squeezed up from the bed of the glacier by differential ice flow velocities as shown in image 3.9.

![Figure 3.8: Debris Cone consisting of ash on the lower reaches of the Sólheimajökull glacier, Summer 2013](image)
During spring 2014 supraglacial sediment sampling continued from crevasses and thrust planes in order to obtain additional subglacial clays. During this season larger amounts of sediment appeared to be present, likely linked to winter advance and cooler, drier conditions leading to less surface melt for eroding sediments away. These were stored in plastic 100ml bottles to better ensure preservation of moisture and ensure suitability for later incubation experiments.
3.6.2. Static chamber methods to monitor proglacial methane flux

Static chamber methods were employed to test methane fluxes across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area during Summer 2013 and Spring 2014. Most sampling occurred on the eastern proglacial forefield due to accessibility. Two transects were studied as outlined in figure 3.12. The first a north to south transect was based on distance from the glacier in order to parameterise influence of changing sediment age on methane flux. The second was a west to east transect based on increasing distance from the proglacial lagoon aiming to parameterise the influence of changing moisture conditions on methane flux. One spot sample from the western proglacial forefield was also undertaken close to Fjallgilsá where vegetation cover was more extensive. Chambers measuring 10cm height by 15cm diameter were buried approximately 3cm into the soil leaving a headspace of 683.3cm$^3$ or 1.41L equivalent. Surrounding sediments were pushed against the chambers to ensure full closure from the atmosphere. Samples of 5ml were drawn off using a needle and syringe at
15 minute (for chambers operated for 45 minutes) and 45 minute (for long term 120 minute experiments) intervals through a butyl rubber septa and stored in 3ml pre-evacuated extainers. Unless otherwise stated, three static chambers were deployed at each site (as shown in figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11: Static Chamber sampling adjacent to the proglacial lagoon Summer 2013
Due to little change in the proglacial forefield, sites from transect 1 were also sampled during Spring 2014 alongside the addition of the red point which represents a long term individual sampling point. A total of 36 replicates were done during Summer 2013 whilst 10 replicates were sampled during Spring 2014.
3.6.3. Laboratory analysis of proglacial sediments

Sediments collected from the proglacial area in Summer 2013 and Spring 2014 were tested for total carbon content in addition to δ\(^{13}\)C signature. Roughly 10g wet weight of sediment was placed into tin boats and air dried in a drying cabinet at approximately 30-40°C for 24 hours. These were then transferred into an agate pestle and mortar and ground to homogenise. The samples were then split into two. One portion was stored in a 1.5ml Eppendorf micro centrifuge tube awaiting weighing prior to sampling for total Carbon content. The second portion was acidified using 10% ultra-pure hydrochloric acid solution. These were subsequently rinsed, dried and stored in 1.5ml Eppendorf micro centrifuge tubes awaiting weighing for isotopic analysis.

Where field filtration of water samples yielded enough sediment on the filter papers, these were saved and processed for δ\(^{13}\)C analysis and %C content. Each filter paper was dried and the sediment removed prior to homogenisation and analysis. Filter papers were analysed as blanks to ensure no contamination occurred during sample processing.

3.6.4. Determination of total Carbon and δ\(^{13}\)C isotopic signatures of proglacial sediments

Proglacial sediments were tested on an Elementar Vario Micro Cube Elemental Analyser linked to a VisiON prototype mass spectrometer at the University of Lancaster. Approximately 10mg of each sediment (Absolute mass of sediment was dependent upon percentage carbon content) was weighed into tin boats and placed into an auto sampler. Analysis was undertaken using catalytic combustion at a temperature of 1,200°C. Isotopic analysis of δ\(^{13}\)C was undertaken using a combined C/N mode with a zero dilution setting and a carbon trap set at 400. Samples were run in three batches and calibrated against known lab standards (corn and low carbon substrate) to provide consistency between runs. Internal precisions based on
calibration and reference materials was better than 0.15‰. The long term external precision (between runs) for the VisION is better than 0.19‰.

3.6.5. Sediment Incubations

3.6.5.1. Preliminary testing

Two types of sediment were visually identified during Spring 2014- light brown and grey. XRD analysis has shown almost identical chemical composition of these sediments, therefore colour was thought to represent iron oxidation state. The light grey sediment would be typically associated with Fe$^{2+}$ under anoxic conditions and oxidized Fe$^{3+}$ prevalent within the brown sediment.

Sediments collected from the glacier surface and proglacial forefield were incubated to test for the production/ consumption of methane. Preliminary testing of various incubation conditions (temperature, headspace, substrate, and slurry) took place prior to the main investigation to determine a suitable sampling technique, as outlined in table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sediments Tested</th>
<th>Headspace Conditions Tested</th>
<th>Temperatures Tested</th>
<th>Saturation Tested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial sediment collected Summer 2013</td>
<td>N$_2$ headspace (methanogenesis)</td>
<td>4°C 15°C</td>
<td>Slurry Non slurry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$^{2+}$ enriched grey subglacial sediment collected Spring 2014</td>
<td>CH$_4$ enriched headspace (methanotrophy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$^{3+}$ enriched brown subglacial sediment collected Spring 2014</td>
<td>Compressed air (ambient)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern glacier forefield sediment collected Spring 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Parameters tested during preliminary incubation experiments
Field sediments were added to 100ml Wheaton bottles, slurred with de-ionised water, sealed using rubber septa caps and incubated at set temperatures. Headspace gases were added prior to sealing the incubation chambers to investigate either methanogenesis (headspace gas = N\textsubscript{2}), or methanotrophy (headspace gas = CH\textsubscript{4}). Sample extraction by syringe at set time intervals enabled rates of production/consumption to be monitored respectively. Initial incubations revealed limited microbial methanogenesis/ methanotrophy at 4°C, regardless of headspace composition or substrate type. At 15°C Grey Fe\textsuperscript{2+} slurried substrate demonstrated evidence of methanogenesis under an N\textsubscript{2} headspace, whilst under a methane enriched atmosphere, brown Fe\textsuperscript{3+} slurried sediments exhibited methanotrophy. These constitute the range finder experiments outlined in Appendix 4.

![Figure 3.12: Example of slurried wheatons used for incubation experiments](image)

**3.6.5.2. Testing for Methanogenesis**

Fe\textsuperscript{2+} enriched grey subglacial sediment was allocated for methanogenesis testing using the laboratory facilities at CEH Lancaster. Approximately 5g wet weight of glacial sediment A was placed into a 100ml autoclaved clear glass Wheaton jar and slurried with 20ml of deionised water, which had been flushed with nitrogen.
Wheatons were then also flushed with nitrogen for 2 minutes before being immediately sealed with a butyl rubber stopper and crimp cap. An additional 20ml of nitrogen was added to each Wheaton to establish a positive pressure. A control experiment was set up under the same conditions, but without the addition of any sediment. Samples were then placed on a gyratory shaker and incubated in the dark at 15°C for 49 days. 1ml headspace concentrations were measured immediately after closure using GC analysis then at regular intervals, initially this was every 7 days for the first 21 days then every 14 days for the remainder of the sample period.

3.6.5.3. Testing for Methanotrophy

Approximately 10g wet weight of the Fe\textsuperscript{3+} enriched brown subglacial sediment was placed into a 100ml autoclaved clear glass Wheaton Jar and slurried with 20ml of deionised water. Wheatons were flushed with compressed air for two minutes before being immediately closed and sealed with a butyl rubber stopper and crimp cap. Additional methane was added to the headspace after closure to create a 150ppm methane enriched headspace. Alongside this a control experiment was created. This followed the same steps although no sediment was added. Samples were then placed on a gyratory shaker and incubated in the dark at 15°C for 167 hours. A 1ml sample was immediately withdrawn from each Wheaton and analysed for methane concentration by GC analysis. In addition to each sample removed for determination of methane concentration, an isotopic sample was extracted and injected into a pre evacuated 3ml exetainer. Sampling of methane concentration and δ\textsuperscript{13}C CH\textsubscript{4} isotopes then continued over regular time intervals for 7 days.

Samples for δ\textsuperscript{13}C CH\textsubscript{4} analysis were taken from Wheatons one, three and four (control) and tested at the CEH Lancaster Stable Isotope Facility using a TraceGas preconcentrator linked to an Isoprime IRMS as outlined in section 3.4.6. Measurements of δ\textsuperscript{13}C CH\textsubscript{4} proved consistent between incubation chambers, therefore the remaining samples from Wheaton two were tested for δD CH\textsubscript{4} at UC Davies, California. This was undertaken using a Thermo Scientific PreCon.
concentration system interfaced to a Thermo Scientific Delta V plus IRMS also discussed in chapter 3.5.6.
4. Outlining the Sólheimajökull System: Hydrology, Meteorology and Run-off Characteristics

4.1. Introduction to glacial hydrology

Glacial hydrology refers to the passage of meltwater via three distinct pathways: supraglacial, englacial and subglacial, before emergence in the proglacial zone. Variability in drainage configuration is dictated by glacier type (temperate, polar or polythermal) and seasonality. Generalised models of glacial drainage applicable to temperate glaciers, suggest highest bulk meltwater flows during summer, accompanied by near cessation during winter, forming a reverse hydrograph. The majority of this bulk meltwater is comprised of ‘quick flow’ and ‘delayed flow’ components. Quick flow comprises relatively dilute supraglacial meltwaters, which route efficiently through moulins and crevasses and rapidly exit the glacier via englacial or subglacial channels. In contrast, delayed flow consists of solute rich waters sourced from supraglacial and subglacial melt, conveyed slowly through subglacial cavity drainage. Spatial and temporal variations in these modes of subglacial drainage constitute a classical drainage theory, whereby delayed cavity hydrology thought to dominate the accumulation season is superseded by rapid channelized drainage during periods of increased ablation. Due to changing rock: water contact this typically results in an inverse relationship between chemistry and discharge. From this, classical glacier hydrogeochemistry is born.

However, the Icelandic glacial drainage system exhibits differences from this classical model, due to year round low altitude ablation and the influence of subglacial geothermal activity. The Icelandic Institute of Earth Sciences have documented low level ablation from ablation stakes positioned 200m and 220m a.s.l. on the Sólheimajökull snout since Spring 2013. Over this time Summer ablation rates of 7-9m have been recorded, in addition to ~3m of ablation during the winter. This year-round ablation provides sufficient meltwater to maintain continual glacial discharge. Furthermore, previous investigation of bulk meltwater discharge and solute load
highlights a seasonal maxima in geothermal constituents coincident with summer season drainage (Lawler et al., 1996; Wynn et al., 2015). Physical and chemical characteristics of bulk meltwaters exiting the Sólheimajökull catchment are presented to develop an understanding of the hydro-geochemical dynamics at this unique location. This then serves as a platform on which subsequent chapters build an understanding of the glacial carbon cycle. Methods utilised to obtain meterological data are outlined in section 3.3, whilst collection and analysis of meltwaters can be found in section 3.4.

4.2. Results of physical and chemical analyses

4.2.1. Annual glacier run-off characteristics

Secondary data of uncalibrated relative water stage, absolute water temperature, air temperature and EC was obtained at hourly intervals from a hydrometric gauging station operated by the Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) where the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi passes beneath the N1 road bridge. Here bulkmeltwaters represent a culmination of water from a variety of sources. Glacial sources from both the surface and base of the glacier and external waters from Jökulsárgil discharge into a large proglacial lake. This is drained by the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi, with inputs from Fjallgilsá 4km downstream from Sólheimajökull (as shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5 chapter 3.3.1 (sampling site locations)). Estimation of river discharge has proved problematic due to poor results from salt dilution gauging and accessibility issues prevented using the velocity-surface area technique. The IMO Bridge gauging station uses pressure sensors to monitor water stage. This has been used as an estimate of seasonal differences in river discharge. Whilst this does not take into account deepening of the river bed during periods of high flow, or braiding of waters in multiple channels observed during summer, it can offer a best estimate of changes in discharge in the main channel and relationships to other meltwater characteristics.
Bulk meltwaters for the period September 2012 to September 2014 reflect a seasonal fluctuation between increased water stage during summer and lower water stage observed during winter months (as shown in figure 4.1, below). A notable feature of annual hydrology at Sólheimajökull is continual discharge during the winter with no seasonal cessation of meltwater production. In keeping with this, greater water stage was observed during Summer sampling with values ranging from 414.5cm to 454.14cm and an average of 433.77cm (1SD= 10.54). Spring early ablation season water stages are reduced ranging from 384.30cm to 411.59cm with an average of 394.85cm (1SD= 5.69).
Figure 4.1: Average water stage based on weekly data collected at the Icelandic Meteorological Office Bridge Gauging Station from September 2012 to September 2014.

Error bars represent weekly maximum and minimum values.
4.2.2. Meteorological Conditions

Monthly air temperatures and total rainfall at Sólheimajökull are presented in figure 4.2. Annual air temperatures based on recordings taken from the IMO bridge gauging station range from -12.19°C to 19.81°C with an average of 5.96°C (1SD= 3.41). Total precipitation over this period was 2705mm (excluding April where data was unavailable). Highest average monthly air temperatures were recorded in July with an average of 11.78°C (Minimum= 5.91°C; Maximum= 19.81°C). Rainfall exhibited a distinct peak in August with a total of 587.3mm. Lowest rainfall occured in February with 52.9mm recorded.

![Figure 4.2: Annual monthly rainfall and average temperatures from August 2013 to July 2014 (excluding rainfall data for April 2014)](image)

*Figure 4.2: Annual monthly rainfall and average temperatures from August 2013 to July 2014 (excluding rainfall data for April 2014)*

*Error Bars depict maximum and minimum values*

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 present temperature and rainfall data from Summer and Spring study periods respectively. Increased air temperatures and precipitation were noted during Summer with peak air temperatures of 13.39°C and precipitation up to 34.7mm over a 24 hour period. During Spring conditions were relatively cooler and
drier. Temperatures ranged from 3.32°C to 9.11°C whilst precipitation was minimal, with peak values of 18.2mm.

Figure 4.3: Average daily temperature and total rainfall for Summer 2013

Error bars depict daily maximum and minimum values
Figure 4.4: Average daily temperature and rainfall for Spring 2014

Error bars depict daily maximum and minimum values
Prevailing meteorological conditions are a driving force for proglacial discharge. Icelandic glacier melt is thought to be highly correlated to air temperature and sea surface temperature (Jóhannesson et al., 2007). Furthermore, 20% of Icelandic precipitation falls over glacial regions, meaning this could also play a role in hydro-glacial dynamics. Precipitation and temperatures are shown to be higher in the South of Iceland, therefore the southerly coastal location of Sólheimajökull provides close linkages between mass balance and climate, ultimately influencing the rate and timing of discharge exiting the catchment. Time series data from Spring 2014 revealed synchronicity between air temperature and average daily water stage, after lag of 1-2 days is accounted for (figure 4.5) as exhibited by a positive linear $R^2$ relationship of 0.40 (figure 4.6).
Figure 4.5: Air temperature and water stage during Spring 2014

Error bars depict daily maximum and minimum values
During Summer, relationships between average daily temperature and water stage are not as strong as indicated in figures 4.7 and 4.8 with an $R^2$ value of 0.04. This is potentially indicative of other factors such as subglacial meltwater discharge influencing summer bulk meltwater output.
Figure 4.7: Air temperature and water stage during Summer 2013

*Error bars depict daily minimum and maximum values*
Energy balance modelling at Sólheimajökull has identified incoming shortwave radiation as a key energy source, with lesser amounts attributable to turbulent fluxes and precipitation (Thompson, Unpublished Masters Thesis). A study undertaken during the balance year of 2014-2015, indicates that precipitation adds yearly averages of 2.1% and 1.9% to the overall energy balance at Sólheimajökull for elevations of 211 and 219m respectively (Thompson, Unpublished Masters Thesis). This is mostly through generation of enhanced surface ice melt linked to heat fluxes, reduction in albedo and changes to surface roughness caused by rainfall. Spring is characterised by prevalence of drier conditions, however (as indicated in figure 4.9) during Summer, increased frequency of peak rainfall events periodically influences water stage.
Figure 4.9: Time series of Summer 2013 total daily rainfall and average daily water stage.

Error bars depict daily maximum and minimum water stage.
4.2.3. Water Temperature

Seasonal fluctuations in water temperature were linked to the variable influence of water sources and changes in air temperature. Subglacial and supraglacial waters form two main water sources from Sólheimajökull. In addition, a third source from riverine inputs of external catchment origin (Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá) deliver waters independent of Sólheimajökull. Each source occupied a unique temperature range with subglacial upwellings displaying the lowest average temperatures of 0.00 °C (1SD= 0.08) and extra glacial inputs being relatively warmer, reaching maximum upper values of 5.20°C in Jökulsárgil during Spring and 5.80°C in Fjallgilsá during Summer. An East/West split was evident across the proglacial lagoon, with lowest average Spring temperatures observed across the Eastern Lagoon and highest average temperatures prevailing at Western sites. During Summer, this was reversed with cooler average temperatures at Western sites. This temperature pattern within the proglacial lake likely reflected the variable influence of subglacial discharge and water from Jökulsárgil, both of which dominated the western side of the lake and which vary in importance between the summer/spring seasons.
### Average Water Temperature (°C)

1 standard deviation (1SD) in parentheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Spring 2014</th>
<th>Summer 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>2.83 (1.34)</td>
<td>1.19 (0.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min= 1.50 Max= 5.60 n=17</td>
<td>Min= 0.70 Max= 2.00 n=13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>3.43 (0.78)</td>
<td>2.55 (0.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min= 2.80 Max= 4.3 n=7</td>
<td>Min= 1.90 Max= 3.20 n=4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial upwellings</td>
<td>0.00 (0.08)</td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min= -0.10 Max= 0.10 n=6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>1.14 (0.73)</td>
<td>2.53 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min= 0.20 Max= 2.60 n=20</td>
<td>Min= 2.30 Max =2.80 n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lagoon</td>
<td>3.32 (1.40)</td>
<td>1.68 (1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min= 1.80 Max= 6.10 n=6</td>
<td>Min= 0.70 Max= 4.4 n=13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>0.75 (0.65)</td>
<td>1.42 (0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min= 0.1 Max= 2.4 n=11</td>
<td>Min= 1.00 Max= 1.80 n=5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial sites</td>
<td>2.15 (...)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min= 0.10 Max= 4.20 n=2</td>
<td>Min= 0.10 Max= 0.50 n=5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>3.80 (0.85)</td>
<td>4.95 (...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min= 3.20 Max= 5.00 n=3</td>
<td>Min= 4.1 Max= 5.80 n=2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgil</td>
<td>4.17 (0.76)</td>
<td>3.20 (...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min= 3.40 Max= 5.20 n=3</td>
<td>Min= 3.20 Max= 4.30 n=2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.1: Average water temperatures across the Sólheimajökull catchment*

#### 4.2.4. Spatial pH distribution.

Table 4.2 reflects the average variability in pH between water sources at Sólheimajökull. Lowest springtime pH values were found in waters emanating from subglacial sources, ranging from 6.30 to 6.98, with an average of 6.66 (1SD= 0.25). In contrast, highest average pH values were found in Jökulsárgil waters, with average values of 7.91 (1SD= 0.13) and 7.75 (n=2) for spring and summer respectively. In addition, Supraglacial and external catchment waters from Fjallgilsá also exhibited
amongst the highest average pH values at Sólheimajökull, with little seasonal change. Mixed Zone values demonstrated seasonal fluctuations in pH with average values of 7.31 (1SD= 0.38) and 6.52 (1SD= 0.16) for Spring and Summer respectively. During Spring variability in pH was greater with values ranging from 6.89 to 8.51.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Spring 2014</th>
<th>Summer 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>7.31 (0.38)</td>
<td>6.52 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 6.89 Max= 8.51 n=18</td>
<td>Min= 6.32 Max= 6.85 n=13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>7.57 (0.11)</td>
<td>6.97 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 7.44 Max= 7.70 n=7</td>
<td>Min=6.77 Max= 7.15 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial upwellings</td>
<td>6.66 (0.25)</td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 6.30 Max= 6.98 n=6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>7.55 (0.59)</td>
<td>6.76 (0.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 5.84 Max= 8.55 n=20</td>
<td>Min= 6.28 Max= 7.40 n=13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lagoon</td>
<td>7.18 (0.26)</td>
<td>6.75 (0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 6.89 Max= 7.77 n=6</td>
<td>Min= 6.51 Max= 7.13 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>7.35 (0.57)</td>
<td>6.73 (0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 6.35 Max= 8.65 n=12</td>
<td>Min= 6.21 Max= 7.15 n=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial sites</td>
<td>7.51 (...)</td>
<td>7.54 (0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 7.22 Max= 7.80 n=2</td>
<td>Min= 6.87 Max= 8.32 n=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>7.26 (0.48)</td>
<td>7.41 (...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 6.68 Max= 7.86 n=3</td>
<td>Min= 7.20 Max= 7.62 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgil</td>
<td>7.91 (0.13)</td>
<td>7.75 (...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 7.74 Max= 8.05 n=3</td>
<td>Min= 7.67 Max= 7.82 n=2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.2: pH values across the Sólheimajökull catchment**

Spatial variability in meltwater pH is illustrated through figures 4.10 and 4.11. During Spring 2014 lowest pH values were associated with the influence of subglacial upwellings, as well as localised areas along the glacier snout. In addition to this,
low pH values were also evident at the Lower Eastern Lagoon where pH values range from 5.84 to 7.18 (average of 6.67, 1SD= 0.50 n=4). Areas of higher pH values were found close to inputs from Jökulsárgil and at the Upper Eastern Lagoon linked to supraglacial run off. During Summer 2013 reduced pH values prevailed across the proglacial lagoon. Areas of lowest pH, below 6.5 were found at a localised point along the glacier margin and around the lagoon outlet. Localised increases are associated with inputs from Jökulsárgil and potential areas of surface run off along the ice margin.

Figure 4.10: Map of pH distribution across the Sólheimajökull proglacial lagoon
Spring 2014.

Lagoon and Riverine spatial distribution shown encompasses data averaged from 116 pH measurements taken across 22 sampling locations (excluding Fjallgilsá) between DOY 119-137 (2014)
Figure 4.11: Map of pH distribution across the Sólheimajökull proglacial lagoon

Summer 2013

Lagoon and Riverine spatial distribution shown encompasses data averaged from 37 pH measurements taken across 13 sampling locations between DOY 185-203 (2013)
4.2.5. Electrical Conductivity Characteristics

Electrical Conductivity (EC) is widely used as a surrogate for Total Dissolved Solids giving a rough measure of total cations/anions. Waters emanating from subglacial upwellings exhibited the greatest EC values ranging from 122 µS/cm to 166 µS/cm, with an average of 145 µS/cm (1SD=17.27). Lowest EC values for both seasons were found in supraglacial samples with averages of 8 µS/cm (n=2) and 7 µS/cm (1SD=7.17) for Spring and Summer respectively. Seasonal variation was evident at the Mixed zone, where lower EC values were associated with summer sampling. Similar trends also occurred in Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá waters. Supraglacial waters showed consistency in EC values regardless of season.
Table 4.3: Electrical conductivity across the Sólheimajökull catchment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Spring 2014</th>
<th>Summer 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td><strong>134 (14.24)</strong></td>
<td><strong>107 (17.05)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 108 Max= 153 n=18</td>
<td>Min= 80 Max= 135 n=13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td><strong>126 (11.46)</strong></td>
<td><strong>96 (11.28)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 106 Max= 138 n=7</td>
<td>Min= 85 Max= 114 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial upwellings</td>
<td><strong>145 (17.27)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Not Sampled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 122 Max= 166 n=6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td><strong>98 (27.05)</strong></td>
<td><strong>66 (40.30)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 53 Max= 165 n=20</td>
<td>Min= 14 Max= 129 n=12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lagoon</td>
<td><strong>138 (15.90)</strong></td>
<td><strong>112 (11.00)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 110 Max= 157 n=6</td>
<td>Min= 97 Max= 122 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td><strong>107 (37.08)</strong></td>
<td><strong>69 (22.50)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 31 Max= 150 n=13</td>
<td>Min= 36 Max= 93 n=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial sites</td>
<td><strong>8 (...)</strong></td>
<td><strong>7 (7.17)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 4 Max= 11 n=2</td>
<td>Min= 2 Max= 22 n=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallgilsá</td>
<td><strong>74 (6.68)</strong></td>
<td><strong>42 (...)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 67 Max= 83 n=3</td>
<td>Min= 38 Max= 45 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgil</td>
<td><strong>106 (8.29)</strong></td>
<td><strong>66 (...)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 97 Max= 117 n=3</td>
<td>Min= 52 Max= 79 n=2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.12 depicts EC distribution across the Sólheimajökull proglacial lagoon during Spring sampling. Highest EC values were associated with close proximity to subglacial water sources. This revealed an East/West split in lagoon values, whereby western lagoon sites exhibited greater EC values. Localised areas of low EC were found close to the glacier snout proximal to the discharge of supraglacial streams into the lake. As indicated in figure 4.13 EC decreased during Summer. Similarly, there was an East/
West split with highest EC values at Western Lagoon sites and prevailing low EC at the Upper Eastern Lagoon. EC was predominantly low along the glacier ice margin.

**Figure 4.12:** Map of EC distribution across the Sólheimajökull proglacial lagoon Spring 2014

Lagoon and Riverine spatial distribution shown encompasses data averaged from 116 EC measurements taken across 22 sampling locations (excluding Fjallgilsá) between DOY 119-137 (2014)
Figure 4.13: Map of EC distribution across the Sólheimajökull proglacial lagoon

Summer 2013

Lagoon and riverine spatial distribution shown encompasses data averaged from 37 EC measurements taken across 13 sampling locations (excluding Fjallgilsá) between DOY 185-203 (2013)
Discharge is a potential factor influencing EC via dilution effects. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 present time series of average daily water stage from the IMO Bridge gauging station alongside EC values recorded at the Mixed zone. During Spring an inverse pattern existed with high EC concentrations corresponding to periods of relatively lower water stage. A bi-plot of average water stage and EC (figure 4.16) supports this displaying a negative non linear relationship with an $R^2$ value of 0.59.

This negative relationship between EC and discharge persisted throughout the summer season, albeit demonstrating a weaker relationship ($R^2 = 0.43$ as shown in figure 4.17) than in Spring.
Figure 4.14: Time series of average water stage and EC during Spring 2014
Figure 4.15: Time series of average water stage and EC during Summer 2013
Figure 4.16: Bi-plot of average water stage and EC during Spring 2014

Figure 4.17: Bi-plot of average water stage and EC during Summer 2013
4.3. Geochemical Parameters

Hydro-glaciology provides physical observations of bulk meltwater characteristics from small scale daily fluctuations to seasonal and annual trends. However, physical observation is not sufficient in addressing origins of bulk meltwater run off. Classical geochemistry linked to ion abundance and isotopic analyses ($\delta^{18}$O and $\deltaD$ of H$_2$O) can offer greater insight into contrasting water sources and their importance to bulk meltwater outflow (Fairchild et al., 1999). The measure of EC reflects a rough estimate of total dissolved solids. Rivers in glaciated catchments usually contain high concentrations of dissolved ions and suspended sediments. These are traditionally obtained from mechanical weathering at the bed, aerosol deposition at the surface and in the unique case of Sólheimajökull, dissolved into meltwater as it passes close to geothermal vents. Quick flow waters are ionically dilute whilst delayed flow and waters routed extensively through the subglacial realm are chemically enriched (refer to chapter 2.5.1). Therefore, consideration of major ion chemistry can help constrain variability of water sources at Sólheimajökull.

4.3.1. Major Ion Chemistry of Water Sources at Sólheimajökull

4.3.1.1. Subglacial waters

In line with elevated EC measurements, subglacial upwellings monitored during spring 2014 provided a concentrated, high abundance ion source (as indicated in appendix 2). Relative cation and Si abundances were as follows: $Na^+ > Ca^{2+} > Si > Mg^{2+} > K^+$, with observed concentrations ranging from 581.49 µmol (1SD= 56.04) to 30.93 µmol (1SD= 2.01) n=6 for $Na^+$ and $K^+$ respectively. This exceeded cation concentrations observed for supraglacial and external riverine waters, indicating cation acquisition from the subglacial realm. Heightened anion concentrations were also evident, with relative abundances of $HCO_3^- > Cl^- > SO_4^{2-} > F^- > NO_3^-$, ranging from 1048.89 µmol (1SD= 145.47) to 0.56 µmol (1SD= 0.72) for $HCO_3^-$ and $NO_3^-$ respectively. In addition to this low dissolved oxygen concentrations (5 and 6mg/L for
upwellings 1 and 2 respectively) indicated ion acquisition in a sub-oxic or potentially anoxic (low oxygen) weathering environment.

4.3.1.2. Supraglacial waters

Supraglacial waters provide a relatively dilute source component. Spring Supraglacial cation and Si concentrations were in the order: \( \text{Ca}^{2+} > \text{Na}^+ > \text{Mg}^{2+} > \text{K}^+ > \text{Si} \) whilst anions demonstrated relative abundances of \( \text{HCO}_3^- > \text{Cl}^- > \text{F}^- > \text{SO}_4^{2-} > \text{NO}_3^- \). Summer supraglacial samples were obtained from three notable sources: free flowing supraglacial streams situated at low altitudes on the glacier snout; stagnant supraglacial meltwater pools also located on the glacier snout and a larger high altitude stream flowing out from Katla 1918 ash deposits with a murky brown appearance. Highest cation concentrations during summer were associated with stagnant pooling water, whilst the lowest concentrations were found in free flowing supraglacial sites across the glacier snout. Across all supraglacial sampling sites, \( \text{HCO}_3^- \) was shown to be the dominant anion with \( \text{NO}_3^- \) and \( \text{F}^- \) demonstrating the lowest abundances. For more information refer to appendix 2.

4.3.1.3. Waters of external catchment origin

Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá deliver waters independent of the Sólheimajökull glacier and therefore geochemistry reflects this. Seasonal consistency of most relative cation and anion abundances prevailed in both rivers, despite reduced summer ionic concentrations.

Cation and Si concentrations for Jökulsárgil were \( \text{Na}^+ > \text{Ca}^{2+} > \text{Si} > \text{Mg}^{2+} > \text{K}^+ \) for both Spring and Summer (as outlined in appendix 2). The dominance of \( \text{Na}^+ \) in Jökulsárgil waters was particularly evident during Spring where high values (535.42 µmol) account for 66% of the total base cations. Relative anion concentrations were in the order: \( \text{HCO}_3^- > \text{Cl}^- > \text{SO}_4^{2-} > \text{F}^- > \text{NO}_3^- \). Anion concentrations were dominated by \( \text{HCO}_3^- \) and \( \text{Cl}^- \) which constituted ~97% of the total bulk anion load in Spring and Summer.
SO₄²⁻ demonstrated little seasonal change with values of 10.58 µmol (1SD=2.17) and 13.66 µmol in Spring and Summer respectively.

Relative cation and Si concentrations for Fjallgilsá were: Na⁺ > Si > Mg²⁺ > Ca²⁺ > K⁺. Large Spring quantities of Na⁺ compared to other ions accounted for 62% of the total base cation load in Spring and 60.76% in Summer. Relative Anion concentrations were HCO₃⁻ > Cl⁻ > SO₄²⁻ > F⁻ > NO₃⁻. HCO₃⁻ was the dominant anion in Spring and Summer with values of 386.78µmol and 224.25µmol respectively. Cl was also present in large amounts, with average Spring values of 205.73 (1SD= 10.47) being the highest Cl concentrations across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area. Seasonality was reflected by lower summertime anion concentrations, with the exception of SO₄²⁻ which displays peak values during Summer.

4.3.1.4. Mixed Zone

Mixed Zone values represent the bulk outflow from the Sólheimajökull proglacial lagoon. This is a combination of subglacial, supraglacial and Jökulsárgil waters which are well mixed upon exiting the lagoon. Mixed Zone relative cation and Si abundances for both Spring and Summer were as follows: Na⁺ > Ca²⁺ > Si > Mg²⁺ > K⁺. Na⁺ was the dominant cation with average values of 561.32 µmol (1SD= 49.49) and 424.23 µmol (1SD= 84.88) for Spring and Summer respectively. Dominance of Na⁺ over both seasons aligned with high absolute Na⁺ abundances found in subglacial waters, and could not be accounted for by Na⁺ concentrations in supraglacial run off or inputs from Jökulsárgil. K⁺ was almost continuous over both seasons with average concentrations of 29.98µmol (1SD= 2.49) and 26.48µmol (1SD= 5.06) for Spring and Summer respectively (refer to appendix 2). Relative anion abundances for both seasons are HCO₃⁻ > Cl⁻ > SO₄²⁻ > F⁻ > NO₃⁻. HCO₃⁻ was the dominant anion for both Spring and Summer with average concentrations of 892.07 µmol (1SD= 103.18) and 642.52 µmol (1SD= 108.11). Again, higher concentrations were in line with elevated levels found in subglacial waters. Seasonality was reflected by lower summertime
concentrations of major anions, with the exception of \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \), which demonstrated peak values during summer almost 3 times the values observed during Spring.

### 4.4. Water isotopic analyses of oxygen and deuterium

Isotopic ratios of D/H and \( ^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O} \) can offer further insight into water source. During Spring 2014 isotopic data for proglacial sampling sites were plotted alongside \( \delta^D \) and \( \delta^{18}O \) values from the Global Meteoric Water Line (GMWL) and Local Meteoric Water Line (LMWL) taken from Reykjavik. Subglacial upwellings were shown to plot at the lighter end of the isotopic spectrum displayed, with \( \delta^{18}O \) values below -9.3‰ and \( \delta^D \) values below -65‰. In contrast, supraglacial waters displayed a heavier isotopic range above -9.0‰. Proglacial waters mainly plotted between the two end members suggesting a mixing of water sources.
Figure 4.18: Bi-plot of $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta D$ values during Spring 2014

$GMWL =$ Global meteoric water line

$LMWL =$ Local meteoric water line (taken from Reykjavik)

For Summer 2013 supraglacially sourced waters displayed amongst the heaviest isotopic signatures, again above -9.0‰. In comparison, Mixed Zone and Middle Western Lagoon samples exhibited lighter isotopic signatures (summertime 2013 subglacial upwelling site not accessed directly for sampling). The majority of samples appeared to plot beneath the GMWL and LMWL suggesting a localised enrichment was likely associated with summertime evaporative processes.
Figure 4.19: Bi-plot of $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta D$ values during Summer 2013

$GMWL=$ Global meteoric water line

$LMWL=$ Local meteoric water line (taken from Reykjavik)

$\delta^{18}O$ and EC data for Spring 2014 reflected a geochemical partitioning between sources at Sólheimajökull. Highest EC values and lightest $\delta^{18}O$ signatures were found in subglacial waters, whilst low EC and relatively heavier $\delta^{18}O$ values were in waters of supraglacial origin. Lagoon samples plotted between these two sources. An east-west split was evident with western lagoon waters showing comparable geochemical signatures to upwelling waters, whilst eastern lagoon samples transitioned to values
closer to those demonstrated by supraglacial waters. Proximity to source appeared key to determining Spring hydro-geochemistry.

Figure 4.20: Bi-plot of $\delta^{18}O$ and EC Spring 2014

Summer $\delta^{18}O$ and EC values are presented below (Figure 4.21). Similarly to Spring, supraglacial sites represented a low EC and relatively heavier $\delta^{18}O$ source. Highest EC values were accompanied by lightest $\delta^{18}O$ signatures at the Middle Western lagoon and the Mixed Zone. Since western lagoon sites have displayed geochemical parameters similar to water of subglacial origin this could be indicative of subglacial flows directed along the western lagoon during summer.
4.5. Discussion

4.5.1. Water source characteristics at Sólheimajökull

Icelandic glacial hydrology possesses a unique annual cycle linked to seasonal evolution of the glacial drainage network. During winter months (November-April) Icelandic discharge is relatively reduced, ranging from 50 to 100 m$^3$/s, with little variation (Kristmannsdóttir et al., 1996). Cessation of winter bulk outflows commonly associated with alpine glaciers is not always evident in Iceland, with year round drainage often observed. This is likely attributed to Iceland’s maritime climate and
the low elevation of each glacier snout. Observations of glacier extents below 100m a.s.l. show continuous negative mass balances, even during winter months thereby contributing to a continual supply of low elevation meltwater (Björnsson and Pálsson, 2008).

During Summer, heightened snow and ice melt causes peak flow, with up to fivefold increases in glacial river discharge (Kristmannsdóttir et al., 1996). At Sólheimajökull bank full discharge at the Bridge gauging station is estimated to be 100m$^3$/s with peaks occurring in late July (Lawler et al., 1996). Observations of river stage taken from Sólheimajökull during this study coincide with typical Icelandic annual glacial bulk meltwater fluctuations. Low river stage with little variation is shown to prevail during Spring (1$^{st}$ April-31$^{st}$ May 2014) with average water stage of 396.16cm (1SD= 8.48). During Summer (1$^{st}$ June-31$^{st}$ August 2013) greater average water stage of 435.96 (1SD= 15.32) are observed, accompanied by greater variability in water stage. Air temperature seems to be a major forcing factor for springtime supraglacial melt, with positive relationships between air temperature and water stage ($R^2$ = 0.40). During Summer, increased volumes of rainfall as precipitation exert periodic influence upon water stage measured at the Bridge. Precipitation contributions to glacial melt are low (observed average summertime energy fluxes of 2.0% and 1.9% for melt at 211m and 219m respectively (Thompson, unpublished Masters Thesis) suggesting that periodic rainfall influence is associated with supraglacial runoff and overland flows. Overall this leads to a switching between increases in discharge driven by increased air temperatures and increased discharge during cooler periods driven by increased rainfall.

Bulk outflow from the Sólheimajökull catchment is a combination of subglacial, supraglacial and external riverine inputs. The contribution and relative importance of each of these sources varies seasonally. Subglacial waters are an important component of the Sólheimajökull hydro-glacial budget. Basic observations show subglacial waters had low average temperatures, low average pH and high average
EC values. In addition, geochemical analysis indicated comparatively light $\delta^{18}$O signatures suggesting a high altitude source for these waters. This can account for large quantities of basally derived ions suggesting extensive transit through a subglacial weathering environment. Seasonal fluctuations in subglacial water delivery have the potential to influence bulk meltwater quality and quantity, inferring the essential role glaciers have on hydrological outputs in Iceland.

Supraglacial run off also provides another glacier derived source of meltwater. Supraglacial waters flowing over the glacier represented a relatively pure component with low average EC values, pH close to neutral and fluctuating average temperatures linked to seasonal air temperatures (range from 0.30°C (1SD= 0.17) in Summer to 2.15°C in Spring). During summer large volumes of surface ice melt leaded to water pooling in old crevasse traces. These stagnant supraglacial waters exhibited slightly elevated average EC levels, likely linked to in situ acquisition of ions via surface weathering. $\delta^{18}$O analysis reflected consistent heavier values for supraglacial sites during Summer. This was consistent with a lower altitude source. In this instance the heavily crevassed nature of the Sólheimajökull glacier snout means only localised ice melt can feed surface streams, thus restricting the surface $\delta^{18}$O signature to one of a localised isotopically heavy source.

Glacial inputs are not the only source of water to the Sólheimajökull proglacial area. The Sólheimajökull catchment up to the Bridge gauging station encompasses an area of approximately 110km$^2$, of which only 78km$^2$ (or 71%) is glacierised (Lawler et al., 1996). In addition to glacial inputs, non-glacial rivers such as Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá also contribute to bulk water outputs from the Sólheimajökull catchment. Jökulsárgil provided a relatively warm water source, with elevated pH levels and mid-range EC values reflecting acquisition of ions from in situ riverine and subaerial weathering within the Jökulsárgil catchment. Ions may be supplied by high altitude melting of Jökulsárgilsjökull, however given the high elevation this is a minimal source. $\delta^{18}$O analysis shows a seasonal transition to heavier $\delta^{18}$O signatures during Summer,
potentially reflecting low altitude seasonal overland flow inputs and heavier $\delta^{18}$O values of summer precipitation. Jökulsárgil waters are shown to provide a physically and chemically distinct source of water to Sólheimajökull.

Fjallgilsá is another non glacial riverine component to the Sólheimajökull system. Fjallgilsá enters the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi approximately 4km from the glacier snout, therefore does not contribute to hydro-dynamics within the proglacial lagoon or at the Mixed Zone but has the potential to influence total bulk meltwater outputs at the Bridge. Like Jökulsárgil, Fjallgilsá is also distinct from the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi. Fjallgilsá waters were relatively warm with pH values close to neutral. EC was lower than Jökulsárgil, and low in comparison to values recorded in the proglacial lagoon and river. $\delta^{18}$O values were similar to Jökulsárgil with evident seasonality demonstrated through lighter Spring time signatures and heavier Summer values.

Subglacial, supraglacial and external Jökulsárgil waters converge in the proglacial lagoon, which has developed from two proglacial channels in 2009 into the extensive lagoon present today (Wynn et al., 2015). Prevalence of an East/West division in EC and $\delta^{18}$O/$\delta$D$_{H2O}$ and to a lesser extent pH, particularly during Spring suggested proximity to water source is vital in shaping lagoon hydrogeochemistry. Western hydrogeochemical characteristics shared many similarities with subglacial waters. Here it is likely that inflow of cold, dense water from the subglacial portal maintained integrity as a plume and routes along western lake margins (Carrivick and Tweed, 2013). Contrastingly, Eastern sites (particularly the upper eastern lagoon) displayed resemblance to supraglacial flows, likely reflecting contributions from glacier run off. These spatial distributions emulate previous proglacial riverine morphology, where the Eastern River was dominated by waters displaying characteristics similar to supraglacial flows, whilst the Western River consisted of subglacial outflow (Tepe and Bau, 2014). The degree of mixing in the interior of the proglacial lagoon is unknown,
however, once waters enter the Jökulsa á Sólheimasand mixing occurs, with the Mixed Zone representative of the culmination of sources to the proglacial lagoon.

4.5.2. Evolution of the Sólheimajökull drainage system over an annual balance cycle

Field evidence indicated a seasonal development of the Sólheimajökull subglacial drainage system with a restricted early Spring subglacial drainage system which developed into an extensive Summer hydraulic configuration. Initial Spring hydrology demonstrated a prevalence of increased EC, pH and water temperature across the proglacial lagoon. In contrast water emerging from subglacial upwellings exhibited characteristics associated with low velocity passage through a subglacial weathering environment: increased EC particularly linked to heightened acquisition of basally derived ions such as Ca$^{2+}$, Na$^+$ and HCO$_3^-$ and reductions in water temperature. pH values were unusually low. In addition, δ$^{18}$O H$_2$O values of subglacial waters were amongst the lightest signatures across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area. The isotopically distinct nature of these reflects fractionation driven by altitude effects, whereby isotopically ‘heavier’ $^{18}$O H$_2$O values are preferentially ‘rained out’ from ascending air masses leaving a δ$^{18}$O H$_2$O signature enriched in the lighter $^{16}$O H$_2$O isotope. Isotopic distinction found in subglacial waters could have reflected a higher altitude source of water - likely melt from above the snowline. These physically distinct characteristics reflected the early season development of the drainage system; where newly established subglacial plumes did not have the sufficient meltwater volume to exert considerable influence across the entire proglacial area.

Instead, proximity to subglacial sources became a definitive factor in determining water hydro-geochemistry with localised reductions in pH alongside increased EC close to areas of upwelling water. Linkages between water stage and air temperature, indicated that early Spring meltwater outflow was dominated by surficial melt. Reinforcing that at this stage subglacial upwelling water was superseded by continual localised supraglacial melt drainage beneath the lower reaches of the glacier tongue.
This was in contrast with Summer season hydrological configuration where extensive channelized subglacial drainage rapidly conveyed meltwaters with limited rock-water contact times, which reduced ion acquisition and resulted in an overall reduction in EC across the lagoon. A breakdown in the relationship between air temperature and water stage demonstrated other factors influencing meltwater generation. This can be somewhat accounted for by precipitation events, however overall energy balance modelling has shown these to have limited impact on meltwater drainage in the Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi (Thompson, Unpublished Masters Thesis). Instead, notable increases in water stage can be attributed to basal melting and release of subglacially stored water during hydraulic expansion. This supplies large volumes of subglacial meltwater to the proglacial lagoon via multiple subglacial openings beneath the lake surface.

Based upon this it could be thought that Sólheimajökull largely obeys the classical theory with respect to the drainage system of Alpine glaciers. However, Sólheimajökull proglacial meltwaters exhibited some distinctive peculiarities. Indicators of anoxia in Summer subglacial meltwaters (this study and Wynn et al., 2015) alongside reduction in pH suggested seasonal connectivity to subglacial geothermal areas, with the potential to perturb hydrogeochemistry (explored in Chapter 5). In addition previous identification of low redox status of $\delta^{18}O_{SO_4}$ in summer season waters draining the Sólheimajökull subglacial realm was at odds with ideas of classical drainage theory where waters would flow at low pressures in well aerated summer channels (Wynn et al., 2015). Without invoking extensive cavity drainage throughout the duration of the summer, the only possible cause of summer season anoxia must be associated with the injection of hydrothermally altered waters. Furthermore, existing analysis of bulk meltwater components supported a leakage of geothermal fluids into subglacial drainage facilitated by hydraulic configuration during the melt season. Increases in $H_2S$, $SO_4^{2-}$ alongside decreases in pH have been linked to major geothermal fluid injections caused by seismic disturbance (Lawler et al., 1996; Wynn et al., 2015). This geothermally perturbed system contributes to the bulk meltwater characteristics observed at Sólheimajökull
and likely has an extensive impact on glacial carbon cycling via unique reversed seasonal redox conditions and exclusive glacier hydrology-volcano interactions. The remainder of this thesis will now explore carbon cycling and hydrological system behaviour in light of this adapted model of glacial drainage.

4.6. Summary

1. Meteorological conditions prevalent at Sólheimajökull were represented by colder, drier conditions during Spring and warmer, wetter conditions during Summer. This influenced discharge dynamics, with Spring runoff associated with temperature induced melt. The Summer breakdown in temperature forced meltwater generation could not fully be accounted for by periodic precipitation events, suggesting other factors influencing meltwater outflow.

2. There are three identified sources of water to the Sólheimajökull system. Subglacially conveyed waters provided a high EC source dominated by crustally derived chemical species providing evidence of subglacial chemical weathering. This was accompanied by low pH, low temperature and light isotopic signatures indicative of a higher altitude snowmelt source. Secondly, supraglacial sources provided waters with low EC, low temperatures, neutral pH and heavier isotopic signatures from localised ice melt on the glacier snout. Finally, waters of external source origins such as Fjallgilsá and Jökulsárgil delivered waters with a mid-range EC indicative of sub aerial and in channel weathering, higher temperatures and neutral pH.

3. These three sources contribute to drainage and bulk outputs from the Sólheimajökull catchment. However the relative dominance and importance of each source varied seasonally and spatially according to the development of the subglacial drainage network.

4. During early Spring, subglacial drainage was poorly developed and proglacial meltwater is dominated by continual low level melt.
5. Summertime observations of lower pH, lower temperatures and prevalence of lighter $\delta^{18}$O H$_2$O signatures across the proglacial lagoon inferred great inputs of subglacial waters. This was linked to seasonal headward expansion of the arborescent drainage system. Hydrochemical indicators such as increased $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$ (Lawler et al., 1996) and decreased pH, alongside evidence of summer season anoxia (Wynn et al., 2015) suggested hydraulic expansion into zones of geothermal activity and subsequent release of geothermally altered waters.

6. Unique redox status and geothermal perturbations resulting from subglacial volcanism, likely exert a significant influence on carbon cycling within the Sólheimajökull catchment, dictated by the timing of subglacial drainage expansion, which will be further explored.
5. Sources, Supply and Dynamics of Total Dissolved Inorganic Carbon at Sólheimajökull

5.1. Introduction

Weathering mechanisms offer the potential to liberate large quantities of total dissolved inorganic carbon (TDIC) from bedrock, fundamentally contributing to global carbon cycling. Basalt in particular provides a major source of dissolved solute in both glacial and non-glacial rivers (Georg et al., 2007). Basalt weathering may disproportionately contribute to long term carbon cycling. Basalt contains calcium bearing silicate minerals such as calcic plagioclase feldspars, which are susceptible to rapid dissolution. Weathering of these primary silicate minerals consumes protons, usually supplied by atmospheric CO₂ and releases cations, driving increased pH and alkalinity (Daval et al., 2009). This constitutes a large carbon sink through the drawdown of atmospheric CO₂. Based upon this, it can be thought that basalts provide a key feedback loop in regulating atmospheric CO₂ (Jacobson et al., 2015; Georg et al., 2007). Basaltic terrain encompasses only around 4.6% of the continental silicate surface area, yet may constitute around 30 to 35% of the global CO₂ consumption flux (Dessert et al., 2003; Duval et al., 2009; Jacobson et al., 2015).

The nature of Icelandic basalt weathering is more complex. Icelandic basalt also contains secondary Ca-bearing minerals such as Icelandic Spar, produced during hydrothermal alteration processes (Jacobson et al., 2015). The CO₂ encapsulated during hydrothermal calcite formation originates from the mantle, which upon liberation supplies a non-atmospheric CO₂ source. Ultimately, this has the potential to perturb the perceived capability of basalt weathering as a CO₂ sink (Jacobson et al., 2015). Acidic and basaltic rocks dominate the Sólheimajökull area (Carswell, 1983). However, the chemical composition of glacial bulk meltwaters at Sólheimajökull reveals carbonate loaded meltwaters exiting the catchment (Lawler et
Whilst this source of TDIC at Sólheimajökull has previously been attributed to the dissolution of volcanic CO₂ beneath the glacier, (Lawler et al., 1996), more recently the geochemistry of Icelandic rivers has been found to reflect a mixing of TDIC sources from weathering of basalt silicate minerals and hydrothermal calcites, with the majority of TDIC in Icelandic rivers originating from hydrothermal calcite sources (Jacobson et al., 2015).

Recognition of a carbonate component present within the Sólheimajökull geology (Gristwood, unpublished masters thesis) now highlights the importance of hydrothermal calcite as a TDIC source to Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters. Additional complexities of subglacial geothermal degassing and meltwater interactions can offer a unique weathering scenario whereby Sólheimajökull hydrology acts as a vector by which mantle derived CO₂ is transported to the proglacial realm, where it exchanges with the atmosphere. In order to fully explore this distinctive mode of subglacial carbon cycling, this chapter presents major ion data alongside concentrations and isotopes of carbon species within the Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi proglacial system (using the methods outlined in sections 3.4 and 3.5). Analysis will be used to provenance the source, supply and transfer of TDIC at Sólheimajökull. The role of hydrothermal calcite and subglacial geothermal activity in contributing to the carbon dynamics at Sólheimajökull will form a focus of this chapter.

5.2. Results: major ion analysis to identify potential sources of TDIC in the Sólheimajökull subglacial realm

Solute acquisition in the subglacial realm of temperate and polythermal glaciers is most commonly associated with chemical weathering of freshly comminuted rock flour supplied by basal erosion. This provides subglacial waters with a unique chemical composition dominated by crustally derived ions. The analysis of the relative abundances (ratios) of these ions can help elucidate if TDIC is of primary silicate mineral or hydrothermal calcite origin.
5.2.1. Ratios of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$: Si as an indicator of TDIC origin

In order to evaluate the dissolution of basalts during chemical weathering and therefore attempt to distinguish between TDIC sources, it is commonplace to begin with the relative abundances of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$: Si, as silica and calcium are the most abundant cations in basalt. Additionally, mobilities of silica and calcium during weathering are similar, therefore constant $\text{Ca}^{2+}$: Si ratios in bulk meltwaters are representative of a consistent basaltic mineral source. Any large perturbations in the $\text{Ca}^{2+}$: Si ratio may be indicative of periodic contributions from areas draining rocks which are not purely basaltic e.g. containing a hydrothermal calcite component, particularly if ratios increase due to $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ enrichment of waters. Furthermore, if silicate weathering is low, then Si concentrations supplied by dissolution will be low (Yde et al., 2012).

This may be complicated by secondary mineral precipitation (Crompton et al., 2015). Precipitation of Si can be associated with adsorption of Si onto the surface of clay particles. However, this may not be applicable at Sólheimajökull. Appendix 2 indicates consistent inter-seasonal Si fluxes between subglacial, proglacial and extraglacial waters, despite differing weathering conditions. Furthermore, adsorption of cations onto mineral surfaces is amplified by increasing pH (Crompton et al., 2015). Unusually low pH values found in subglacial waters (springtime average of 6.66, standard deviation 0.25) would therefore be a limiting factor affecting mineral precipitation. Given that Icelandic basalts are known to contain disseminated calcites (Jacobson et al., 2015) and a carbonate component has been identified at Sólheimajökull, perturbations in the $\text{Ca}^{2+}$: Si ratios can be largely attributed to changes in $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ and not reductions in Si due to mineral precipitation.

During Spring 2014 average $\text{Ca}^{2+}$: Si molar ratios for glacial meltwaters ranged from 1.69 (1SD= 0.13) at the Mixed Zone to 10.68 (n=2) in supraglacial waters. Average $\text{Ca}^{2+}$: Si molar ratios in Summer 2013 ranged from 1.42 (1SD= 0.18) at the Bridge to 1.93 (1SD=0.04) at Western Lagoon sites. With exception of the Mixed Zone, average Summer ratios were slightly lower, largely caused by decreases in $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ abundance.
Given that Silica and Calcium exhibit similar abundances and mobilities within basaltic minerals, ratios of 1:1 can be expected for congruent silicate mineral weathering— in line with the composition of the weathering product. Ratios greater than 1 were indicative of greater Ca$^{2+}$ acquisition, reflecting non basaltic Ca$^{2+}$ sources. Standard deviation values indicated seasonal overlap between Spring and Summer, reinforcing the potential for a consistent source of silica draining from a basaltic rich terrain, with additional calcium inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Average Ca$^{2+}$: Si Molar Ratio</th>
<th>1 standard deviation (1SD) is in parentheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>1.69 (0.13) n=14</td>
<td>1.69 (0.25) n=12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>2.04 (0.53) n=6</td>
<td>1.42 (0.18) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial upwellings</td>
<td>2.09 (0.36) n=6</td>
<td>Not sampled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>2.08 (0.31) n=16</td>
<td>1.75 (0.43) n=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lagoon</td>
<td>2.61 (0.17) n=6</td>
<td>1.93 (0.04) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>2.05 (0.60) n=7</td>
<td>1.91 (0.47) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial sites</td>
<td>10.68 (...) n=2</td>
<td>1.61 (...) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>1.00 (0.28) n=6</td>
<td>0.81 (0.38) n=4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Ca$^{2+}$: Si Molar ratios for Spring 2014 waters in comparison to Summer 2013.

5.2.2. Using Ca$^{2+}$: Mg$^{2+}$ ratios to identify basalt mineral and hydrothermal calcite weathering

Ca$^{2+}$: Mg$^{2+}$ ratios offer an indication as to whether solutes are obtained through weathering of primary basaltic minerals or trace carbonates contained within as hydrothermal calcites. Ca$^{2+}$: Mg$^{2+}$ molar ratios of basaltic rocks have been found to
range from 0.9–3 (Georg et al., 2007). Highest ratios are representative of inputs from hydrothermal calcites which are enriched in Ca\(^{2+}\) relative to Mg\(^{2+}\). Lower ratios have been associated with weathering of primary minerals such as plagioclase and olivine found within mafic basalts. These tend to be compositionally rich in Mg\(^{2+}\) and Ca\(^{2+}\) which weather congruently (Georg et al., 2007).

Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters fall at the upper end of the Ca\(^{2+}\): Mg\(^{2+}\) ratios outlined above, suggesting a potential hydrothermal calcite source. During Spring, average glacial meltwater Ca\(^{2+}\): Mg\(^{2+}\) ratios ranged from 2.02 (1SD=0.06) at the Mixed Zone to 8.83 in supraglacial waters. Subglacial waters supported an average value of 2.13 (1SD= 0.13). During Summer, average Ca\(^{2+}\): Mg\(^{2+}\) ratios were mostly higher. Average Ca\(^{2+}\): Mg\(^{2+}\) ranged from 3.19 (1SD= 0.18) at the Bridge to 4.42 (1SD= 2.70) in supraglacial waters. Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá demonstrated consistently lower ratios over both seasons.

| Location                      | Average Ca\(^{2+}\): Mg\(^{2+}\) molar ratio
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 standard deviation (1SD) is in parentheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>2.02 (0.06) (n=14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>2.56 (0.52) (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial upwellings</td>
<td>2.13 (0.13) (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>2.98 (0.23) (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lagoon</td>
<td>2.98 (0.11) (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>2.48 (0.55) (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial sites</td>
<td>8.83 (… ) (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>1.21 (0.23) (n=6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.2: Ca\(^{2+}\): Mg\(^{2+}\) molar ratios of bulk meltwaters in the proglacial zone*
Figure 5.1 demonstrates two distinct water types when plotted as a bi-plot of Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) concentration. Most data plotted along a positive linear trend representing mixing between a low concentration supraglacial end member and high concentrations of Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) found in western proglacial lagoon waters (R\(^2\) value of 0.96). A second cluster of data comprised waters with higher Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations. These were subglacial water, Mixed Zone samples and some Bridge and Edge of Ice samples. These still displayed a positive linear relationship between Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) (R\(^2\) value of 0.71) however average ratios of Ca\(^{2+}\):Mg\(^{2+}\) were lower, likely indicating a slightly greater input of solutes associated with weathering of basaltic minerals.

Figure 5.1: Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations for Spring 2014 glacial meltwaters
Figure 5.2 shows that Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations in Summer also demonstrated mixing between a dilute supraglacial end member and lagoon waters enriched in Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\). This can be expressed by a linear trend (\(R^2 = 0.90\)) similar to that displayed for the main bulk of lagoon waters during Spring.

![Graph showing Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations for Summer 2013 glacial meltwaters](image)

**Figure 5.2: Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations for Summer 2013 glacial meltwaters**

### 5.2.3 Using Ca\(^{2+}:\)Na\(^+\) ratios to explore silicate, hydrothermal calcite and potential volcanic volatile components of TDIC

The abundance of Na\(^+\) can offer insight into silicate weathering and potential volcanic components. Glacial and non-glacial rivers draining basaltic terrain have Ca\(^{2+}:\)Na\(^+\) molar ratios ranging from 0.2 to 3.9, linked to the abundance and mobility of these cations within basalt (Dessert et al., 2003). In terms of a rock weathering based
source, molar Ca\textsuperscript{2+}:Na\textsuperscript{+} ratios <1 are indicative of the silicate mineral end member, whilst >1 infer hydrothermal calcite dissolution (Oliva et al., 2003).

Ca\textsuperscript{2+}:Na\textsuperscript{+} ratios at Sólheimajökull were at the lower end of quoted Ca\textsuperscript{2+}:Na\textsuperscript{+} ratios for rivers in basaltic catchments. During Spring, glacial meltwater ratios ranged from 0.34 (1SD =0.02) at the Mixed Zone to 2.00 (n=2) at supraglacial sites. External waters from Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá demonstrated low ratios of 0.27 (1SD= 0.00). During Summer, glacial meltwater Ca\textsuperscript{2+}:Na\textsuperscript{+} molar ratios were slightly higher, ranging from 0.50 (1SD= 0.07) at the Bridge to 2.56 (1SD=1.08) in supraglacial waters. Again consistently low ratios were observed in Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá. In the first instance, low Ca\textsuperscript{2+}:Na\textsuperscript{+} ratios appear to be indicative of pure silicate mineral weathering from the surrounding basaltic terrain, linked to dissolution of basaltic glass and the acidic nature of basalts. However, ratios of Ca\textsuperscript{2+}:Si and Ca\textsuperscript{2+}:Mg\textsuperscript{2+} only supported this conclusion for the streams of external catchment origin. All other melt streams within the Sólheimajökull catchment appeared to support an additional source of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} (likely sourced from dissolution of hydrothermal calcite), at odds with this low Ca\textsuperscript{2+}:Na\textsuperscript{+} ratio. This ratio within the Sólheimajökull melt streams must therefore represent a mixed source origin, with high concentrations of Na\textsuperscript{+}, likely obtained from geothermal activity masking the high Ca\textsuperscript{2+} sourced from hydrothermal calcite. In contrast, supraglacial ratios >1 demonstrate differing subaerial weathering processes, potentially with a greater input of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} from a hydrothermal calcite dissolution source.
Concentrations of Ca\(^{2+}\) and Na\(^+\) during Spring (figure 5.3) reflected a mixing between low concentration supraglacial samples and high concentration western lagoon samples. Water emanating from subglacial upwellings, Mixed Zone and some Edge of Ice samples plotted away from the main positive trend reflecting the lower ratios of Ca\(^{2+}\):Na\(^+\) in these environments.

Table 5.3: Ca\(^{2+}\): Na\(^+\) molar ratios of bulk meltwaters in the proglacial zone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Spring 2014</th>
<th>Summer 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>0.34 (0.02) n=14</td>
<td>0.60 (0.09) n=12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>0.45 (0.10) n=6</td>
<td>0.50 (0.07) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial upwellings</td>
<td>0.39 (0.03) n=6</td>
<td>Not sampled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>0.42 (0.06) n=16</td>
<td>0.81 (0.29) n=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lagoon</td>
<td>0.53 (0.03) n=6</td>
<td>0.63 (0.00) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>0.40 (0.09) n=7</td>
<td>0.65 (0.14) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial sites</td>
<td>2.00 (...) n=2</td>
<td>2.56 (1.08) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>0.27 (0.00) n=6</td>
<td>0.33 (0.04) n=4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 standard deviation (1SD) is in parentheses.
Figure 5.3: Ca$^{2+}$ and Na$^+$ concentrations for Spring 2014 waters

Linear trend does not include rivers of external catchment origin, as these do not represent weathering in the Sólheimajökull glacial system.

Similarly during Summer, supraglacial sites once again exhibited low concentrations of Ca$^{2+}$ and Na$^+$. Highest abundances were associated with Mixed Zone, Bridge and Middle Eastern Lagoon Samples. Upper Eastern Lagoon values showed ionic similarity to supraglacial waters, perhaps indicating localised surficial run off. This demonstrates a division between sites dominated by subglacial waters and those influenced by supraglacial flows.
5.2.4. Summary of initial investigation of TDIC sources at Sólheimajökull

1. Given the basaltic volcanic geology of the Sólheimajökull region this could offer a widespread source of TDIC.

2. Ca$^{2+}$: Si ratios indicated acquisition of Ca$^{2+}$ in excess of Si, suggesting an additional non-basaltic source of Ca$^{2+}$ to glacial meltwaters.

3. Ca$^{2+}$: Mg$^{2+}$ ratios plotted at the upper end of the range associated with weathering of basaltic rocks. Since Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ contained within primary basaltic minerals weather congruently, this relative enrichment of Ca$^{2+}$ is

Figure 5.4: Ca$^{2+}$ and Na$^{+}$ concentrations for Summer 2013 waters

Linear trend does not include rivers of external catchment origin, as these do not represent weathering in the Sólheimajökull glacial system.
likely indicative of a hydrothermal calcite source of TDIC contained within the basalt rocks.

4. Molar ratios of Ca\(^{2+}\): Na\(^+\) were at the lower end of the observed range for weathering in basaltic terrains, proposing a primary basaltic mineral source for all waters other than those of supraglacial origin.

5.3. Chemical Weathering Mechanisms of TDIC supply at Sólheimajökull

Ionic analysis has shown the potential for primary minerals within basaltic bedrock (including a hydrothermal calcite component) to act as sources of TDIC to the Sólheimajökull system. Bi-plots of major ions has shown a division between dilute supraglacial waters and more ionically enriched waters conveyed via subglacial drainage. This suggests that large scale TDIC acquisition occurs in the subglacial realm, facilitated by widespread subglacial weathering. Here, ratios of cations to TDIC acquired during weathering will be used to offer an insight into dominant weathering mechanisms, supporting the pathways of TDIC acquisition defined above.

5.3.1. Investigating the presence of hydrothermal calcite weathering in the catchment

In environments dominated by a carbonate bedrock component, the relationship between Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) and TDIC should be present as a 1:1 ratio. This is based on the assumption of Sharp et al. (1995) that weathering of carbonate minerals supplies all crustally sourced Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) and all crustally derived TDIC, as expressed in the following equation taken from Wynn et al. (2006):

\[
\text{DIC (hydrolysis/acid dissolution)} = \text{Ca}^{2+}_{\text{crustal}} + \text{Mg}^{2+}_{\text{crustal}}
\]

Data presented in figure 5.5 demonstrated a linear relationship between Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) to TDIC \((R^2 = 0.57)\). Supraglacial sites demonstrated lowest Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) and TDIC values, and subglacial upwellings, Mixed Zone and Bridge sites exhibited the highest Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) and TDIC concentrations. Evidently, sites which conveyed meltwater of
subglacial origin evidenced the greatest degree of rock: water contact with weathering components. The linear 1:1 trend between Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) and TDIC represents pure carbonate weathering, however the strong deviation of Sólheimajökull waters from this indicated greater amounts of TDIC are acquired than carbonate weathering can account for. Therefore, the additional TDIC source cannot be of a pure carbonate (hydrothermal calcite) origin, supporting additional sources, potentially basaltic minerals, volcanic fluids or oxidation of organic matter where redox conditions allow.

![Graph showing TDIC vs Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations for Spring 2014.](image)

*Figure 5.5: Bi-plot of TDIC and combined Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations for Spring 2014*

*Linear trend does not include rivers of external catchment origin, as these do not represent weathering in the Sólheimajökull glacial system.*

Summertime Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) and TDIC values also represented a linear positive relationship (R\(^2\) value of 0.82). Again supraglacial waters had the lowest Ca\(^{2+}\)+Mg\(^{2+}\) and TDIC values. Waters which have been conveyed subglacially had higher
Ca\textsuperscript{2+} + Mg\textsuperscript{2+} and TDIC concentrations. A linear intercept of 23.69, accompanied by an evident deviance from the 1:1 trend line, indicated that TDIC is acquired in excess of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} and Mg\textsuperscript{2+}.

\[ y = 0.45x + 23.69 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.82 \]

**Figure 5.6:** Bi-plot of TDIC and combined Ca\textsuperscript{2+} + Mg\textsuperscript{2+} concentrations for Summer 2013

*Linear trend does not include rivers of external catchment origin, as these do not represent weathering in the S\ælheimajökull glacial system.*

Additional basaltic TDIC components can be estimated using provenance calculations outlined in Hodson et al (2000) whereby 1.58 times the amount of Si in meltwaters can offer an estimate of the relative percentage of TDIC supplied from weathering of Silicates (Basalt). However, this is on the basis that weathering here was the same as the global average and all solute is representative of dissolution and not subject to secondary precipitation. The remaining percentage TDIC (calculated by difference) could be sourced from weathering of hydrothermal calcites within the catchment.
Calculation of TDIC sourced from hydrothermal calcites can be undertaken based on the assumption that $\text{Ca}^{2+} + \text{Mg}^{2+} : \text{TDIC} = 1$. This allowed budget closure in slight excess of measured TDIC concentrations and likely reflected the additional source of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ and $\text{Mg}^{2+}$ released during basalt silicate weathering. Percentage contributions indicated that TDIC in Sólheimajökull meltwaters was largely supplied by weathering of hydrothermal calcite (approximately 70% of TDIC load), with approximately 30% obtained from weathering of basalt minerals (as shown in table 5.4). The percentages from each TDIC source did vary depending upon the environment through which the waters had been routed, apart from Fjallgilsá and Jökulsárgil waters which consistently displayed the lowest contribution from a carbonate weathering component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Spring 2014</th>
<th>Summer 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%TDIC from Silicate Weathering (Basalt)</td>
<td>%TDIC from Carbonate Weathering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%TDIC from Carbonate Weathering (Basalt)</td>
<td>%TDIC from Silicate Weathering (Basalt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%TDIC from Carbonate Weathering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>23.92 (1.24)</td>
<td>76.08 (1.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 21.62</td>
<td>Min= 74.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max= 25.21</td>
<td>Max= 78.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=13</td>
<td>n=13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>22.43 (3.76)</td>
<td>77.57 (3.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 17.43</td>
<td>Min= 72.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max= 27.45 n=6</td>
<td>Max= 82.57 n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial Upwellings</td>
<td>20.80 (2.83)</td>
<td>79.20 (2.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 16.20</td>
<td>Min= 77.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max= 22.87 n=6</td>
<td>Max= 83.80 n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>22.13 (3.15)</td>
<td>77.87 (3.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 15.36</td>
<td>Min= 75.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max= 24.95 n=7</td>
<td>Max= 84.64 n=7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>22.37 (2.33)</td>
<td>77.63 (2.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 18.28</td>
<td>Min= 73.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max= 26.41 n=16</td>
<td>Max= 81.72 n=16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lagoon</td>
<td>18.51 (0.87)</td>
<td>81.49 (0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 16.89</td>
<td>Min= 80.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max= 19.40 n=6</td>
<td>Max= 83.11 n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>35.16 (0.24)</td>
<td>64.84 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.4: Spring 2014 and Summer 2013 percentage contributions from silicate and carbonate weathering

A detailed outline of the data generating these percentages (in equivalent units) and the adaptation of equations from Hodson et al (2000) can be found in Appendix 3.

5.3.2. The relative importance of weathering via sulphide oxidation and carbonation

Relationships between TDIC and $SO_4^{2-}$ offer insight into weathering mechanisms supplying TDIC to Sólheimajökull meltwaters. Given the pH range at Sólheimajökull ($pH = 6.4-10.3$), most TDIC will exist as $HCO_3^-$ and potentially some as $CO_3^{2-}$. The C Ratio of Brown et al. (1996) investigates weathering pathway via the following relationship between $HCO_3^-$ and $SO_4^{2-}$ where units of concentration are in equivalents:

$$\frac{HCO_3^-}{(HCO_3^- + SO_4^{2-})} \quad (equation\ 14)$$

A ratio of 1 signifies weathering by carbonation reactions (understood more widely to represent a source of protons from any source other than sulphide oxidation), whilst a ratio of 0.5 indicates SO-CD weathering processes (Brown, 2002; Brown et al., 1996).

The S Ratio (also known as Sulphate Mass Fraction or SMF) used by Tranter et al. (1997) is indicative of weathering via SO-CD through the following relationship:

$$\frac{SO_4^{2-}}{(SO_4^{2-} + HCO_3^-)} \quad (equation\ 15)$$
A ratio of 0.5 (where units of concentration are in equivalents) indicates weathering proceeds via SO-CD whilst a ratio of 0 is associated with protons from alternate sources (potentially carbonation of carbonates and silicates).

S ratios for Spring and Summer are close to 0, demonstrating TDIC acquisition cannot be accounted for solely through SO-CD, but infers acquisition of TDIC via alternative proton sources. Inter seasonal differences highlight a slight summertime increase in S ratios, particularly in proglacial Waters. Supraglacial and external sources demonstrate consistency between seasons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Spring</th>
<th>Summer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proglacial Waters</td>
<td>0.02 (1SD=0.01)</td>
<td>0.08 (1SD= 0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial Waters</td>
<td>0.02 (1SD=0.00)</td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Riverine Inputs</td>
<td>0.02 (1SD=0.00)</td>
<td>0.03 (1SD= 0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial Inputs</td>
<td>0.01 (-) n=2</td>
<td>0.01 (1SD= 0.00) n=4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5.5: S ratios for Spring and Summer (units of concentration are equivalents)*

These low S ratio values support the assertion that the majority of TDIC is acquired by processes other than SO-CD. Whilst traditionally assumed to represent ‘carbonation’ reactions (the drawdown and dissolution of atmospheric CO₂ as a source of protons for rock weathering), in Iceland, the source of protons to drive weathering could be associated with drawdown of atmospheric CO₂, subglacial emission of volcanic CO₂, or protons supplied through dissolution of acidic gases.
from subglacial geothermal fields. When displayed as a bi-plot of TDIC and SO$_4^{2-}$ concentration this limited role of SO-CD as a proton source for TDIC production manifests itself as a positive linear relationship, with a large positive intercept. During Spring, $R^2$ values of 0.60 reflect a transition from low TDIC and SO$_4^{2-}$ concentration supraglacially sourced waters to relatively higher acquisition at the Mixed Zone. Waters emanating from subglacial sources plot slightly off this trend, with highest TDIC values but not the highest SO$_4^{2-}$ concentrations.

**Figure 5.7: Bi-plot of TDIC and SO$_4^{2-}$ concentrations for Spring 2014**

*The red oval outlines subglacial waters, whilst the purple oval represents supraglacial waters*

Large increases in SO$_4^{2-}$ during summer are the main driver of increased S ratios in proglacial waters. Differences in SO$_4^{2-}$ concentration result in two main clusters of data, outlined by black and red ovals (Figure 5.8). The majority of data has SO$_4^{2-}$
values sub 80µmol, placing it within the black cluster. Here, lowest concentrations of TDIC and SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-} are found in supraglacial sources whilst highest TDIC and elevated SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-} concentrations are present in proglacial lagoon and river samples. A weak correlation exists between these waters represented by an R\textsuperscript{2} value of 0.48, consistent with a mixing trend between high rock: water contact and low rock: water contact sources. A large positive intercept of 237.24 represents a source/supply of TDIC independent of SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-}. Samples within the red cluster also exhibit a positive relationship between TDIC and SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-} (R\textsuperscript{2} value of 0.88). However, a lower intercept and greater SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-} concentrations indicate a periodic influence of sulphide oxidation.

Figure 5.8: Bi-plot of TDIC and SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-} concentrations for Summer 2013

Supraglacial samples are incorporated in both linear trend lines
5.3.3. Summary of weathering mechanisms in the Sólheimajökull subglacial system

1. Relationships between TDIC and Ca$^{2+}$ + Mg$^{2+}$ indicate that hydrothermal calcite dissolution cannot solely account for all the TDIC in Sólheimajökull proglacial waters.

2. Low S ratios and solute partitioning indicates that large quantities of TDIC are supplied from hydrothermal calcite weathering with an additional 20-30% from silicate sources.

3. Low S ratios suggest SO$_4^{2-}$CD plays a minimal role in the supply of protons for weathering. Alternative proton sources utilise the drawdown of atmospheric CO$_2$, volcanic CO$_2$ injected subglacially, or the dissolution of acidic gases effusing from subglacial geothermal zones.

4. Based on findings so far TDIC is supplied from basaltic bedrock containing both silicate and hydrothermal calcite minerals. The contribution of both minerals to the TDIC pool is approximately: 70% hydrothermal calcite and 30% silicate weathering. It is weathered in the subglacial realm utilising protons supplied from sources other than SO-CD. The remainder of this chapter will attempt to reconcile the potential proton sources and use stable isotopes to support these preliminary findings.

5.4. $p$CO$_2$ as an indicator of subglacial weathering at Sólheimajökull

Previous evidence (sections 5.21 to 5.3.3) has suggested production of dissolved inorganic carbon from basaltic bedrock or accessory hydrothermal calcite by mechanisms other than SO-CD. This could be due to carbonation reactions, with CO$_2$ obtained from atmospheric, geothermal or even microbial origin, or direct acid hydrolysis utilising a proton source obtained from low pH geothermal waters.

The partial pressure of meltwater CO$_2$ ($p$CO$_2$) reflects the rate at which CO$_2$ diffuses in/out of a solution in relation to the chemical weathering environment. When
compared to atmospheric equilibrium ($10^{-3.5}$ atmospheres) $p$CO$_2$ can offer insight into weathering dynamics. Deviation from atmospheric $p$CO$_2$ values indicates disequilibrium between weathering rates, gas exchange and proton supply. $p$CO$_2$ conditions above atmospheric equilibrium values indicates that proton supply exceeds the rate of consumption and CO$_2$ diffuses out of solution, making the river a net source of CO$_2$. Where $p$CO$_2$ values are lower than atmospheric the demand for protons exceeds CO$_2$ diffusion and meltwaters become a net sink of CO$_2$ (Singh et al., 2012).

$p$CO$_2$ values at Sólheimajökull were mostly above atmospheric equilibrium indicating the potential for CO$_2$ release from meltwaters in the proglacial zone. Spring subglacial waters exhibited highest $p$CO$_2$ values with an average of $10^{-1.94}$ (1SD= 0.23) accompanied by large TDIC concentrations. Little connectivity to the atmosphere can be expected during early Spring subglacial drainage, inferring a subglacial proton source. Supraglacially sourced waters varied in $p$CO$_2$ despite having consistent TDIC concentrations.
Figure 5.9: Relationship between pCO$_2$ and TDIC concentrations during Spring.

The dashed line represents atmospheric pCO$_2$. 

Summertime pCO$_2$ values were greater than those observed in Spring, likely due to the lower pH of summer discharge. Highest values above $10^{-2}$ atmospheres were in keeping with pCO$_2$ values observed in Spring subglacial upwelling waters. Supraglacial sites and waters of external catchment origin exhibited near atmospheric or sub atmospheric pCO$_2$ values. Where TDIC concentrations increased, indicative of subglacial drainage, pCO$_2$ values increased and meltwaters became a net source of CO$_2$. 


Figure 5.10: Relationship between $pCO_2$ and TDIC concentrations during Summer. The dashed line represents atmospheric $pCO_2$.

5.4.2. Summary of investigation of $pCO_2$ values in Sólheimajökull proglacial waters

1. $pCO_2$ values of waters conveyed subglacially are above $10^{-3.5}$ atmospheres suggesting proton supply exceeded proton consumption during subglacial weathering, hence the low pH values observed in subglacial waters.

2. This disequilibrium prevailed in waters with high TDIC concentrations. Since ionic analysis also indicated high solute concentrations (Chapter 4) and therefore high weathering rates in the subglacial realm, excess protons must originate from a subglacial source.
5.5. Isotopic analysis of TDIC at Sólheimajökull

5.5.1. Isotopes as Confirmation of TDIC Source and Supply Processes at Sólheimajökull

Investigation of TDIC sources and supply mechanisms has suggested a hydrothermal calcite source alongside contributions from basaltic minerals weathered via carbonation (or proton sources other than SO$_4^{2-}$CD) in the subglacial realm. Confirmation of these sources and processes can be investigated using isotopic methods. Environmental isotopes offer a unique tracer of TDIC source and can be used to distinguish between TDIC end members within the Sólheimajökull proglacial system.

CaCO$_3$ of accessory hydrothermal carbonates can offer a TDIC source, however investigation at Sólheimajökull is limited. Carswell (1963) found calcite present in discrete Pleistocene lava units within the Sólheimajökull valley but makes no reference to potential accessory calcite. Furthermore, carbonate charged waters have previously been identified at Sólheimajökull, which has been assumed to be linked to geothermal degassing (Lawler et al., 1996). However constant background carbonate has been overlooked. Rocks containing carbonate inclusions are abundant across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area and range in isotopic value from $\delta^{13}$C$_{calcite} = -7.61\%$ to $+3.35\%$ with an average of $-0.90\%$ (1SD=2.53, n=27). Carbonate inclusions have been proven to be in the form of calcite, based on Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) analysis (Gristwood, unpublished MSc dissertation).

$\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ values across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area showed values ranging from -6.85 to -0.45\% with supraglacial waters extending beyond this to lighter values. Comparison of Sólheimajökull $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ values to other known environmental isotopic signatures is presented in figure 5.11. Lightest $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ signatures at Sólheimajökull were associated with supraglacial water sources, with seasonal averages of $-5.76\%$ and $-6.85\%$ (1SD= 2.15) for Spring and Summer respectively. This closely aligned
with TDIC from atmospheric CO₂ origins and known calcite values. Waters emanating from subglacial sources and proglacial lagoon and river waters had δ¹³C_TDIC values which closely align with signatures found within hydrothermal calcites from the Sólheimajökull forefield. In addition, these also fell within the isotopic range of Icelandic rift basalts, further supporting a basaltic source containing accessory hydrothermal calcites. From isotopic analysis, geothermal supply of TDIC from Icelandic geothermal fluids cannot be ruled out, however analysis of TDIC percentage contributions (Chapter 5.3.1) indicated TDIC can be accounted for by rock weathering.

Figure 5.11: comparisons of Sólheimajökull δ¹³C range to known isotopic values from glacial studies

There are three main inputs of water to the Sólheimajökull catchment: subglacial, supraglacial and waters of external origin. Each displays a distinctive isotopic
signature and varying TDIC concentrations. Supraglacial waters had the lowest TDIC concentrations and the lightest average isotopic signatures of -5.76‰ in Spring and -6.85‰ (1SD=2.15) in Summer. In comparison subglacial inputs to the system had the highest TDIC concentrations and also displayed mid-range δ¹³C_TDIC average values of -3.22‰ (1SD= 0.22). External inputs varied in TDIC concentration and δ¹³C value. Jökulsárgil which has headwater origins from Jökulsárgilsjökull displayed isotopically light δ¹³C_TDIC values of -4.07‰ in Spring and -6.70‰ in Summer. Fjallgilsá, which is of a high grassland origin also had relatively low TDIC concentrations and heavier δ¹³C_TDIC values of -2.56‰ in Spring and +2.12‰ in Summer.

TDIC values within the proglacial lagoon demonstrated an East/West split with higher TDIC concentrations at western sampling sites. Average δ¹³C_TDIC values did not follow such a clear split, with variability between sites and seasons. Lagoon outputs measured at the Mixed Zone indicated increases in TDIC concentrations and enrichment in δ¹³C_TDIC in comparison to lagoon values. Further enrichment was evident as water exits the catchment via the Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi, with heaviest δ¹³C_TDIC values recorded at the Bridge site. In contrast, TDIC concentrations did not exhibit significant downstream changes.
Table 5.5: TDIC and $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ isotopes across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area Spring 2014 and Summer 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>TDIC (µMOL)</th>
<th>$\delta^{13}$C$_{DIC}$ ‰</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>892.07 (107.08) n=14</td>
<td>-1.22 (0.33) n= 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>642.52 (108.11) n=12</td>
<td>-2.54 (0.21) n= 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>863.15 (30.66) n=6</td>
<td>-0.5 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>627.47 (101.05) n=4</td>
<td>-0.45 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial upwellings</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>1048.89 (145.47) n=6</td>
<td>-3.22 (0.22) n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>665.86 (201.16) n=7</td>
<td>-2.99 (0.54) n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>484.64 (90.94) n=4</td>
<td>-3.96 (0.17) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>545.42 (115.21) n=10</td>
<td>-3.68 (0.52) n=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>197.30 (171.73) n=5</td>
<td>-3.33 (0.33) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>691.61 (95.53) n=4</td>
<td>-2.22 (0.53) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>627.94 (132.49) n=4</td>
<td>-2.97 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>694.89 (46.35) n=2</td>
<td>-2.76 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>555.6 (...) n=1</td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Western Lagoon</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>834.74 (167.18) n=3</td>
<td>-3.73 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>648.05 (...) n=2</td>
<td>-1.9 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Western Lagoon</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>742.96 (13.65) n=3</td>
<td>-2.22 (0.50) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>639.76 (...) n=1</td>
<td>-2.6 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>386.78 (56.01) n=3</td>
<td>-2.56 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>224.25 (...) n=2</td>
<td>-2.12 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgil</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>622.78 (136.25) n=3</td>
<td>-4.07 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>455.95 (...) n=2</td>
<td>-6.7 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial Sites</td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td>134.39 (...) n=2</td>
<td>-5.76 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>70.42 (27.14) n=4</td>
<td>-6.85 (2.15) n=3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bi-plots of $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ and TDIC concentration reflected a transition from supraglacial waters with low TDIC values and lighter isotopic signatures close to atmospheric, to highest TDIC concentrations and more enriched $\delta^{13}$C isotopes in waters across the proglacial lagoon and river. Subglacial waters demonstrated a slight deviation from this trend with lighter $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ signatures accompanied by high TDIC values. These two end members are pivotal in the characteristics of TDIC. Enriched $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ signatures evident at the Mixed Zone and Bridge were likely a product of fractionation. Laboratory experiments demonstrate a kinetic fractionation during the initial stages of calcite dissolution, albeit limited to a 2 per mille enrichment in $^{12}$C.
over 24 hours (Gristwood, unpublished MSc Dissertation). Similarly Skidmore et al. (2004) note that carbon fractionation results in an initial enrichment of $^{12}\text{C}$ until equilibrium is achieved. Comparatively lighter isotopic signatures observed in subglacial waters, alongside above atmospheric $p\text{CO}_2$ values, may suggest early stage carbonate dissolution, where all protons are not utilised and equilibrium is not achieved. The greatest enrichment at the Bridge could be representative of the completion of in stream carbonate reactions and isotopic equilibrium.

*Figure 5.12: Bi-plot of $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{TDIC}}$ and TDIC concentration during Spring 2014*

*Subglacial upwelling waters are within the black oval*
Similarly, during Summer 2013 a split was observed between high and low TDIC concentrations, accompanied by isotopic enrichment downstream. $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{TDIC}}$ signatures exhibited greater fluctuations than Spring, with a large variability in supraglacial samples. Upper Eastern Lagoon meltwaters demonstrated $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{TDIC}}$ and TDIC concentrations similar to those observed in supraglacial waters, reflecting a heightened importance of these sources during periods of extensive surface run off.

Figure 5.13: Bi-plot of $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{TDIC}}$ and TDIC concentration during Summer 2013

The broad range of isotopic values within the proglacial lagoon encompassed those discharging from the subglacial upwelling and those sourced from Jökulsárgil.
However, supraglacial $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ values were outside the range of those in the lagoon, indicating this source of TDIC to be of minimal impact upon lagoon signatures. There was progressive enrichment of $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ signatures as meltwaters were conveyed through the catchment between lagoon and Bridge sampling sites.

**Figure 5.14: Changes in $\delta^{13}$C$_{DIC}$ (‰) across the Sólheimajökull proglacial foreland during Spring 2014**

During Summer, supraglacial sites exhibited a far larger range of $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ values, but remained isotopically distinct from lagoon waters. The range of proglacial lagoon values reflected an East/West split between isotopic signatures with heaviest $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ values found at Western sites. Additionally, lighter Eastern Lagoon sites displayed similarities to Edge of Ice Sites. Values found at the Mixed Zone represented a mix of East and West lagoon values. Significant downstream enrichment was apparent at the Bridge sampling site consistent with the spring season. Rivers of non-glacial origin appear to have limited influence upon downstream $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ values.
5.5.2. Summary of $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ investigation of Sólheimajökull proglacial waters

1. $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ analysis of Sólheimajökull meltwaters support signatures which lie within the range of carbon isotope values measured within hydrothermal calcites found across the Sólheimajökull proglacial forefield. Geochemical and isotopic evidence is therefore consistent with hydrothermal calcites being a key source of TDIC at Sólheimajökull.

2. Low TDIC abundance in supraglacial waters and isotopic values enriched in $^{12}$C generate little impact on $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ signatures in bulk proglacial meltwaters, but likely originate from kinetic fractionation during the early stages of calcite dissolution, and/or dissolution of atmospheric CO$_2$ in supraglacial waters.

3. $\delta^{13}$C$_{TDIC}$ enrichments are evident downstream with heaviest values observed at the Bridge despite little change in TDIC concentration, likely a result of...
isotopic equilibrium being approached during carbonate dissolution or $p$CO$_2$ change.

5.6. Discussion of TDIC sources at Sólheimajökull

5.6.1. Identifying potential sources of TDIC to Sólheimajökull proglacial meltwaters

High TDIC concentrations dominate the solute load of meltwaters at Sólheimajökull. This is not uncommon in Iceland, where rivers drain areas of geologically young and easily weathered volcanic rocks (Flaathen et al., 2009). The geology of Southern Iceland is dominated by basalts and acidic volcanic rocks providing siliceous mineral inputs of major ions, as well as acting as a potential rock source of TDIC (Carswell, 1983; Gislason et al., 1996; Flaathen et al., 2009). However, basaltic minerals are not the only source of TDIC to glacial meltwaters. Hydrothermal calcite inclusions within basaltic bedrock, and in some cases almost pure hydrothermal calcite rocks are common in Iceland. These are formed by hydrothermal alteration of basaltic flows within large volcanic centres such as the Katla geothermal system which resides beneath Sólheimajökull (Kristjánsson, 2012). Due to high solubility and fast dissolution rates, leaching of disseminated calcite can provide an important TDIC source (Brown, 2002; Nowak and Hodson, 2013). Even at trace amounts, hydrothermal calcite inclusions can dominate water chemistry, for example at Fjallsjökull, Vatnajökull, where calcite dissolution provides much of the bulk solute load, despite abundance below 3% in the subglacial host rock (Georg et al., 2007).

Despite limited reporting of carbonates in the Sólheimajökull region, consideration of geochemical and isotopic evidence points towards a hydrothermal calcite TDIC source. This is supported by high ratios of Ca$^{2+}$: Si and Ca$^{2+}$: Mg$^{2+}$ indicating elevated acquisition of Ca$^{2+}$ which cannot be accounted for by weathering of primary basaltic minerals. Mobilities and abundances of Ca$^{2+}$ and Si during basaltic mineral weathering are similar therefore, weathering of a purely basaltic mineral component at Sólheimajökull can be expected to yield constant riverine Ca$^{2+}$: Si concentrations.
with a ratio of 1, or potentially less for silica rich basalts. High \(\text{Ca}^{2+}:\text{Si}\) molar ratios predominantly above 2 in Spring demonstrate a non basalt mineral contribution of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\). Furthermore, during the summer season, \(\text{Ca}^{2+}:\text{Mg}^{2+}\) molar ratios in meltwaters from Sólheimajökull frequently exceed expected ratios obtained from leaching of pure basalt (0.9 – 3) (Georg et al., 2007). Basaltic minerals such as Plagioclase and Olivine are rich in both \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) and \(\text{Mg}^{2+}\) which have been shown to weather congruently (Georg et al., 2007) therefore, elevated molar ratios again reflect increased acquisition of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\). Given that this is not matched by increases in \(\text{Mg}^{2+}\) once again this cannot be accounted for by a basaltic primary mineral source.

Potential sources of additional \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) in riverine run off could be linked to atmospheric deposition or sourced from trace amounts of hydrothermal calcite within the subglacial realm (Georg et al., 2007; White, 1999). An atmospheric \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) source is unlikely to account for the concentrations observed in the glacial meltwaters, therefore hydrothermal calcites, which are typically enriched in \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) relative to \(\text{Mg}^{2+}\) and \(\text{Si}\) geochemically represent the most likely contributor. This is not unheard of in glacial settings with hydrothermal calcite contributions observed as the source of increased \(\text{Ca}^{2+}:\text{Mg}^{2+}\) ratios at Kangelussuaq, Greenland (Wimpenny et al., 2010). This is further supported by estimation of carbonate and silicate sources using equations from Hodson et al (2000). These indicate that large amounts of proglacial bulk meltwater TDIC (typically around 75%) are shown to originate from carbonates- likely subglacial hydrothermal calcites. This is an essential component of carbon dynamics at Sólheimajökull. Hydrothermal calcites are magmatic in origin, meaning that dissolution of these minerals can ultimately supply mantle derived TDIC to the atmosphere (Weise et al., 2008; Jacobson et al., 2015).

However, despite \(\text{Ca}^{2+}:\text{Si}\) and \(\text{Ca}^{2+}:\text{Mg}^{2+}\) ratios being indicative of a hydrothermal calcite source, molar ratios of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}:\text{Na}^{+}\) fall within the range (0.2 to 3.9) quoted for rivers draining basaltic terrain (Dessert et al., 2003). Most meltwater sources at Sólheimajökull support \(\text{Ca}^{2+}:\text{Na}^{+}\) ratios <1 indicative of silicate mineral weathering.
Elevated Na\(^+\) concentrations thereby appear to be masking this additional source of Ca\(^{2+}\) and the Ca\(^{2+}\): Na\(^+\) ratio is not a true end member signal, but a mixture of element sources. Previous evidence has pointed towards geothermal fluids as a source of Na\(^+\) in the Sólheimajökull system (Lawler et al., 1996). Given that geothermal fluids contain large quantities of Na\(^+\) in relation to Ca\(^{2+}\) (Georg et al., 2007) low molar ratios could reflect an additional supply of solutes and potentially some TDIC from subglacial geothermal systems. Streams of external catchment origin do not have any geothermal or hydrothermal calcite input and this is clearly reflected through a pure silicate weathering geochemical signal in all ion ratios studied.

Isotopic ratios further support a hydrothermal calcite source of TDIC. \(\delta^{13}C_{TDIC}\) isotopic values observed in Sólheimajökull proglacial meltwaters closely align to those found in hydrothermal calcites collected from the Sólheimajökull proglacial forefield (-7.61‰ to +3.35‰). The most feasible scenario is a combination of TDIC sources, dominated by hydrothermal calcite contributions within weatherable basaltic bedrocks. This is in keeping with previous Ca\(^{2+}\) isotopic geochemistry of Icelandic waters which has identified mixing of both basaltic mineral and hydrothermal calcite sources (Jacobson et al., 2015). The relative contribution of each of these sources is likely a function of weathering rates governed by rock water contact times and hydrological configuration, further complicated by geothermal inputs which offer the potential to drive a unique subglacial weathering regime.

5.7.2. Identifying weathering Pathways of TDIC Supply

Classical drainage theories outline associations between dominant hydraulic configuration and prevailing weathering mechanism. Conventional systems demonstrate a dominance of weathering by SO-CD processes during winter and early spring when the subglacial hydraulic network is restricted to a distributed cavity system. These cavities are isolated from the atmosphere, allowing little ingress of atmospheric CO\(_2\) and usually promoting weathering via SO-CD pathways with protons sourced from sulphide oxidation and above atmospheric \(pCO_2\) values.
Seasonal evolution of the subglacial drainage network to a discrete channelized system well connected to the atmosphere encourages the dominance of carbonation reaction mechanisms for driving TDIC supply. $pCO_2$ values reflect this connectivity to the atmosphere, with values expected to be in equilibrium with or lower than atmospheric $pCO_2$.

However, geochemical evidence from Sólheimajökull proglacial meltwaters is at odds with traditional drainage theories and thus presents a unique TDIC source and supply scenario. The winter subglacial system is partially connected to the atmosphere and locally sourced, whereas the summer system expands head wards and supports an anoxic regime fuelled by geothermal fluid inputs (Wynn et al., 2015). TDIC source attribution suggests approximately 70% of inorganic carbon is sourced from hydrothermal calcite dissolution with the remaining 30% gained from silicate weathering. SO$_4$-CD does not serve as a proton source to fuel these weathering mechanisms and the low oxygen redox status of the waters suggests $CO_2$ is not being supplied from the atmosphere. Connectivity to geothermal systems can attempt to reconcile these discrepancies with subglacial $CO_2$ supplied by volcanic/geothermal activity in the Mýrdalsjökull basin potentially acting as proton source for weathering via carbonation as well as a feasible supply of total dissolved carbonate (Brown, 2002). The Katla subglacial volcanic system is sensitive to pressure changes associated with seasonal unloading of the snow pack and subsequent stress readjustments. This results in a well-documented volcanic history characterised by increased summer volcanism (Albino et al., 2010). Expansion of the summer arborescent drainage system allows access to these areas of increased geothermal activity, as previously recognised by high $pCO_2$ anoxic waters containing geothermally derived products, such as $H_2S$, $SO_4^-$, pH and total dissolved carbonate (Lawler et al. 1996; Brown, 2002; Wynn et al., 2015). Enhanced supply of geothermal protons drives vigorous weathering across large areas of the glacier bed, further enhancing $pCO_2$ levels and maintaining high rates of TDIC supply. Complimentary isotopic analysis and geochemical evidence supports a hydrothermal calcite source with potential overlap with $\delta^{13}C_{TDIC}$ signatures observed in Icelandic geothermal
fluids (Kjartansdóttir, 2015). Therefore based upon this, TDIC is likely predominantly sourced from hydrothermal accessory calcite contained within basalts at Sólheimajökull, with potential for secondary geothermal inputs.

Weathering of TDIC sources is not solely constrained to the subglacial realm. Downstream isotopic enrichment of $\delta^{13}C_{TDIC}$ in the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi river system provides evidence of proglacial riverine weathering and evolution of TDIC characteristics. During Spring and Summer average isotopic values of TDIC recorded at the Bridge monitoring site are enriched compared to the rest of the catchment, whilst there is no change in downstream concentration. This downstream enrichment in TDIC isotopes is likely associated with isotopic equilibrium being approached during carbonate dissolution of suspended sediments, and hyporheic exchange (Skidmore et al., 2004). This places $\delta^{13}C_{TDIC}$ values close to those associated with weathering of catchment hydrothermal calcites. Similar $\delta^{13}C_{TDIC}$ isotopic values between Spring and Summer suggest this is a process that happens across seasons, regardless of subglacial hydrology, weathering mechanism or potential geothermal inputs. Ultimately, TDIC leaving the catchment is not representative of processes occurring subglacially. As the majority of past geochemical analysis of bulk meltwater output is recorded at the Bridge site (e.g. Lawler et al., 1996; Sigvaldasson, 1963), it is questionable how accurately this portrays carbon dynamics within the subglacial environment. Basalt mineral weathering, and particularly the dissolution of hydrothermal calcites is essential to the global carbon cycle (Jacobson et al., 2015). In Iceland magma is considered to be the only CO$_2$ source in geothermal systems and therefore weathering of basalt acts as a mechanism by which mantle derived CO$_2$ can interact with the atmosphere (Weise et al., 2008). This means that meltwaters in the Sólheimajökull proglacial system have the potential to act as a previously unrecognised mantle derived carbon source to the atmosphere.

5.8. Overall summary of TDIC findings

1. Major ion chemistry accompanied by $\delta^{13}C_{TDIC}$ isotopic signatures indicates the potential for subglacial TDIC to be sourced from basaltic primary mineral
components as well as disseminated hydrothermal calcites supplied via carbonation mechanisms. This is supported by equations adapted from Hodson et al (2000) showing a large (around 75%) component of TDIC in proglacial bulk meltwaters is derived from carbonates, with the remainder from silicates- likely subglacial hydrothermal calcites contained within basalt.

2. Discrepancies arise between traditional theories associated with seasonal hydrology and findings at Sólheimajökull. Typically SO-CD mechanisms should dominate early season distributed drainage networks, where contact with the atmosphere is limited. Carbonation reactions should prevail in the well oxygenated discrete channelized system associated with summertime drainage configuration. Major ion chemistry at Sólheimajökull reveals a reverse trend.

3. Proglacial $pCO_2$ values are above atmospheric equilibrium during both seasons. Values are particularly high during summer. This suggests large quantities of free protons in the subglacial realm. This raises issues as to the proton source for carbonation, as potentially this could indicate a non-atmospheric source of $CO_2$.

4. TDIC source and supply at Sólheimajökull is much more complex than simple rock/mineral weathering. Subglacial geothermal activity also influences TDIC dynamics. Cyclical ‘sweeping out’ of the geothermal zone has been identified during summer and interactions between hydrology and geothermal proton sources could drive carbonation supply pathways and increase $pCO_2$.

5. $\delta^{13}C_{TDIC}$ signatures also demonstrate downstream evolution of carbonates, providing a bulk $\delta^{13}C_{TDIC}$ signature at the Bridge monitoring site that does not necessarily reflect the true TDIC dynamics existing beneath the glacier.

6. In conclusion, TDIC is reliant upon weathering of hydrothermal calcites with contributions from primary silicate minerals, both contained within the basalt bedrock of the catchment. A unique weathering regime prevails, driven by a subglacial geothermal proton supply.
6. Provenance and Fate of Dissolved Organic Carbon within the Sólheimajökull System

6.1. Introduction to dissolved organic carbon and the glacial ecosystem

Glacial environments have been shown to support viable microbial ecosystems. This ranges from supraglacial communities existing in cryoconite holes and within the snowpack, to subglacial communities adapted to survive in both oxic and anoxic areas across the glacier bed (Tranter et al., 2005; Stibal et al., 2010). Previous studies have provided evidence of viable methanogens in basal sediments of Antarctica, the Canadian Arctic and Greenland, inferring the presence of a suitable organic carbon substrate to enable methane production (Boyd et al., 2010; Wadham et al., 2008). This subglacial organic carbon (OC) can be sourced from the supraglacial and subglacial environment. Supraglacial carbon originates from a variety of inputs including in situ production in cryoconite holes, aeolian dust deposition and surface in wash from glacier margins. If hydraulic connectivity allows, supraglacial organic carbon can be transported as Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) or Particulate Organic Carbon (POC) via moulins and crevasses to the subglacial drainage system where it can be a notable source of organic carbon for subglacial microbial metabolism. In addition to supraglacial organic carbon, the subglacial realm acquires carbon from in situ microbial metabolism, and overridden soils, ancient vegetation and bedrock via a process known as the glacial burial hypothesis (Barker et al., 2006; Lafrenière and Sharp, 2004; Zeng, 2003).

Carbon sequestered in the subglacial realm can be transformed and released to proglacial waters (Singer et al., 2012). Microbes play a vital role in the transformation of glacial organic carbon through mechanisms of production and consumption (Dubnick et al., 2010). Processes such as methanogenesis utilise organic carbon providing a potential source of methane and carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. Additionally carbon dioxide generated is a source of acidity for weathering which will affect solute budgets (Barker et al., 2006).
Ultimately glacial drainage dictates transport of DOC from supraglacial and subglacial sources to the proglacial environment. Recycling of ancient carbon within the subglacial microbial community can export organic carbon which has a unique glacial signature, distinct from terrestrial riverine export (Bhatia, 2013). Typically concentrations of DOC are low, usually less than 2ppm, however even in low amounts this could have implications for downstream microbial life (Barker et al., 2009; Singer et al., 2011). Dissolved organic matter and in particular DOC is an important component of carbon cycling and energy budgets in stream and lake ecosystems, as well as supplying a source of organic carbon to the oceans (Smart et al., 1976). However, in spite of the importance of this organic contribution, investigation of DOC dynamics from glaciated terrain is lacking.

Concentrations and stable isotope analysis of DOC can provide valuable information on the origin, transfer and transformation of organic matter within glacial systems (Federherr et al., 2014). Abundance of DOC can provide information on glacier carbon release, although to fully constrain DOC cycling in a glacial environment including provenance, fate and bioavailability of glacial organic carbon pools additional analytical techniques to parameterise organic matter are necessary (Wynn et al., unpublished; Bhatia et al., 2010). Concentration of DOC and its fluorescent properties can bridge the gap between DOC export, and OC sources (Lafrenière and Sharp, 2004). This chapter aims to identify and attempt to parameterise organic carbon sources at Sólheimajökull via DOC concentrations, isotopic characteristics and fluorescent properties. Given that chapters 4 and 5 have indicated low subglacial redox conditions at Sólheimajökull, identification of organic matter is a vital precursor for exploring potential methanogenesis under anoxic conditions.

6.2. Results: DOC concentrations across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area

The Sólheimajökull proglacial area receives DOC from both glacial and extra glacial sources. The catchment itself is 71% glacierized, meaning a large proportion of DOC is glacially derived from supraglacial and subglacial water routing. In addition to this,
riverine inputs of external catchment origin (Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá) also contribute to DOC dynamics in the Sólheimajökull proglacial area. Concentration data from DOC sources during Summer 2013 is presented in table 6.1. Subglacial upwelling waters were not directly sampled during this period as summertime expansion of the subglacial drainage system results in injection of waters below the lake surface. Extensive summer melt resulted in large volumes of water on the glacier surface. Therefore, supraglacial waters were partitioned into free flowing efficient surface channels and stagnant water pools. Furthermore, summer rainfall events resulted in localised overland flows delivering DOC from the proglacial forefield. Such flows were identified on both eastern and western margins, however DOC data reported was applicable to a western overland surface flow. Overland inputs presented the highest DOC concentrations at 0.91mg/L. Lowest DOC source abundances were found in Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá which demonstrated concentrations of 0.65mg/L and 0.64mg/L respectively.
Table 6.1: DOC concentration data for Summer 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Average Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) mg/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>0.73 (0.15) Min= 0.49 Max= 0.92 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>0.53 (-) Min= 0.50 Max= 0.55 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eastern Lagoon Sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>0.59 (-) Min= 0.49 Max= 0.68 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>0.64 (-) Min= -0.40 Max= -0.87 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>0.64 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Lagoon Sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Western Lagoon</td>
<td>0.66 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Western Lagoon</td>
<td>0.67 n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice Sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Site 3</td>
<td>0.62 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supraglacial Sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Flowing Supraglacial Site</td>
<td>0.75 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stagnant Supraglacial Sites</td>
<td>0.68 (-) Min= 0.65 Max= 0.72 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External Inputs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>0.64 (-) Min= 0.63 Max= 0.72 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgil</td>
<td>0.65 (-) Min= 0.58 Max= 0.71 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland Input</td>
<td>0.91 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard deviations are in brackets

DOC distribution in Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters during Summer 2013 is presented in figure 6.1 (DOC distribution map). Average DOC concentrations ranged from
0.53 mg/L at the Bridge outlet to 0.73 (1SD= 0.19) at the Mixed Zone, reflecting low differentiation between sampling locations. Localised low DOC concentrations were observed at the Upper Eastern Lagoon site in close proximity to the glacier margin with average values of 0.59 mg/L (1SD= 0.19). Low DOC concentrations prevailed across the proglacial lagoon with a limited range of DOC abundance observed at Sólheimajökull.

Figure 6.1. DOC distribution across the Sólheimajökull proglacial lagoon Summer 2013

Low DOC concentrations such as those demonstrated in Summer 2013 bulk meltwaters at Sólheimajökull are not uncommon in glaciated catchments.
Comparison of average Sólheimajökull bulk meltwater DOC concentrations to other glacial locations are presented in table 6.2. Sub 1ppm concentrations evident at Sólheimajökull are in keeping with DOC abundances observed across the Gulf of Alaska and glacier fed Alpine Lakes. The 0.53mg/L and 0.73mg/L range of values observed in Sólheimajökull proglacial meltwaters closely aligns to values found in the Mendenhall and Sheridan glacierized catchments where DOC abundances were 0.7 and 0.6mg/L respectively (Hood et al., 2009). Furthermore, Sólheimajökull DOC abundance across the proglacial area is high in comparison to Alpine glacier fed lakes at 0.39mg/L (Sommaruga et al., 1999). This reinforces that DOC in glacial environments is low with little range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dissolved Organic Carbon (mg/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lafrenière and Sharp (2004)</td>
<td>Glacial Stream</td>
<td>0.35 (0.15) n=17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood et al (2009) Gulf of Alaska Drainage Basin incorporating 11 coastal watersheds</td>
<td>Mendenhall Catchment 55% glacier cover Sheridan Catchment 64% glacier cover</td>
<td>0.7 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6.2: DOC concentrations at Sólheimajökull in comparison to other glacial Locations*
6.3. $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ isotopes across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area

Table 6.3 highlights $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ values across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area. Within this tight isotopic range, there was evidence of small variations between proglacial waters. Overland waters exhibited amongst the heaviest isotopic values at -10.89‰. Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá displayed lighter isotopic signatures with values of -11.52‰ and -11.47‰ respectively. Across the proglacial area $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ values ranged from -10.89‰ at the Lower Eastern Lagoon to -11.72‰ at the Middle Western Lagoon. Two isotopic trends became apparent. Firstly, there was an east/west division in $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ signature, with lighter isotopic values prevailing along the western lagoon margin and heavier values along the east. Superimposed onto this was a transition towards heavier $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ isotopic signatures with increasing distance from the glacier along the eastern lagoon margin. This places $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ isotopes at Sólheimajökull within the isotopic range exhibited by C4 photosynthetic pathways (-16 to -10‰ according to O'leary and Osmond, 1980). In contrast, $\delta^{13}$C analysis of proglacial sediments indicated a C3 carbon source with a range of -29.75‰ to -24.65‰ (Data reported in Appendix 5). Suspended sediments found in Spring upwelling waters and at Edge of Ice site 3 during Summer, exhibited a far more enriched $\delta^{13}$C signature of -13.68‰ and -6.2‰, closer to that of DOC found in Sólheimajökull proglacial waters.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Average $\delta^{13}$C DOC ‰</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Standard Deviation (1SD) in parentheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>-11.40 (0.15) Min = -11.55 Max= -11.16 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>-10.91 (...) Min=-10.98 Max= -10.83 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eastern Lagoon Sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>-11.47 (...) Min= -11.83 Max= -11.11 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>-10.97 (...) Min= -11.10 Max= -10.85 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>-10.89 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Lagoon Sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Western Lagoon</td>
<td>-11.17 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Western Lagoon</td>
<td>-11.72 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice Sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Site</td>
<td>-11.70 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supraglacial Sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Flowing Supraglacial Site</td>
<td>-11.37 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stagnant Supraglacial Sites</td>
<td>-11.36 (...) Min= -11.38 Max= -11.35 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External Inputs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>-11.47 (...) Min= -11.53 Max= -11.40 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgil</td>
<td>-11.52 (...) Min= -11.59 Max= -11.45 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland Input</td>
<td>-10.89 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Average $\delta^{13}$CDOC isotopic signatures across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area Summer 2013
Relationships between $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ and DOC abundance are presented in figure 6.2. The main cluster of data fell within the red oval, demonstrating a weak negative linear trend represented by an $R^2$ value of 0.31. In this instance, the lowest DOC abundances corresponded to heavier $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ signatures. As DOC concentration increased, $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ isotopes transitioned towards lighter values. Within this main cluster of data, rivers of external catchment origin grouped together, as do supraglacial samples shown by the blue envelope. Large shifts in DOC abundance and isotopic signature were observed at the Mixed Zone, representing the variable inputs from all other upstream sources.

\[ y = 1.50x - 19.51 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.31 \]

\textbf{Figure 6.2. Bi-plot of $\delta^{13}$C$_{DOC}$ isotopic signature and DOC concentration for Summer 2013}
6.4. Discussion of DOC concentrations and isotopic signatures at Sólheimajökull

DOC abundance at Sólheimajökull demonstrates sub 1ppm DOC concentrations, with notable clustering of supraglacial and external catchment sites. However, low concentrations observed at Sólheimajökull are not uncommon in other glacierized catchments. The presence of a glacier within a watershed alters DOC abundance dynamics with a negative relationship between glacier coverage and DOC concentration observed (Hood et al., 2009). The Mendenhall and Sheridan catchments which are 55 and 64% glacierized demonstrate DOC concentrations of 0.70 and 0.64mg/L respectively (Hood et al., 2009). This is comparable to average Sólheimajökull proglacial water DOC concentrations which range from 0.73 (1SD=0.19) to 0.53mg/L (1SD=0.21) from a catchment which is 71 % glacierized.

δ¹³C isotopes of DOC can provide additional information on OC sources and supply across the proglacial area. Plant derived organic carbon can be termed C3 or C4, dependent upon photosynthetic pathway (O’Leary and Osmond, 1980). Typically, C3 plants display average δ¹³C values of -28.1‰ with a range of -20 to -37‰ whilst C4 plants average around -13.5‰ with typical ranges of -16 to -10‰ (O’Leary and Osmond, 1980). δ¹³CDOC signatures from Sólheimajökull are firmly placed within the isotopic boundaries of C4 plant derived organic matter sources. However, Iceland is dominated by C3 vegetation and carbon isotopes found within proglacial sediments corroborate this. Sediments obtained from subglacial upwelling water during Spring 2014 demonstrate δ¹³C values of -13.68‰ indicating that the sediments from beneath the glacier are also enriched in δ¹³C organic matter, and likely represent the source of the DOC.

Investigation of DOC abundance and isotopic characteristics during Summer 2013 offer insight into DOC distribution and delivery at Sólheimajökull. DOC abundances and δ¹³CDOC values exhibit a tight range. Partitioning between heavy and light δ¹³CDOC values and corresponding low/higher concentrations of DOC exists suggesting possible mixing between heavy and light isotopic end member components.
However, data is limited to the Summer 2013 season only and the absence of a sampled subglacial end member means true parameterisation of DOC sources at Sólheimajökull is restricted. The next stage is to investigate the fluorescent properties of DOC to help elucidate potential sources and linkages to hydraulic connectivity over summer and spring seasons.

6.5. Initial summary of DOC concentration and isotopic findings

1. Summer DOC concentrations range from 0.91mg/L to 0.53mg/L. Supraglacial and external catchment waters display similar DOC concentrations with proglacial waters on the whole encompassing lower DOC values.

2. $\delta^{13}C_{\text{DOC}}$ values range from -10.89 to -11.72‰, suggestive of a C4 plant origin. Contemporary proglacial sediments contain organic matter of C3 origin, although sediments transferred from beneath the glacier suspended in the subglacial waters are much heavier in isotopic composition and likely represent a large proportion of the organic matter in subglacial discharge.

3. A negative relationship between DOC concentration and $\delta^{13}C_{\text{DOC}}$ signature exists suggestive of a two-component end member mixing between isotopically heavy and light sources of DOC.

6.6. Fluorescence properties of bulk meltwaters at Sólheimajökull

The fluorescent properties of Humic and Fulvic-like fractions of DOC in proglacial meltwaters can help build on existing understanding of DOC dynamics and offer greater insight into the ultimate source of organic matter. DOC is dominated by humic acid and fulvic-like substances which comprise 50 to 70% of the total fluorescing DOC concentration (Hood et al., 2003; Lafrenière and Sharp, 2004). The fluorescent properties of humic and fulvic-like fractions can be used to elucidate organic matter provenance and fate across the proglacial environment. Fluorescence
of organic compounds is a type of luminescence caused by irradiation of fluorescing species (fluorophores). When fluorophores transition from an excited to a lower energy state the relaxing molecules provide fluorescence characteristics related to the molecular structure of the DOC within the sample (Barker et al., 2006). The variable dominance of humic and fulvic acids thereby affects the fluorescence of DOC in glacial waters (Smart et al., 1976).

Fulvic Emission peaks can be used to identify microbial and terrestrial sources of fulvic-like materials. Shorter (lower) wavelengths are indicative of fulvic materials from microbial biopolymers and longer (higher) wavelengths are associated with terrestrial sources (Barker et al., 2006). However, distinguishing DOC source using fulvic emission peak is often complicated by issues of microbial degradation and structural changes, which have the potential to alter fluorescent properties of this fraction. Humic-like organic matter is generally considered to be more recalcitrant, yet still diagnostic of source, enabling its use in characterising glacial organic matter sources (Wynn et al., unpublished). The relationship between humic-like fluorescence intensity and DOC abundance can be displayed in terms of humic-like fluorescence intensity per mg C. It is thought that approaching fluorescence analysis using this biomarker can elucidate between the age and source of organic matter (Wynn et al., unpublished). Recalcitrant, old organic carbon released from weathering of bedrock and suspended sediment exhibits lower humic-like fluorescence intensity per mg C, whilst young, labile organic carbon from microbial/necromass sources displays greater fluorescence intensity. It is the division between these two carbon pools that constitutes traditional glacial DOC concepts.

6.8. Results: humic-like fluorescence per mg C of bulk meltwaters at Sólheimajökull

Fluorescence of glacial waters was conducted following methods outlined in chapter 3.5.3. Average humic-like fluorescence per mg C is displayed in table 6.4. Average values ranged from 26.62 (1SD= 4.77) in supraglacial sites to 89.12 (n=1) at the Bridge. Variability was shown across the proglacial lagoon where Eastern lagoon sites
demonstrated high average fluorescence per mg C values of 75.01 (1SD= 14.85) compared to lower average values of 41.36 (n=1) found at Western sites. The Edge of Ice site exhibited the lowest average humic-like fluorescence per mg C at 35.15 in glacial meltwater samples, inferring localised influence of supraglacial run off. Waters of external catchment origin displayed similar humic-like fluorescence per mg C with averages of 32.57 (n=1) and 31.50 (n=1) for Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling Location</th>
<th>Average humic-like fluorescence per mg C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Standard Deviation (1SD) is in parentheses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Mixed Zone           | **87.10 (12.88)**  
Min= 31.12 Max=206.33 n=4 |
| Bridge               | **89.12 (...)**     
Min= 73.81 Max= 104.44 n=2 |
| Eastern Lagoon       | **75.01 (14.85)**   
Min= 69.01 Max= 95.87 n=4 |
| Western Lagoon       | **41.36 (...)**     
Min= 25.86 Max= 56.87 n=2 |
| Edge of Ice Sites    | **35.15 (...)** n=1 |
| Supraglacial Sites   | **26.62 (4.77)**    
Min= 21.02 Max= 32.66 n=3 |
| Jökulsárgil         | **32.57 (...)**     
Min= 30.29 Max= 34.85 n=2 |
| Fjallgilsá          | **31.50 (...)**     
Min= 25.91 Max= 37.08 n=2 |
| Overland Flows       | **68.77 (...)** n=1 |

*Table 6.4: Average humic-like fluorescence per mg C for Summer 2013*
The Humic-like fluorescence intensity per mg C is plotted against Dissolved Organic carbon data for 2013 in figure 6.3. Glacial meltwaters mainly clustered within the red oval represented by an R² value of 0.41 (including the outlying Western Lagoon and the Edge of Ice sites, but excluding the outlined Mixed Zone site). Known DOC sources were identified and represented by blue and green envelopes. Supraglacial and waters of external source origin (Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá) which clustered within the blue envelope displayed low humic fluorescence intensity per mg C indicative of an older more recalcitrant carbon source. In contrast, the overland input within the green envelope, displayed slightly higher humic fluorescence per mg C indicating a younger more labile carbon source. In order to achieve the negative linear trend observed there must be a three way source mixing with an additional low DOC source with elevated humic-like fluorescence per mg C. Based upon previously identified water sources to Sólheimajökull this is thought to be waters of subglacial origin. This would infer a young, labile subglacial carbon source. Proximity to DOC source clearly imparted an influence on DOC abundance and fluorescent properties with one Western Lagoon site showing similarity to DOC from Jökulsárgil and the Edge of Ice Site plotting amongst the identified supraglacial source envelope.
Analysis of relationships between $\delta^{13}$C of DOC and humic-like fluorescence per mg C are presented in figure 6.4. The majority of proglacial meltwater samples plotted along a positive linear trajectory with an $R^2$ value of 0.39 (with exception of the Mixed Zone outlier which is excluded). Isotopic mixing was evident between lighter isotopic values with low humic fluorescence intensity per mg C demonstrated in supraglacial and external catchment waters and heavier isotopic signatures in overland flows with increased humic fluorescence intensity per mg C. Overland inputs can be discounted as having a large influence on isotopic composition and fluorescence per mg C due to their limited discharge and ephemeral nature. This leaves a high humic-like fluorescence per mg C end member of approximately -11‰, which could be of summer subglacial origin. However, in the absence of this subglacial end member and Spring season data, only crude assumptions of DOC source contribution can be made.
6.9. Discussion of humic-like fluorescence per mg C of bulk meltwaters at Sólheimajökull

Discernible seasonal disparities in the fluorescence properties of DOC are not uncommon in glacial catchments. On a seasonal basis evolution of subglacial drainage dynamics, changes in supraglacial melt rates and differences in discharge are likely factors contributing to variability of fluorescence characteristics, linked to mobilisation and transfer of dissolved organic matter from different pools (Barker et al., 2009). Current models of glacial carbon dynamics outline two major pools of DOC to the hydrological system: supraglacial and subglacial. Firstly, supraglacial carbon pools are traditionally regarded as a source of predominantly young organic carbon, derived from fixation of CO₂ during photosynthesis and necromass existing within the supraglacial biome. This can be directly transferred to proglacial meltwaters via
direct supraglacial run off, or where seasonal hydraulic coupling allows it be transferred to the bed (Tranter et al., 2005). Once entering the subglacial realm supraglacially sourced waters engage with older more recalcitrant carbon pools from underlying bedrock and glacially overridden soils providing a mixed meltwater DOC (Wynn et al., unpublished). This has been shown to be in operation at an Arctic Glacier (Midtre Lovenbreen; Wynn et al. unpublished) where division exists between supraglacial samples with greater fluorescence intensity and samples taken from subglacial/ proglacial riverine environments with organic matter content of lower fluorescence intensity.

This traditional concept of young supraglacial carbon pools and hydraulic coupling liberating carbon from older, more recalcitrant subglacial carbon sources largely hinges on three main assumptions: 1) that the ultimate source of glacial meltwater is of supraglacial origin, 2) that there is seasonal snowpack cover supporting supraglacial microbial life and 3) that bedrock/glacially overridden carbon are the dominant sources of subglacial DOC. This classical interpretation of organic carbon cycling largely overlooks Icelandic glaciers, where basal melting from geothermal heat sources and hydraulic connectivity to geothermal zones interacts with hydrochemistry, coupled with continual low level ablation preventing the persistence of a surficial snowpack. At Sólheimajökull during Summer 2013, a reversal in DOC dynamics is evident. Here, humic-like fluorescence intensity per mg C reveals an older, more recalcitrant supraglacial DOC origin and the potential for a younger, subglacial DOC component with greater fluorescence intensity. This is likely a consequence of a unique hydraulic configuration supporting reverse redox conditions. The low descent of the Sólheimajökull glacier tongue combined with a mild maritime climate supports continual low level ablation. This strips the glacier snout of snow cover, revealing large areas of dead ice, and inhibiting young carbon production via microbial ecosystem functioning. This is particularly notable during the summer when sampling was undertaken. Exposure of large debris cones consisting of volcanic ash and bedrock dust liberated by onshore winds from the large proglacial forefield ensure a large amount of crustally derived material is
available for weathering. Supraglacial waters also bear close similarities to Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá, in terms of DOC abundance, isotopes and fluorescent properties, indicating a common DOC source. It is therefore likely a bedrock component dominates the release of a recalcitrant DOC from the supraglacial environment.

Bi-plots of humic-like fluorescence per mg C and DOC abundance (mg/L) reveal a missing high fluorescence low mg/L concentration source. In accordance with previous knowledge of water sources across the Sólheimajökull catchment (as outlined in Chapter 4) this is postulated to be a subglacial DOC source. It is believed that reverse redox conditions facilitated by summertime hydraulic connectivity to geothermal zones provides a precursor for microbial activity, such as methanogenesis under low redox conditions. Such anoxic conditions are in keeping with findings at John Evans Glacier, where release of DOC from sub oxic linked cavity drainage also exhibited a strongly microbial signature (Barker et al., 2006). Therefore, fluorescence signatures during the Sólheimajökull summer drainage configuration are likely linked to microbial processing of subglacial organic materials under reducing conditions at the glacier bed (Lafrenière and Sharp, 2004; Barker et al., 2006; Bhatia et al., 2010).

Overall it can be determined that DOC is evident in low amounts at Sólheimajökull, comparable to DOC concentrations quoted for other glacial catchments. In terms of humic-like fluorescence per mg C a reverse model of organic carbon cycling is presented, largely influenced by unique hydrological conditions at Sólheimajökull and reverse seasonal redox status. However on the basis of incomplete evidence, only limited conclusions on the provenance and fate of DOC in Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters can be made.
6.11. Summary of humic-like fluorescence per mg C analysis

1. DOC evident across the Sólheimajökull catchment displays varying humic fluorescence per mg C.

2. Comparison against DOC abundance suggests an unidentified end member component not acknowledged through the data obtained. Based on the negative linear relationship displayed this must be a low concentration DOC source with high humic-like fluorescence intensity per mg C.

3. Previous knowledge of water sources across the Sólheimajökull catchment suggest this missing end member to be a subglacial DOC origin.

4. With this in mind, meltwaters at Sólheimajökull could suggest a summertime reversal in traditional glacial organic carbon models, with older more recalcitrant organic carbon found in supraglacial waters and younger, more labile organic carbon in the subglacial realm.

5. This is likely governed by unique modes of glacial hydrology operating at Sólheimajökull. Most notably anoxia fuelled by head ward expansion of subglacial drainage into geothermal zones during summer allows subglacial microbial activity under low redox conditions. This is accompanied by continual low level ablation inhibiting supraglacial ecosystem functioning, and an abundance of crustally derived surface material determining a recalcitrant surface input of low fluorescence per mg DOC.

6.12. Overall Summary of DOC dynamics at Sólheimajökull

1. DOC is evident in low amounts at Sólheimajökull, with all sites demonstrating sub-1ppm DOC abundance. Supraglacial and external catchment waters exhibit higher DOC concentrations, whilst DOC (mg/L) in proglacial lagoon samples is reduced, inferring a low DOC end member component which cannot be identified through the data obtained. Comparison of humic-like fluorescence per mg C and DOC concentration further supports this additional
source. Based on previous investigation it is thought that subglacial waters are likely to constitute a low DOC end member.

2. If this is correct, then Sólheimajökull demonstrates a unique mode of DOC cycling with surficial inputs dominated by old, recalcitrant carbon contrasted with young, labile subglacial carbon, a reversal of traditional concepts of glacial carbon dynamics. This is likely linked to exclusive hydraulic configuration and reverse redox conditions in the subglacial realm, where summertime connectivity to geothermal zones provides ideal conditions for low redox microbial functioning. Ultimately, when combined with potential labile organic carbon substrates, it is feasible to consider this a location conducive to methanogenesis.

3. Attempts to parameterise the source and supply of this DOC have been made however, in the absence of Spring concentration and isotope data estimates of annual characteristics of DOC are tentative.
7. Methane in Sólheimajökull meltwaters

7.1. Introduction

Methane is an inorganic constituent of the glacier carbon cycle. Within the natural environment methane is generated by biological and geothermal processes. Active methanogens have been found to inhabit alpine subglacial sediments (Boyd et al., 2010). However, tangible data surrounding in situ methane release from contemporary ice margins is lacking. Icelandic glaciers offer the ideal situation to study mechanisms of methane formation, as they overlie both organic rich sediments and active volcanic zones providing opportunity for methanogenesis via bacterial and geologic means. Sólheimajökull is an outlet glacier from the Mýrdalsjökull Icecap which is situated over the Katla Volcanic system. Previous discharge chemistry has indicated the influence of geothermal activity in the subglacial drainage system (Lawler et al., 1996), signifying the potential for geogenic methane production. Overlying ice then acts as a cryospheric cap, incubating methane from the atmosphere. The long-term presence and stability of this overlying cap plays a key role in regulating the release of methane for past, present and future climatic scenarios. This chapter will identify the presence of methane discharging from the subglacial environment, and use stable isotopes to attribute pathways of formation. The significance of this source is discussed in the context of global glacier distribution.

7.2. Results: Aqueous methane in Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters

7.2.1. Methane concentration distribution across the proglacial area

Methane concentrations were obtained through methods outlined in sections 3.47 and 3.55. Understanding the distribution of methane concentrations across the proglacial area is essential to identify areas of methane production/supply within the Sólheimajökull system. Methane concentration was not evenly distributed across the proglacial area. Instead, concentration was dependent upon location and seasonality
as well as additional factors such as oxidation and diffusion. Water within the Sólheimajökull catchment comes from three main origins: Supraglacial run off, subglacial drainage and sites of external catchment origin (Jökulsárgil and Fjallgilsá). Initial Summer 2013 sampling established key locations where methane in water was monitored, these included the three main water supplies to Sólheimajökull outlined above and key locations around the proglacial lagoon, the edge of the glacier and the Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi. Subsequent extensive sampling during Spring 2014 provided further monitoring of these sites and additional locations to provide concentration data from 39 sites across the Sólheimajökull catchment. These are displayed in figures 7.1 and 7.2 (aqueous methane distribution maps below).

Supraglacial waters demonstrated negligible amounts of methane irrespective of season or location on the glacier. During Spring, concentrations ranged from 0.60ppm to 0.89ppm with an average of 0.70ppm (1SD= 0.14). Concentrations were also low during Summer ranging from 0.28ppm to 0.34ppm. Similarly, sites of external catchment origin also displayed amongst the lowest methane concentrations. Jökulsárgil waters displayed average methane values of 0.61ppm (1SD= 0.04) and 0.34ppm (n=2) for Spring and Summer respectively. Similarly, Fjallgilsá waters displayed comparable methane concentrations of 0.61ppm (1SD= 0.02) and 0.28ppm (n=2) for Spring and Summer. Given that these are open channel systems, operating under oxic conditions it is not surprising methane concentrations were low, and therefore these can be discredited as potential methane sources.

Subglacial waters provided the only significant supply of methane entering the proglacial lake. During Spring 2014, water was found to be emanating from two locations on the ice frontal margins of Sólheimajökull. Methane concentrations for these upwellings ranged from 28.14ppm to 46.05ppm and 26.06 to 48.37ppm for Upwellings 1 and 2 respectively. From this it can be said that methane originated in the subglacial realm.
During Spring, low average methane concentrations prevailed across many areas of the proglacial lagoon, where the majority of sites displayed average values below 5ppm, however, methane concentrations across the proglacial lagoon during Spring were not homogeneous. Instead spatial analysis (figure 7.1) identified a division between Eastern and Western Sampling Sites, whereby highest methane concentrations occurred at western lagoon sites whilst lower concentrations occurred on the east. Proximity to water source clearly influenced the dispersal of methane at this time. Most notably, the Upper Western Lagoon site had an average methane concentration of 12.10ppm (n=2) whilst, low average methane concentrations of 1.02ppm (1SD= 0.27) were found at the upper eastern lagoon in close proximity to areas of supraglacial run off. Lowest average values of 0.60ppm (1SD= 0.03) were found at western site O, which is an area of water in close proximity to where Jökulsárgil joins the lagoon separated from the main lagoon by a gravel spit.
Figure 7.1: Map of methane concentration distribution across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area, Spring 2014
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label on Map</th>
<th>Average Methane Concentration (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 standard deviation (1SD) is in parentheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eastern Lagoon</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>1.03 (0.24) Min= 0.84 Max= 1.36 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>2.06 (0.70) Min= 0.97 Max= 2.93 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>5.47 (2.54) Min= 1.93 Max= 8.50 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>2.36 (1.41) Min= 0.96 Max= 4.69 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>4.35 (2.08) Min= 1.41 Max= 5.95 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>3.46 (1.56) Min= 1.56 Max= 5.39 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>4.01 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Lagoon</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>0.60 (0.03) Min= 0.57 Max= 0.63 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>4.17 (2.17) Min= 1.14 Max= 6.10 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>4.26 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jökulsá River</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>2.13 (1.63) Min= 0.94 Max= 4.94 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>3.19 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>3.88 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>5.71 (2.64) Min= 3.83 Max= 9.45 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice Samples</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.99 (1.46) Min= 1.04 Max= 4.55 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.09 (0.90) Min= 2.30 Max= 4.54 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.22 (1.45) Min= 0.82 Max= 4.21 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.10 (0.46) Min= 0.74 Max= 1.75 n=3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 7.1: Additional average methane concentrations to support Spring sampling sites displayed in figure 7.1*
Higher methane concentrations prevailed across the proglacial lagoon during Summer 2013. Direct seasonal comparison, showed a 15 fold increase in average Summer methane concentrations at the Mixed Zone in comparison to Spring 2014. Notable localised methane hotspots existed at various locations, including the Mixed Zone where methane concentrations reached as high as 46.26ppm. Subglacial upwelling water was not apparent at this time of year, although likely emerged from beneath the lake water level as indicated by high concentrations of methane (39.41ppm) at the Edge of Ice site 4. Additional localised high methane concentrations were also evident at the middle and lower eastern lagoon and eastern site K, downstream of the Mixed Zone. Areas of high methane concentrations were comparable to Spring subglacial samples. Low proglacial lagoon methane concentrations were associated with inputs of supraglacial run off at the Upper Eastern Lagoon with an average concentration of 7.34ppm (1SD= 3.41) and Edge of Ice site 6 with a measured concentration of 7.73ppm. Additionally, downstream decreases in methane concentration were evident with comparatively lower values recorded at the Bridge site.
Figure 7.2: Map of methane concentration distribution across the Sólheimajökull proglacial area, Summer 2013.
7.3.2. Addressing the time series of aqueous methane in Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters

Mixed Zone and Bridge sampling locations are representative of bulk outflow in the Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi, and consequently samples measured here represent water from all identified proglacial sources. Methane delivery from external and supraglacial waters was low, therefore methane must be associated with water supplied from the subglacial system. Subglacial inputs to the lake varied on a seasonal and inter seasonal time scale. Time series of methane concentrations from these sites were plotted to identify injection of subglacially sourced methane (Figure 7.3).

During Spring Mixed Zone and Bridge locations showed low average methane concentrations of 2.14ppm (1SD= 1.01) and 2.30ppm (1SD= 2.37) respectively. From DOY 128 onwards there were notable increases in methane concentrations at the Mixed Zone, reaching peak values of 4.34ppm on DOY 133. Similarly, increased methane concentrations were also observed at the Bridge with peak values of 6.92ppm also evident on DOY 133.
This transition to higher methane concentrations coincided with release of subglacial waters (as shown in figure 7.4), providing a high concentration source of methane to the proglacial area. Subglacial methane values increased from the onset of the upwellings’ opening, with peak values of 46.05ppm and 48.37ppm on DOY 130 for upwellings 1 and 2 respectively. Once the subglacial portal had been fully established methane supply remained elevated for the rest of the study period.
Figure 7.4: Time series data of daily methane concentrations at the Mixed Zone and Bridge, alongside concentrations from subglacial waters

7.3.3 Using $\delta^{13}$C / $\delta$D isotopes to identify methane sources

Analysis of methane concentrations identified spatial and seasonal trends in methane distribution across the proglacial area. Whilst this can provide information on potential methane sources e.g. subglacial upwellings, and associated dispersal patterns, the actual origin of methane cannot be established through concentration data alone. Stable Isotopes of Carbon and Hydrogen (as obtained through methods outlined in section 3.56) provide natural tracers of methane formation mechanisms and subsequent chemical and physical fate in the proglacial system. There are two possible origins of natural methane within the Sólheimajökull system: near surface microbial gas produced by methanogens present within subglacial substrates and geogenic methane supplied by the Katla subglacial volcanic system. Each production pathway offers a unique isotopic fingerprint. In Geogenic methane generation higher temperatures associated with hydrocarbon production lead to values of $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ = ~ -50 to -20 ‰ and $\delta$D CH$_4$ = ~ -275 to -100‰ (Whiticar et al., 1986). Microbially
produced gases are enriched in $^{12}\text{C}$ and $^{1}\text{H}$ with $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CH}_4}$ around -50 to -60 ‰ and $\delta\text{D}_{\text{CH}_4}$ around -250 to -380‰. If fractionation does not occur due to methane oxidation (methanotrophy), stable isotopes should be able to distinguish between methane of a biogenic or geogenic origin.

Extensive monitoring during Spring established a range of isotopic signatures across the proglacial area which are presented in figure 7.5 ($\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CH}_4}$ and $\delta\text{D}$ plot). A strong linear correlation existed between the two isotopes ($R^2$ value=0.80). Lightest $\delta^{13}\text{C} / \delta\text{D}_{\text{CH}_4}$ values were associated with water emanating from subglacial sources with $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CH}_4}$ values ranging from -59.54 to -59.88‰ and $\delta\text{D}_{\text{CH}_4}$ values ranging from -322.6 to -324.3‰. This placed subglacial methane within the realm of bacterial methane formation. Western Lagoon sampling sites also displayed light $\delta^{13}\text{C} / \delta\text{D}_{\text{CH}_4}$ values compared to other proglacial lagoon locations. Heaviest $\delta^{13}\text{C} / \delta\text{D}_{\text{CH}_4}$ values were found at the Edge of Ice site 2 ($\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CH}_4} = -7.63$ and $\delta\text{D} = 161.1$ ‰), which were well beyond the bounds of microbial or geogenic methane sources. Most proglacial lagoon sites plotted between these two values. Sites of External Catchment Origin represented an additional source in the Sólheimajökull proglacial system, plotting off the main linear trend with average values of -45.2 and -108.8‰ for $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{CH}_4}$ and $\delta\text{D}_{\text{CH}_4}$ respectively. Whilst these sites offer an external input of water to the Sólheimajökull system, isotopic influence was limited due to the very low concentrations present in these streams.
Mixed Zone values exhibited a large isotopic range between $\delta^{13}C_{CH_4} = -17.93$ and -46.38‰ and $\delta D$ values between -22.9 and -218.2‰ plotting largely beyond the isotopic realm of a microbial methane source. Further investigation of Mixed Zone time series data of daily isotopic signatures reflected a temporal shift towards lighter $\delta^{13}C_{CH_4}$ and $\delta D$ isotopic values, which coincided with the opening of subglacial upwelling.
Figure 7.6: Bi-plot of $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ and $\delta$D CH$_4$ isotopes pre/post injection of subglacial waters

Establishment of subglacial upwellings was thought to have triggered a transition to lighter isotopic signatures at the Mixed Zone, with an evident split between pre and post upwelling isotopes. Upon further analysis of isotopic signatures across the proglacial area, it became clear that this temporal partitioning was also evident across the majority of proglacial lagoon sites. Pre upwelling, $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ isotopic values outlined in the darker blue box, plotted between -7.63‰ and -34‰ whilst after this, values transitioned towards a lighter signature which ranged from -35.58 to -59.81‰. $\delta$D CH$_4$ values also demonstrated a similar trend, with all pre upwelling
values above -156.9‰. Conversely, post upwelling values plotted below this (with the exception of the Edge of Ice Site 5 and 2 Upper Eastern Lagoon Sites).

### 7.4.4 Seasonal isotopic trends - comparison to Summer 2013 data

Methane isotopic values for Summer 2013 are compared to the Spring 2014 season in Table 7.2. Data for both pre and post emergence of the 2014 subglacial drainage are presented. Summer season signatures were consistently isotopically enriched in $^{12}$C compared to those from the Spring season and were most closely aligned with those waters present after the opening of the subglacial portal around DOY 129.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Spring 2014 pre subglacial upwelling</th>
<th>Spring 2014 post subglacial upwelling</th>
<th>Summer 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>-23.72 (4.52) n=8</td>
<td>-41.01 (4.57) n=5</td>
<td>-49.92 (7.31) n=8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>-22.94 (9.95) n=4</td>
<td>-37.10 (...) n=2</td>
<td>-51.36 (2.55) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>-31.77 (2.22) n=3</td>
<td>-47.84 (...) n=1</td>
<td>-49.53 (10.70) n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Site K (River)</td>
<td>-30.54 (...) n=2</td>
<td>-44.36 (...) n=1</td>
<td>-58.61 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>-34.41 (...) n=1</td>
<td>-38.65 (...) n=2</td>
<td>-49.55 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Western Lagoon</td>
<td>-50.32 (...) n=1</td>
<td>-49.57 (...) n=1</td>
<td>-56.45 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Western Lagoon</td>
<td>-24.24 (...) n=1</td>
<td>-51.61 (...) n=1</td>
<td>-56.76 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Site 1</td>
<td>-28.81 (...) n=1</td>
<td>Not sampled</td>
<td>-56.53 (...) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial upwellings</td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
<td>-59.66 (0.15) n=4</td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 7.2: Seasonal comparison of $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ isotopes (‰) |

*Standard deviations are in parenthesis*
7.4.5. Relationships between concentration and isotopic Signature

The relationship between methane concentrations and isotopes (Figure 7.7) depicted an asymptotic relationship during Spring 2014. High concentration, isotopically light methane which emanated from the subglacial upwelling formed one end member of the plot, whilst sites enriched in $^{13}$C clustered at much lower concentrations. The proglacial lagoon demonstrated a clear division between Eastern and Western Isotopic Values. $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ values on the Eastern Edge of the Lagoon showed low concentrations and relatively heavy isotopic signatures, whilst those on the Western Lagoon had much higher concentrations and a lighter isotopic composition. Sites of external catchment origin (Jökulsárgíl and Fjallgilsá) demonstrated slightly different methane characteristics with lowest CH$_4$ concentrations (0.58ppm and 0.59ppm) and mid-range isotopic signatures at around -45‰. Despite different source origins, the consistency in methane concentrations and $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ isotopic signatures in Fjallgilsá and Jökulsárgíl was striking. From this it could be inferred that these parameters are typical of non-glacial streams in the Sólheimajökull catchment, further demonstrating the distinct methane dynamics displayed in subglacial waters.
Comparison of Spring and Summer δ^{13}C values and methane concentrations reflected distinct seasonality across the proglacial area. The Summer system was swamped by waters containing high concentrations of isotopically light methane. The majority of Summer data plotted below -45‰ and above concentrations of 5ppm, with no distinct relation between isotopic signature and concentration apparent.
To place the release of methane from Sólheimajökull into the context of an emissions inventory, attempts were made to calculate an annual flux based on meltwater discharge and concentrations contained within the bulk meltwater channel. Such a calculation was difficult to achieve accurately due to poor constraints on the meltwater discharge at this site, limited temporal variability in aqueous methane concentration measurements and poor constraints on the rate of methane outgassing between the point of emergence at subglacial upwelling to the point of measurement at the Mixed Zone sampling site. Based on this an approach to calculate a range of methane fluxes using minimum and maximum discharges and
methane concentrations was employed. Sólheimajökull exhibited moderate discharges all year round as shown in figure 7.9. Yearly (January 2013-December 2014) differences in average monthly water stage was 66.7cm and 73cm for 2013 and 2014 respectively. Previous studies state that winter discharges for October to April average around 10 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ (Lawler et al., 2003). This is corroborated by individual discharge measurements of 10 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ observed on 30th November 1988 (Lawler et al., 1992). The majority of discharge occurs in the summer months with typical summer melt season flows ranging from 20 to 30 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ (Lawler et al., 2003). Peak runoff occurs in late July with peak flows around DOY 200, however discharge peaks of 90 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ have been observed in early August (Lawler et al., 2003; Lawler et al., 1992). Bankful discharges are around 100 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ occupying a channel width of about 25m and depth of 2.5m (Lawler et al., 2003; Lawler et al., 1996; Lawler et al., 1991).
Figure 7.9: Average monthly water stage from January 2013 to December 2014 alongside previously known water discharge parameters

Winter (October–April) discharge averages around 10 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ and contributes about 38% of total annual run off (Lawler et al., 2003).

Bankfull discharge is ~100 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ (Lawler et al., 2003).

10 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ observed during November and May (Lawler et al., 1992).

90 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ observed during August (Lawler et al., 1992).
Methane concentrations peaked in waters exiting the subglacial drainage system which was active between April to September. Prior to the subglacial drainage system opening, methane was still apparent in the meltwaters, albeit at lower concentrations. The Mixed Zone was taken to be representative of bulk meltwaters exiting the proglacial lagoon, therefore Mixed Zone waters prior to subglacial upwelling injection were thought to represent wintertime drainage conditions. Therefore, concentrations from the Mixed Zone prior to DOY 129, an average value of 1.44ppm (1SD=0.33) were used to estimate wintertime methane flux.

Calculations based on an average discharge of 10 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ from October to April and an average methane concentration of 1.44ppm render a wintertime methane flux of 264 tonnes (as outlined in appendix 7) based on the following equation:

\[
\text{Flux estimation 1st October to 30th April}
\]

\[
1st \text{ October} - 30th \text{ April} = 212 \text{ days}
\]

\[
\text{Seconds in a day} = 86400
\]

\[
\text{Seconds over winter period} = \text{seconds in a day} \times \text{number of days in the winter period}
\]

\[
\text{m}^3 \text{ over winter period} = \text{seconds over winter period} \times \text{discharge at 10cumecs}
\]

\[
\text{Litres over winter period} = \text{m}^3 \text{ over winter period} \times 1000
\]

\[
\text{Methane (mg) over winter period} = 1.44 \times \text{litres over winter period}
\]

(where 1.44 is the average ppm value at the Mixed Zone prior to the addition of subglacial upwelling waters).
Conversion to tonnes over the winter period

\[ = \text{methane in mg} \div 1000000000 \]

Using a lower discharge estimate of 20 m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) (equation A) and an average discharge of 50 m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\) from May to Sept (equation B) alongside average summertime methane concentrations of 33.72 ppm from the Mixed Zone produces a summertime methane flux ranging from 8915 to 22288 tonnes based on the following equation:

\[ \text{Seconds over summer period} \]
\[ = \text{seconds in a day} \times \text{number of days in the summer period} \]
\[ \text{m}^3 \text{ over summer period} = \text{seconds over summer period} \times \text{discharge} \]
\[ \text{Litres over summer period} = \text{m}^3 \text{ over summer period} \times 1000 \]

\[ \text{Methane (mg)over summer period} = 33.72 \times \text{litres over summer period} \]

(where 33.72 is the average summertime ppm value at the Mixed Zone)

\[ \text{Conversion to tonnes over the summer period} \]
\[ = \text{methane in mg} \div 1000000000 \]

\[ \text{Total tonnes annually} \]
\[ = \text{estimated summer period tonnes} \]
\[ + \text{estimated winter period tonnes} \]
7.3. Discussion

7.3.1. Sources of methane as indicated by isotopic evidence

Subglacial waters have been shown to deliver large quantities of methane to the proglacial area. Isotopic investigation of potential methane sources using $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ and $\delta$D CH$_4$ isotopes obtained from Spring samples indicated that proglacial isotopic signatures encompassed both biogenic and geogenic ranges. There is the possibility that both origins were actively supplying methane to the subglacial drainage system, or that isotopic shifts away from the biogenic end member could be due to fractionation. Potential methane generation mechanisms and oxidation fate of methane within Sólheimajökull proglacial waters will there be explored below.

7.3.1.1. Biogenic Methane Sources

Water emanating from subglacial sources during Spring 2014 contributes one isotopic end member to the $\delta^{13}$C/D CH$_4$ mixing plot. As identified in figure 7.5, these subglacial upwellings had an isotopic signature associated with methane of a microbial origin, with average $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ values of -59.7‰ (1SD= 0.15) and an average $\delta$D of -323.7‰ (1SD= 0.65). Microbial methane can be further partitioned by methane production pathway. Two primary metabolic pathways for bacterial methanogenesis have been identified: reduction of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$+ 8H$^+$ +8e$^-$ $\rightarrow$ CH$_4$ +2H$_2$O) and fermentation of acetate (conversion of methyl groups to CH$_4$ represented by: CH$_3$COOH$\rightarrow$ CH$_4$ +CO$_2$) both with differing isotopic signals (Whiticar, 1999; Whiticar et al. 1986). In this instance the $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ /$\delta$D isotopic values associated with the sub-glacial upwellings fall into the range of methanogenesis via the acetate fermentation pathway mediated by acetoclastic methanogens ($\delta^{13}$C values -60to -50‰ and $\delta$D -400 to-250‰). In terrestrial and freshwater environments the acetoclastic reaction accounts for 70% of methane production compared to 30% generated via the CO$_2$ reduction pathway (McCalley et al., 2014; Valentine et al., 2004).
Acetoclastic production pathways involve microbial transformation of organic monomers into fatty acid compounds, facilitated by homoacetogenic bacteria. This precursory stage of methane production generates the necessary carbon and energy sources to drive methanogenic fermentation processes. The combination of high aqueous methane concentrations and an isotopic signature indicative of bacterial intervention in subglacial upwelling waters, suggests enhanced methane production mediated by synergy between homoacetogenic bacteria and methanogens in the anoxic Sólheimajökull subglacial realm. Whilst the subglacial upwellings deliver methane which is of biogenic origin, many sites display isotopic signatures which fall beyond the microbial isotopic range. Such isotopic enrichment likely reflects the process of methane oxidation (methanotrophy) under aerobic conditions and associated fractionation along the trajectory depicted in figure 7.6.

7.3.1.2. Potential geogenic methane sources

Given the dominance of a microbial methane source emanating from beneath the glacier in the subglacial meltwaters, it would seem appropriate to suggest that the heavy methane isotopes found within the proglacial meltwater area are associated with fractionation during methanotrophic methane oxidation. However, geogenic sources of methane support an isotopic signature which overlaps with a methanotrophic source (Figure 7.5). Interactions between the Katla subglacial volcanic system and meltwater in the proglacial area are not uncommon at Sólheimajökull. The Jökulsa á Sólheimasandi has been previously shown to convey geothermally derived ions and has been assigned the local name Fulilaekur (foul smelling river) linked to the sulphurous odour emitted, mostly during Summer (Lawler et al., 1996). Similar sulphurous smells are also released at Kverkjökull Stream, Northern Vatnajökull and Skafta Meltwater River North West Vatnajökull and linked to meltwater exchange with areas of geothermal activity (Fenn and Ashwell, 1985; Lawler et al., 1996). The nature of subglacial volcanism at Sólheimajökull offers the unique situation whereby methane of geogenic origin cannot be conclusively ruled out.
7.3.2. Hydraulic configuration as a driving factor of methane source

Synchronicity between subglacial water delivery and increases in microbial methane concentration show hydrology to be a major contributing factor to methane dynamics at Sólheimajökull. However, prevalence of high concentrations of microbial methane during the late Spring 2014 and Summer 2013 periods is at odds with classical glacier hydrology concepts. Traditionally, during the accumulation season low meltwater fluxes to the glacier bed promotes distributed drainage in a linked cavity network or saturation and slow flow through subglacial sediments. Isolation from the atmosphere promotes widespread anoxia allowing chemical reduction of nitrates (Wynn et al., 2007; Ansari et al., 2014), sulphates (Wadham et al., 2004) and the potential for methane formation by bacterial means (Skidmore et al., 2000). ‘Normal’ ablation season subglacial drainage would result in oxidizing conditions, as oxic meltwaters flood the subglacial system forcing channelization and transfer of waters in partially filled conduits under variable pressure. Conditions at Sólheimajökull do not conform to these traditional drainage concepts. Low methane concentrations prior to the delivery of subglacial waters, and high summertime methane concentrations during the prevalence of summertime anoxic conditions (Wynn et al., 2015) suggest a reversal of classical redox conditions. Bulk meltwater characteristics, TDIC concentrations and solute flux indicate a three stage seasonal development of the drainage at Sólheimajökull. This expansion and contraction of the subglacial hydraulic network will be explored as a potential driver of methane dynamics.

Bulk meltwaters continually exit the proglacial lagoon via Jökulsa á Sólheimasandá implying year round drainage. The descent of the Sólheimajökull glacier tongue to low elevations combined with the mild maritime climate favours year round surface melt on the lower reaches of the glacier, supporting the maintenance of a localised channelized drainage configuration well connected to the atmosphere. This system will convey relatively low volumes of meltwater sourced from both low elevation surface melt and from subglacial cavity seepage continuously throughout the winter. Low methane concentrations exhibited during early Spring, are likely supplied from
cavity seepage into the localised channel system and oxidized by methanotrophic microbial assemblages which are thriving in the well aerated channel margins (Dieser et al., 2014). Such methanotrophy accounts for enriched $\delta^{13}$C$_{\text{CH}_4}$ signatures prevalent prior to subglacial upwelling opening.

As the subglacial portal opens, large quantities of microbial methane are delivered from anoxic areas of the bed. This extensive injection of subglacial water with a light isotopic signature, mixes with existing proglacial lagoon water, overwhelming previous isotopic signatures and imparting a widespread transition to lighter isotopes. Once the subglacial drainage system has been established, expansion occurs throughout the summer. Late Spring isotopic signatures are comparable to Summer $\delta^{13}$C$_{\text{CH}_4}$ isotopes indicating a prevalent source of microbial methane across these two seasons. In addition, high concentrations of methane overwhelm the proglacial area during Summer. Light isotopic methane signatures with little evidence of oxidation during the late spring and Summer, are in keeping with findings linked to low sulphur redox conditions during Summer seasons (Wynn et al., 2015) suggesting dominance of widespread anoxia. Two potential processes are driving Summertime anoxia: drainage of water stored in linked cavities or release of reduced gases from geothermal zones which generate anoxic meltwaters by utilising any dissolved oxygen content.

Initial Spring expansion of the drainage system could lead to incorporation of anoxic methane rich waters from isolated linked cavities that have persisted during partial winter shut down. Anoxia could then be maintained by widespread constant purging of anoxic areas of sediment and pockets of water across the glacier bed in line with subglacial drainage expansion (Wynn et al., 2006). However, this would require large scale continual linked cavity drainage to maintain widespread basal anoxia. Alternatively, release of reduced gases from geothermal zones offer another solution to summertime anoxia. Expansion of the subglacial drainage system head wards likely intersects the Katla geothermal zone at the time of year when seismic activity
and geothermal processes are at their peak. Two areas of seismic activity have been identified beneath the Mýrdalsjökull ice cap: one in the South East and another in the South West not far from Sólheimajökull (Lawler et al., 1996). Seismic activity is highly seasonal in South West Mýrdalsjökull, with activity peaking during July-October (Lawler et al., 1996; Guðmundsson et al., 1994; Einarrsson and Brandsdóttir, 2000), frequently associated with surface melt and seasonal unloading of the snowpack. Low summertime overburden pressures from snowpack unloading (3-9m of snowpack melting leads to an estimated seasonal unloading of 0.003MPa (Einarrsson and Brandsdóttir, 2000) have been deemed sufficient to trigger seismic and geothermal activity (Pagli and Sigurðsson, 2008), coinciding with drainage system expansion. Since Sólheimajökull is a temperate based glacier, meltwater is able to percolate into the crust below via faults, dykes and fissures, reaching areas of geothermal activity (Lawler et al., 1996; Einarrsson and Brandsdóttir, 2000) providing the opportunity for reduced geothermal gases to utilise any dissolved oxygen content in meltwaters and transport these constituents towards the glacier snout under conditions of anoxia. This cyclic ‘sweeping out’ of the geothermal zone has been previously recorded in meltwater discharge from Sólheimajökull and hydrochemical perturbations associated with this process recur each summer, providing pulses of chemically enriched subglacial water (Lawler et al., 1996). Supply of water from geothermal areas would promote widespread anoxia across the subglacial area, even where channelized drainage prevails. This summer season anoxia enables the continued production of biogenic methane and transport from beneath the ice mass.

Anoxia driven by geothermal zones could also be accompanied by geogenic methane release, accounting for enriched isotopic signatures across the proglacial lagoon. However, methane isotopic signatures of subglacial waters remain firmly in the biogenic range, likely precluding this possibility. The only way to distinguish between the biogenic and geogenic sources in a definitive fashion, would be to analyse the clumped isotopic composition of methane, addressing $^{13}$C-$^2$H bonding structures which vary in abundance according to temperature.
7.3.3. Methane flux comparisons

Flux estimations have provided annual methane fluxes of between 9,179 and 22,551 tonnes of CH$_4$ based upon summer discharges of 20 and 50 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ respectively. Potential annual methane flux from Sólheimajökull is high, exceeding conservative estimates of 10,000 tonnes per year for total European geothermal and volcanic systems (Etiope et al., 2007). In comparison total annual methane flux for Grimsvotn, Krafla and Askja volcanoes in Iceland equates to 440 tonnes of CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$. The estimated total of methane emissions from all parameterised Icelandic geothermal systems is approximately 1,300 tonnes CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$ (Etiope et al., 2007). If Sólheimajökull methane flux estimations prove to be accurate, the lower methane emission estimate from Sólheimajökull alone is ten times that of Icelandic total geothermal methane emission. This clearly highlights the importance of subglacial microbial methanogenesis, and that under such unique conditions, brought about by hydraulic configuration and geothermal connectivity, glaciers offer an ideal scenario to generate and release large quantities of methane to the atmosphere.

7.4. Summary

1. There are two possible origins of natural methane within the Sólheimajökull Proglacial system: bacterial and geogenic.
2. Subglacial waters measured during Spring 2014 contain high average concentrations of bacterial methane produced via the acetate fermentation pathway (average of 0.574 (1 SD = 0.128 ppm).
3. Isotopic data from the proglacial area indicates that opening of the subglacial upwellings is crucial in the supply of bacterial methane and once established becomes a dominant source of methane to the proglacial system. Summer $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ isotopes support methane from a bacterial source indicating expansion of subglacial upwellings in line with development of seasonal channelised drainage.
4. Methane isotopes from subglacial upwellings show little oxidation pointing towards widespread anoxia across the subglacial realm.

5. Seasonal release of reduced gases from geothermal areas drives widespread anoxia in a channelised drainage system as supported by the work of Lawler et al. (1996) and Wynn et al. (2015).

6. $\delta^{13}C / \delta^D CH_4$ plots indicate oxidation of methane within the Proglacial Lake with relatively heavy isotopic signatures observed in early Spring. Since hydrochemical evidence cannot provide support for a distinct geogenic end member it is most likely that the relationship between $\delta^{13}C$ and $\delta^D$ is a methanotrophy fractionation trajectory of a dominant subglacial bacterial source.

7. Methane flux estimates range from 9179 to 22,551 tonnes of CH$_4$ based upon Summer discharges of 20 and 50 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ respectively. Lower estimates are in excess of total postulated Icelandic geothermal emissions.
8. Assessing Methane Dynamics in Sólheimajökull proglacial and subglacial substrates

8.1. Introduction

Current research identifies discharge of methane from beneath Sólheimajökull. This is characterised by low methane concentrations in early Spring and a transition to higher concentrations of bacterially sourced methane concurrent with delivery of subglacial waters. Maximum methane concentrations of 48.37 ppm measured in subglacial upwellings are accompanied by methane isotopic signatures of -59.54 to -59.88‰ and -322.6 to -324.3‰ for δ¹³C CH₄ and δD CH₄ respectively. This indicates high concentrations of bacterial methane originating in anoxic areas of the Sólheimajökull subglacial realm. After discharging from beneath the glacier, methane interaction with the atmosphere is regulated by the coeval processes of methanogenesis and methanotrophy. Aqueous methane represents one aspect of methane dynamics at Sólheimajökull. Subglacial and proglacial sediments offer additional constraints on methane sources and sinks within the catchment. This thesis will now present in situ static chamber analysis of methane dynamics across the Sólheimajökull proglacial forefield, alongside in vitro incubation of basal sediments, in order to elucidate areas of methanogenesis and methanotrophy.

8.2. Employment of in situ static chambers to monitor Sólheimajökull proglacial methane dynamics

Proglacial methane dynamics were monitored in situ during Summer 2013 and Spring 2014 using static chamber methods outlined in sections 3.6.2, in an attempt to elucidate whether the Sólheimajökull proglacial forefield is an area of net methanogenesis or net methanotrophy. In some cases, glacier forefields have been demonstrated to switch from a zone of net methane production to one of net methane consumption in the wake of ice recession (Barcena et al., 2010). The glacial foreland is therefore generally accepted to be an area of importance to the methane
biogeochemical cycle, although precise dynamics depend upon site specific conditions.

8.2.1. Results from static chamber analysis

Figure 8.1 provides examples of methane dynamics observed through in situ static chamber analysis, during Summer 2013 and Spring 2014. Little variation in methane concentration was observed over the given time periods, a pattern applicable to all static chamber observations. Whilst Spring proglacial sediments exhibited higher methane concentrations ~7ppm, again little variation in overall headspace was observed. Longer term employment of the static chamber method during Spring 2014 (figure8.2) also reflected that methane variability was low even over extended time periods.
Figure 8.1: Methane headspace concentrations for static chamber analysis during Spring 2014 and Summer 2013 at selected Eastern and Western sites.

Methane in chamber headspace value is an average taken from the deployment of three static chambers at each site. The standard deviation between these three chambers, portrayed as vertical error bars is often too small to distinguish.
Data from all static chamber measurements for Summer 2013 (additional data can be found in appendix 6) was converted into fluxes and presented in table 8.1. Negative fluxes represented methane consumption, whilst positive fluxes represented methane production. Again, in keeping with time series data of methane change fluxes were small. During summer, the most negative flux was observed close to the glacier at Eastern Sediment Site A, whilst the highest flux was at Eastern Sediment Site D, perhaps inferring a slight change in methane dynamics with proximity to the glacier. However, on the whole fluxes during summer were extremely low and there was no reliable evidence to suggest that the sediments in the proglacial area contribute to the methane cycling. Based upon this the sole source of methane to the meltwater streams emanated from the subglacial upwelling.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Average change in methane concentration over 45 minutes (ppm)</th>
<th>Methane flux per hour (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Eastern Sediment Site A | -0.084 (0.254)  
Min=-0.442  
Max=0.109 n=3  | -0.112 |
| Eastern Sediment Site B | -0.012 (0.290)  
Min=-0.308  
Max=0.466 n=3  | -0.016 |
| Eastern Sediment Site C | 0.012 (0.290)  
Min=-0.308  
Max=0.466 n=8  | 0.016 |
| Eastern Sediment Site D | 0.168 (0.204)  
Min=0.012  
Max=0.584 n=5  | 0.224 |
| Eastern Sediment Site E | -0.030 (0.048)  
Min=-0.113  
Max=0.023 n=6  | -0.040 |
| Eastern Sediment Site F | 0.089 (0.286)  
Min=-0.163  
Max=0.692 n=6  | 0.119 |
| Western Sediment Site | 0.113 (…)  
Min=0.106  
Max=0.120 n=2  | 0.139 |

*Table 8.1.: Average methane fluxes calculated from time of closure for static chamber analysis during Summer 2013*
8.2.2. Summary of static chamber analyses

1. Static chamber analysis demonstrated little variation in methane headspace concentrations.

2. Methane flux across the proglacial forefield was minimal, perhaps there was some suggestion of methanotrophy in sediments closest to the glacier where net methane flux is negative, however values were too low to decipher any dominant trend.

3. Unlike many proglacial forefields which become net sources or sinks of methane, sediments at Sólheimajökull do not show any notable participation in methane cycling.

8.3. In vitro experiments to determine Sólheimajökull subglacial sediment methane dynamics

Subglacial sediments were extracted from crevasse thrust planes along the Sólheimajökull glacier snout in accordance with methods outlined by Kaštovská et al. (2005) and explained in section 3.6.1. It is believed that these sediments have been transferred from the bed of the glacier to the surface as thrusts play an important role in the recycling of basal debris (Hambrey, 1994). Thrust faults, or shear planes are the product of strong compression in the ice, potentially where ice slows at the snout or encounters a basal object. Two types of sediment were visually identified during Spring 2014- light brown and grey. XRD analysis has shown almost identical chemical composition of these sediments, therefore colour was thought to represent iron oxidation state. The light grey sediment would be typically associated with Fe$^{2+}$ under anoxic conditions and oxidized Fe$^{3+}$ prevalent within the brown sediment.

Following range-finder experiments (outlined in section 3.6.5.1.), a suite of incubations at optimised conditions were undertaken to investigate rates of methane production and consumption in each sediment type (for main methodology please refer to section 3.6.5).
8.3.1. Results from Methanogenesis Incubations

Average Methane concentrations determined via replicates of gas measurements from headspaces of Wheatons A, B and C alongside a controlled experiment were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Since Closure (Days)</th>
<th>Wheaton A Average Methane Concentration in ppm (Standard deviation)</th>
<th>Wheaton B Average Methane Concentration in ppm (Standard deviation)</th>
<th>Wheaton C Average Methane Concentration in ppm (Standard deviation)</th>
<th>Control Experiment Average Methane Concentration in ppm (Standard deviation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000 (0.00) n=3</td>
<td>0.000 (0.00) n=3</td>
<td>0.000 (0.00) n=3</td>
<td>0.000 (0.00) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.405 (0.25) n=3</td>
<td>0.421 (--) n=2</td>
<td>0.215 (--) n=2</td>
<td>0.000 (0.00) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.931 (--) n=2</td>
<td>0.470 (--) n=1</td>
<td>0.631 (--) n=2</td>
<td>0.122 (--) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.626 (0.04) n=3</td>
<td>0.484 (--) n=2</td>
<td>0.606 (0.04) n=3</td>
<td>0.150 (0.03) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.202 (--) n=2</td>
<td>1.030 (0.10) n=3</td>
<td>1.000 (0.09) n=3</td>
<td>0.054 (0.09) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.700 (0.33) n=3</td>
<td>1.176 (0.09) n=3</td>
<td>1.580 (0.18) n=3</td>
<td>0.016 (--) n=2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8.2: Average methane concentrations in headspaces for all methanogenesis incubation experiments*

1 standard deviation (1SD) is in parentheses.
Table 8.3: Final methane concentrations corrected against the control experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wheaton A</th>
<th>Wheaton B</th>
<th>Wheaton C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final methane ppm corrected against control</td>
<td>1.684</td>
<td>1.160</td>
<td>1.564</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Wheatons containing Fe$^{2+}$ enriched (grey) sediment demonstrated the production of methane over a 49 day period, with final headspace concentrations of 1.70ppm, 1.18ppm and 1.58ppm recorded during the incubation period for Wheatons A, B and C respectively (figure 8.4). Methanogenesis was first detected 7 days after closure and continued to be produced throughout the incubation period. In contrast, methane concentrations in the control sample remained low ranging from 0 to 0.15ppm indicating that methane detected in Wheatons containing sediment was linked to microbial activity.

Figure 8.4: Time series of methane concentrations in Wheatons A, B and C alongside the control experiment
Methane concentration was converted into methane produced per gram of dry weight incubation sediment, per hour. This was then compared to other incubation studies. Investigation of moisture content revealed a ~32% loss of mass during drying, therefore sediment dry weight is calculated as ~68% of the original wet weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wheaton</th>
<th>Sediment in Wheaton Wet Weight (g)</th>
<th>Sediment in Wheaton Dry Weight (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10.01</td>
<td>6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>6.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>9.99</td>
<td>6.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8.4: Dry weights of sediments used in methanogenesis incubations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wheaton</th>
<th>Total methane produced over sample period corrected against control (ppm)</th>
<th>Dry Weight Sediment</th>
<th>CH₄ per g per hr (ppm)</th>
<th>CH₄ per g per hr (Femtomoles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.684</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>2.1 x 10⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.160</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>1.4 x 10⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.564</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>1.9 x 10⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (1SD)</td>
<td>1.469 (0.22)</td>
<td>6.79 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.0002 (&gt;0)</td>
<td>1.8 x 10⁸</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8.5: Methane produced per g of dry weight Fe²⁺ enriched (grey) sediment per hour*
8.3.2. Discussion of findings from methanogenesis experiments

Methanogens are fermentative archaea bacteria that metabolize organic matter under selective environmental conditions (Whiticar, 1999). Microbial methanogenesis accounts for 90% of atmospheric methane (Boyd et al., 2010). However, methanogenic activity in the subglacial realm is an important, but largely overlooked component of the global carbon cycle (Boyd et al., 2010; Wadham et al., 2008). Incubations of Subglacial Sediment A demonstrate replicable methanogenesis over a 49 day period, indicating active methanogens beneath Sólheimajökull. This is in line with other studies which have identified viable methanogens in basal sediments of Antarctica, the Canadian Arctic and Greenland (Boyd et al., 2010; Wadham et al., 2008).

Slow initial production rates observed in the incubations and low overall methane headspace concentrations, are by no means indicative of a sluggish or small scale methanogenic community. Slow methane production in the initial stages of incubation are characteristic of methane production pathway and adjustment of microbes to ambient conditions from a state of dormancy (Sudimoto and Wada, 1993; Stibal et al., 2012). Incubations of subglacial sediments from the Canadian High Arctic, Antarctic and Greenland demonstrate long lag periods of up to 200 days before significant amounts of CH$_4$ are observed (Stibal et al., 2012). Additionally, low initial methane production has been demonstrated elsewhere, with incubation of Japanese paddy soils exhibiting low methane concentrations during the first several days of incubation. This was succeeded by rapid methane production and attributed to precursor reactions such as acetate formation (Sudimoto and Wada, 1993).

Scaled up calculations of methanogenesis per gram of dry weight sediment per hour reveals the true methanogenic potential of Sólheimajökull subglacial sediments, with values of $1.8 \times 10^8$ (as indicated in table 8.6.). Previous incubation studies have highlighted elevated rates of methanogenesis in the Canadian Arctic and Antarctic sediments with rates of $10^2$-$10^3$ fmol CH$_4$ g$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ and $10^3$-$10^4$ fmol CH$_4$ g$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$.
respectively (Wadham et al., 2012). This is contrasted with lower methanogenesis production values of 9-93 fmol CH$_4$ g$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ and 9-51 fmol CH$_4$ g$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ demonstrated in Greenland sediments and at Robertson Glacier, Canada (Boyd et al., 2010; Wadham et al., 2012). Ultimately this suggests the subglacial environment at Sólheimajökull contains sediments which are capable of producing methane at rates which surpass those found in other subglacial environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sediment</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Fmol Methane per gram of dry weight sediment per hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sólheimajökull Fe$^{2+}$ enriched sediment (grey)</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>Average of 1.8x10$^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robertson Glacier Canada</td>
<td>Boyd et al. (2010)</td>
<td>9- 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland</td>
<td>Boyd et al. (2010)</td>
<td>9- 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antarctic Sediments</td>
<td>Wadham et al. (2012)</td>
<td>10$^{3}$- 10$^{4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Arctic Sediments</td>
<td>Wadham et al. (2012)</td>
<td>10$^{2}$-10$^{3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.6: Comparison of methane production rates found in Sólheimajökull subglacial Fe$^{2+}$ enriched (grey) to other studies

Elevated methanogenesis rates (calculations of fmol CH$_4$ g$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$) at Sólheimajökull are likely due to a combination of favourable conditions. These include a combination of widespread anoxia; organic carbon substrate, from overridden sediments and nutrient recharge supplied by presence of water at the pressure melting point (Stibal et al., 2012). Anoxia prevails across the subglacial realm during late spring and throughout summer, facilitated by linkages between subglacial drainage and areas of geothermal activity (Wynn et al., 2015). This creates a unique situation whereby
summertime anoxia coincides with peak water flows through the subglacial system. As nutrient recharge from meltwaters is an important factor in methanogenesis, the rare combination of these two factors could explain exceptional methane production rates in Sólheimajökull subglacial sediments. Furthermore, geothermal heat sources at Sólheimajökull create an exclusive situation which could favour enhanced methanogenesis. Optimum methane production rates from Arctic wetland sediments were shown to be around 30°C (Blake et al., 2015). Elevation above extremely low temperatures at the glacier bed could be enhancing methanogenic potential at Sólheimajökull. Finally, organic carbon has been shown to exist in proglacial meltwaters as DOC. The combination of these factors, some of which are unique to Sólheimajökull can vindicate high scaled up methanogenesis rates observed.

8.4. Investigation of Potential Methanotrophy in Sólheimajökull Subglacial Sediments

Methane flux to the atmosphere is not solely a function of methanogenesis. Instead methanotrophy also regulates methane dynamics. As incubations have revealed active methanogens operating within Sólheimajökull subglacial sediments, it can be expected that viable methanotrophic communities also exist. Range finder experiments (Appendix 4) of the Fe$^{3+}$ enriched (brown) subglacial sediment indicated methane consumption within enriched headspaces. Further testing of rates of methanotrophy (as outlined in section 3.6.5.3.) and isotopic fractionation can provide insight into the fate of methane in the oxic zone. This will support δ$^{13}$C/D field data which are thought to indicate oxidation of bacterially sourced methane (as identified in figure 7.5 Chapter 7.3.3).
8.4.1. Results: methane headspace concentrations during methanotrophy experiments

Average Methane concentrations determined via replicates of gas measurements from headspaces of Wheatons One, Two and Three alongside a controlled experiment were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time since closure (hours)</th>
<th>Wheaton One</th>
<th>Wheaton Two</th>
<th>Wheaton Three</th>
<th>Control Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>145.35 (-) n=2</td>
<td>147.56 (-) n=2</td>
<td>150.53 (2.38) n=3</td>
<td>150.40 (5.24) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>147.10 (4.90) n=3</td>
<td>148.25 (1.31) n=3</td>
<td>156.88 (-) n=2</td>
<td>150.28 (-) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>150.19 (-) n=2</td>
<td>149.35 (1.21) n=3</td>
<td>155.78 (-) n=2</td>
<td>156.53 (-) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>139.22 (1.72) n=3</td>
<td>143.46 (1.06) n=3</td>
<td>142.68 (-) n=2</td>
<td>156.15 (2.50) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>120.72 (1.04) n=3</td>
<td>119.25 (-) n=2</td>
<td>119.73 (0.62) n=3</td>
<td>148.78 (-) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>94.27 (-) n=2</td>
<td>99.62 (6.99) n=3</td>
<td>96.27 (1.77) n=3</td>
<td>139.30 (5.62) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>76.19 (-) n=2</td>
<td>76.10 (1.26) n=3</td>
<td>84.14 (2.91) n=3</td>
<td>137.35 (3.55) n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>37.41 (-) n=2</td>
<td>39.32 (0.73) n=3</td>
<td>40.27 (0.45) n=3</td>
<td>123.77 (-) n=2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.7: Presentation of average methane concentrations during methanotrophy experiments

This was then presented as a change in methane concentration based upon comparison to methane headspace at initial closure as follows:
Change in methane concentration (ppm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time since closure (hours)</th>
<th>Wheaton One</th>
<th>Wheaton Two</th>
<th>Wheaton Three</th>
<th>Control Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>-6.13</td>
<td>-4.09</td>
<td>-7.84</td>
<td>5.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>-24.63</td>
<td>-28.31</td>
<td>-30.8</td>
<td>-1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>-51.08</td>
<td>-47.94</td>
<td>-52.25</td>
<td>-11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>-69.16</td>
<td>-71.45</td>
<td>-66.39</td>
<td>-13.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.8: Change in methane headspace concentrations from closure

When corrected against methane depletion in the control headspace this rendered total average consumption values of 81.31 ppm, 81.61 ppm and 83.63 ppm for Wheatons one, two and three respectively.

Table 8.9: Presentation of average methane concentrations during methanotrophy experiments corrected against the control experiment
Incubations of Fe\textsuperscript{3+} enriched (brown) subglacial sediment demonstrated methane consumption which was replicated across all three Wheatons. Initial average methane consumption (figure 8.5) exhibited a period of stabilisation within the first four hours of closure. This was followed by decline in headspace concentrations from 24 hours onwards. Once methanotrophy had commenced, consumption continued at a steady rate across all three Wheatons as indicated by headspace reductions (table 8.8). Control values displayed a differing behaviour, demonstrating trends observed in Wheatons One, Two and Three were representative of methanotrophic activity.

![Figure 8.5: Time series of methane consumption in Wheatons one, two and three alongside the control experiment](image)

Average percentage of methane headspace consumed corrected against changes in the control experiment headspace is displayed in figure 8.6. Consumption began within 24 hours with around 5% of methane consumed in this early period. At the
end of the 167 hour study period an average of 55% (1SD=0.26) of the methane headspace had been consumed.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 8.6: Time series of average methane consumption across all three Wheatons corrected against the control experiment**

Methane concentration was converted into methane consumed per gram of dry weight incubation sediment, per hour. This was then compared to other incubation studies. Investigation of moisture content revealed a ~36% loss of mass during drying, therefore sediment dry weight is calculated as ~64% of the original wet weight, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wheaton</th>
<th>Sediment in Wheaton Wet Weight (g)</th>
<th>Sediment in Wheaton Dry Weight (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8.10: Dry weights of Fe$^{3+}$ enriched (brown) subglacial sediment used in methanotrophy incubations*
Methane consumption per gram of Fe$^{3+}$ enriched (brown) subglacial sediment per hour can then be calculated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wheaton</th>
<th>Total methane consumed over sample period corrected against control (ppm)</th>
<th>Dry Weight Sediment</th>
<th>CH$_4$ per g per hr (ppm)</th>
<th>CH$_4$ per g per hr (Femtomoles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>81.31</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.1517</td>
<td>$9.5 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>81.61</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.1537</td>
<td>$9.6 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>83.63</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.1560</td>
<td>$9.8 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (1SD)</td>
<td>82.18 (1.26)</td>
<td>3.20 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.154 (0.002)</td>
<td>$9.61 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8.11: Methane consumed per gram of dry weight Fe$^{3+}$ enriched (brown) subglacial sediment per hour*

### 8.4.2. Results: isotopic fractionation as a result of methanotrophy

Oxidation of methane by methanotrophic bacteria has the capacity to alter the isotopic composition of the residual methane. During methanogenic consumption, the light isotope $^{12}$C is selectively oxidised more rapidly than the heavier isotope $^{13}$C leaving a residual CH$_4$ signal enriched in the heavier isotope. The resulting isotopic signal is often very similar to that of CH$_4$ produced by geogenic means (Coleman et al. 1981; Cicerone and Oremland, 1988; Whiticar, 1999).

Isotopes of $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ (Wheatons One and Three) and $\delta^D$ CH$_4$ (Wheaton Two) were tested to analyse for fractionation as methanotrophy progresses. A positive relationship between $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ value and time elapsed was evident, whereby as the incubation progresses, $\delta^{13}$C CH$_4$ in the remaining headspace displayed a transition to
heavier values. Final δ¹³C CH₄ values of -13.63‰ and -13.66‰ were observed for Wheatons One and Three representing increases of 29.57‰ and 29.49‰ over the incubation period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time since closure (hours)</th>
<th>Wheaton One δ¹³C</th>
<th>Wheaton Three δ¹³C</th>
<th>Average δ¹³C Value Wheatons One and Three n=2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-43.20</td>
<td>-43.10</td>
<td>-43.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-42.77</td>
<td>-42.95</td>
<td>-42.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>-40.63</td>
<td>-40.64</td>
<td>-40.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>-36.72</td>
<td>-37.22</td>
<td>-36.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>-33.28</td>
<td>-34.07</td>
<td>-33.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>-29.26</td>
<td>-29.20</td>
<td>-29.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.12: Average δ¹³C values of Wheatons One and Three

Progression towards heavier isotopic signatures with time elapsed was also observed in δD values from Wheaton Two. Initially light δD values of -163.3‰ were recorded at the start of the sampling period. As incubation time progressed there was a transition towards heavier values with a final δD signature of 100.3‰, representing a 263.0‰ increase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time since closure (hours)</th>
<th>Wheaton Two δD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-163.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-164.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>-148.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>-123.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>-94.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>-52.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>+100.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.13: Observed δD values for Wheaton Two
Presentation of time series $\delta^{13}\text{C CH}_4$ and $\deltaD$ isotopic signatures further demonstrated this transition towards heavier isotopes was a function of time. This evolution of the $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ signal was not observed in the control sample, suggesting the $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ and $\deltaD \text{CH}_4$ isotopic signatures were driven by processes occurring in the active subglacial sediments.

![Figure 8.7: Time series of average $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ and actual $\deltaD \text{CH}_4$ isotopic enrichment during methanotrophy incubations](image)

A Bi-plot of $\delta^{13}\text{C CH}_4$ and $\deltaD$ values indicated a sympathetic change in $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ and $\deltaD$ values driven by methanotrophic activity in Sólheimajökull subglacial sediments. The fractionation trajectory displayed during incubation of the $\text{Fe}^{3+}$ enriched (brown) subglacial ($R^2$ value of 0.99 and gradient of 9.00) was comparable to that demonstrated by incubation of methanotrophic communities by Coleman et al. (1981). In this instance, for every 10% change in $\delta^{13}\text{C CH}_4$ there was an
accompanying fractionation of 85% evident in $\delta$D CH$_4$ signatures, which equated to a linear fractionation gradient of 8.5 (Coleman et al., 1981).

![Fractionation trajectory of $\delta^{13}$C and $\delta$D CH$_4$ signatures during incubation of Sólheimajökull subglacial sediment B compared to fractionation quoted by Coleman et al. (1981)](image)

*Figure 8.8: Fractionation trajectory of $\delta^{13}$C and $\delta$D CH$_4$ signatures during incubation of Sólheimajökull subglacial sediment B compared to fractionation quoted by Coleman et al. (1981)*

Evidence of microbial isotopic fractionation demonstrated during incubation experiments provided linkages to isotopic variance observed in proglacial waters. The enrichment gradient of Sólheimajökull proglacial waters was shown to be 8.67 ($R^2 = 0.99$). This was in keeping with previous fractionation displayed by Coleman et al. (1981) and from incubation of Sólheimajökull Fe$^{3+}$ enriched (brown) subglacial sediment where relative change in $\delta^{13}$C and $\delta$D CH$_4$ values resulted in gradients of 8.5 and 9.00 respectively. As demonstrated in figure 8.9, both aqueous methane and
methanotrophy in sediment incubations encompassed isotopic signatures typically associated with geogenic methane before reaching final isotopic values beyond the realm of either methane source. This further supported the idea that methane at Sólheimajökull is of a biogenic origin which fractionated during proglacial methanotrophy, rather than a mixing of biogenic and geogenic sources.

Figure 8.9: Bi-plot of $\delta^{13}$C and $\delta D$ CH$_4$ signatures observed in methanotrophy incubations and proglacial aqueous methane
Coeval processes of methanogenesis and methanotrophy govern the net flux of methane to the atmosphere. Methane oxidising bacteria (methanotrophs) are widespread, occurring in both freshwater and marine environments, acting as a ‘methane filter’ reducing methane release to the atmosphere (Berestovskaya et al., 2002). Globally, methanotrophs represent a net sink of CH\textsubscript{4} by consuming approximately 20 to 60Tg of CH\textsubscript{4} per year (Barcena et al., 2011; Coleman et al. 1981).

At Sólheimajökull, incubation of subglacial sediments has demonstrated a rate of methane consumption in excess of production (10\textsuperscript{8}fmol CH\textsubscript{4} g\textsuperscript{-1} h\textsuperscript{-1} for methanogenesis compared to 10\textsuperscript{9}fmol CH\textsubscript{4} g\textsuperscript{-1} h\textsuperscript{-1} for methanotrophy). Accelerated consumption in Sólheimajökull sediments exceeds other environmental studies, for example, Chan and Parkin (2001) quote highest rates of 10\textsuperscript{6}fmol CH\textsubscript{4} g\textsuperscript{-1} hr\textsuperscript{-1} for Iowa agricultural soils. This indicates that methanotrophs are not only viable in Sólheimajökull subglacial sediments, but also offer the potential for rapid, largescale methane consumption. However, the relative importance of methane production and consumption at Sólheimajökull is dependent upon access to each type of subglacial sediment and access to the prevailing conditions necessary to drive each microbial reaction.

Incubation of methanotrophic microbes has also demonstrated the potential to achieve isotopic signatures enriched in \textsuperscript{13}C and D beyond the envelope of expected values from a biogenic or geogenic source. Methanotrophs preferentially incorporate lighter isotopes into cellular biomass leaving a residual gas that is sympathetically enriched in \textsuperscript{13}C /D (Elvert et al., 1999; Chanton, 2005). Therefore, if a microbially produced methane migrated to an oxic environment and was subjected to partial oxidation by methanotrophs then the residual gas could have a carbon isotopic signature similar to methane of geogenic origin (Coleman et al., 1981). Field observations of aqueous methane concentrations indicate large quantities of bacterially produced methane exiting the subglacial system, which is thought to fractionate along an oxidation trajectory. Incubation of Fe\textsuperscript{3+} enriched brown subglacial sediment supports this with \(\delta^{13}C\) and \(\deltaD\) values demonstrating a positive
fractionation trajectory in line with other methanotrophy experiments (Coleman et al., 1981). In addition, lab based oxidation experiments account for heavy isotopic signatures (greater than $\delta^{13}C = -20\%\text{o}$ and $\delta D = -50\%\text{o}$) observed in proglacial waters with final isotopic signatures displayed during lab incubations reaching $\delta^{13}C = -13.66\%\text{o}$ and $\delta D = +100.27\%\text{o}$. This provides evidence that methanotrophic activity is active within the field environment and further suggests the methane isotopic signatures which plot away from a biogenic source to be associated with methanotrophy rather than geogenic sources.

The interconnected relationship between methanogenesis and methanotrophy has a fundamental role in methane dynamics within the Sólheimajökull system. However, aqueous methane concentrations found in Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters exhibit great seasonality, inferring periodic changes in the variable rates of methanogenesis and methanotrophy. Seasonal hydraulic configuration and connectivity to geothermal hotspots determines the relative functioning of methanogenesis and methanotrophy. Prevalence of summer seasonal anoxia drives methanogenesis and supresses methanotrophy, resulting in large scale transport of bacterial methane to the proglacial zone. Conversely during Spring low methane concentrations prevail. Here, methanogenesis is restricted to localised pockets of anoxia, within the linked cavity network. Once these areas of methane production drain into the continual channelized drainage system beneath the lower reaches of the glacier snout, methane is rapidly oxidised (Dieser et al., 2014) resulting in the transfer of low quantities of methane, with an enriched $\delta^{13}C/\delta D_{\text{CH}_4}$ signature. This fully demonstrates how redox conditions are essential in the maintenance and delivery of methane to the proglacial zone.

Once waters transfer to the proglacial lagoon they are subjected to oxic conditions and methanotrophy processes dominate. Waters which are closest to subglacial inputs for example the Upper Western Lagoon site which demonstrated a microbial isotopic signature across Spring and Summer seasons experience little oxidation.
Conversely, waters which are most distal from subglacial bacterial inputs (e.g. Upper Eastern Lagoon Sites) experience the greatest oxidation of methane as they have dwelled in the proglacial area the longest. This provides evidence for active aqueous methane cycling with production under anoxic subglacial conditions and consumption in oxic proglacial settings.

8.5. Summary

1. Subglacial sediments collected from crevasse thrust planes at Sólheimajökull demonstrated replicable evidence for methanogenesis and methanotrophy.

2. Methanogenesis was observed over a 49 day period in Fe\(^{2+}\) enriched (grey) subglacial sediment.

3. Methanogenesis supported a production rate of \(10^8\)fmol CH\(_4\) g\(^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\). This demonstrated elevated levels of methanogenesis compared to other published incubation experiments.

4. Subglacial methanogenesis can therefore account for the microbial methane signature observed in Sólheimajökull subglacial waters.

5. Rapid methanotrophy is observed in Fe\(^{3+}\) enriched (brown) subglacial sediment, with 70-90% of the methane headspace consumed within 167 hours.

6. Methanotrophy supported a consumption rate of \(10^9\)fmol CH\(_4\) g\(^{-1}\) hr\(^{-1}\), which was rapid compared to other published methanotrophy incubations.

7. Methanotrophs caused a sympathetic enrichment of \(\delta^{13}C/ \deltaD\) CH\(_4\) isotopic signatures. This proceeded at a fractionation trajectory defined by a gradient of 9.0 in lab incubations, close to a trajectory of 8.5 observed by Coleman et al. (1981).
8. An observed aqueous methane fractionation gradient of 8.7 indicates the likelihood that methane in bulk meltwaters was of microbial origin and subjected to extensive oxidation, as opposed to a mixing between microbial and geogenic sources.

9. Processes of methanogenesis and methanotrophy occurred in Sólheimajökull subglacial sediments. Methanotrophic rates observed in Fe$^{3+}$ enriched brown subglacial sediment exceed production rates from Fe$^{2+}$ enriched grey subglacial sediment. This could suggest that methanotrophy should be the dominant process. However, rates of methanogenesis and methanotrophy are governed by the distribution of sediments, redox state and hydraulic configuration.

10. In addition to this, hydraulic configuration and geothermal linkages are pivotal in determining the relative contribution of each process. Extensive summertime drainage and connectivity to geothermal hot spots promotes widespread anoxia, which supports extensive methanogenesis and inhibits methanotrophy in the subglacial realm. This provides evidence of a unique methane cycling system at Sólheimajökull.
9. Summary and suggestions for further research

This study has presented the first comprehensive parameterisation of carbon dynamics at a glaciated catchment fuelled by subglacial volcanic activity. Field and laboratory investigations have indicated that subglacial hydraulic configuration and geothermal activity impart a unique signature on carbon cycle dynamics, providing notable distinction from non-volcanic glaciated catchments.

9.1. Overall synthesis of carbon dynamics at Sólheimajökull

Glacier-volcano interactions have resulted in the distinctive subglacial geology evident at Sólheimajökull. Acidic and basaltic rocks have been shown to dominate the Sólheimajökull area (Carswell, 1983). The Katla volcanic system produces basaltic tephras which provide a readily weathered basaltic TDIC source beneath the glacier. Inorganic geochemical parameters including increased TDIC levels also infer an additional TDIC source originating from hydrothermal calcites deposited as an accessory component within the basalts. Ultimately, the combination of subglacial volcanism and glaciology set the geologic template for a unique mode of carbon cycling. Where suitable hydrological and physical conditions prevail, subglacial weathering can act as a release mechanism and vector by which mantle derived TDIC is released to the atmosphere.

Glacier hydraulics and subglacial volcanism have shown a unique coeval relationship leading to the identification of exclusive Winter/early Spring and Summer season configurations. The conceptual model shown in figure 9.1 (adapted from Wynn et al., 2015) highlights the relationship between hydrological evolution, subglacial volcanism and carbon dynamics. Building upon findings from Wynn et al. (2015) this study proposes inverse subglacial redox conditions at Sólheimajökull, as a result of subglacial volcanism, with this unique situation facilitating distinctive carbon dynamics.
During Winter/early Spring (prior to the injection of subglacial upwelling water) a dual hydrological configuration exists. Continual low level ablation promotes year round subglacial drainage, likely as a discrete channelized system restricted to the lower reaches of the glacier snout. Conversely a distributed linked cavity system persists under the remainder of the glacier where surface melt is not sufficient to promote channelized drainage (i.e. above the snow line). Water discharging from the subglacial environment during this early season configuration comprises an overwhelming component which has been sourced at low elevation and transported through a permanently established channelized system under atmospheric conditions. Leakage from the distributed system is minimal and carbon species representative of low redox status (for example methane) are rapidly oxidised upon entering the channelized system. These cavities facilitate temporary storage of water with increased rock: water contact times, promoting great TDIC acquisition. Isolation from the atmosphere alongside ion S ratio analyses indicative of weathering via carbonation of carbonates and silicates, suggests weathering driven by geothermally sourced protons. Additionally, where anoxia prevails, localised methane production is possible. However, where cavities are drained by small channels, meltwaters are transferred into the oxic channelized system beneath the glacier snout. Here, changes in redox conditions likely promote rapid methanotrophy of subglacial methane (Dieser et al., 2014) resulting in heavy $^{13}C_{CH4}$ isotopic signatures observed during early Spring. Winter/early Spring carbon dynamics are therefore dominated by TDIC acquisition from subglacial weathering under atmospheric conditions, alongside low concentrations of partially oxidised methane.

Summer season carbon and hydraulic modes are dominated by unique inverse redox conditions. Periodic increases in basal water pressure and head ward expansion of channelized drainage allows connectivity with areas of subglacial geothermal activity beneath Mýrdalsjökull resulting in the discharge of confined geothermal waters charged with reduced gases (Wynn et al., 2015). These waters swamp the subglacial drainage system, forcing widespread anoxia before ultimately upwelling at the
glacier snout. Inorganic carbon dynamics rely heavily upon this unique seasonal quirk, with subglacially sourced CO₂ (likely from geothermal fluids) a major proton source for weathering, accounting for elevated TDIC concentrations during summer. DOC characteristics are also influenced by summertime anoxia. The presence of subglacial organic carbon alongside widespread summertime anoxia facilitates microbial functioning under low redox conditions, as indicated by the seasonal release of methane rich subglacial waters. Methane discharged from the subglacial system has an isotopic signature indicative of a bacterial (acetoclastic) source subject to little oxidation. In this instance low redox conditions are pivotal for preserving methane via inhibition of methanotrophic activity. Hydrology then acts as a vector to allow delivery of methane to the proglacial zone, where it then rapidly engages with the atmosphere.
Figure 9.1: Schematic of Winter/Spring hydraulic configuration alongside redox status and carbon dynamics

Adapted from Wynn et al. (2015)
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Figure 9.2: Schematic of Summer hydraulic configuration alongside redox status and carbon dynamics

Adapted from Wynn et al. (2015)
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The seasonal modes of organic and inorganic carbon dynamics at Sólheimajökull have been outlined. Redox status determined by hydraulic connectivity to geothermal zones exerts a major influence on carbon within the Sólheimajökull system and provides the necessary conditions for methane production. As high latitude warming continues, increases in surficial melt, reductions in ice overburden pressures facilitating enhanced volcanism and extension of summer season drainage, results in the potential for adaptations in glacial carbon dynamics at Sólheimajökull and increased methane release. It is therefore essential to understand the broader significance of the unique modes of carbon cycling observed in this study.

9.2. Broader significance of carbon dynamics at Sólheimajökull

These unique findings observed at Sólheimajökull provide valuable contributions to furthering understanding of glaciology and carbon cycling, particularly in areas such as Iceland, where glaciers and volcanoes co-exist. However, implications of findings extend beyond this study, encompassing the wider dynamics of basalt weathering, repercussions of subglacial methane release and conflicts of classical drainage theories.

Unique findings linked to basalt weathering impart a wider significance for the global carbon cycle. Basalt represents only 5% of the crustal rocks exposed at the Earth’s surface (Jacobson et al., 2015) yet accounts for large quantities of the Earth’s subsurface. This is particularly notable in Iceland where basalt compromises 80-85% of the bedrock (Gislason et al., 1996) but also applicable to Hawaii (Ziegler et al., 2005) and other volcanic Islands (Louvat and Allègre, 1997).

Basalt weathering (and the weathering of Ca bearing minerals in basalt) is regarded to have a disproportionately large effect on the long term carbon cycle, acting as a sink for atmospheric CO₂ (Jacobson, et al., 2015; Georg et al., 2007). However, this is based on the assumption that protons used for weathering originate through the
drawdown of atmospheric CO₂. At Sólheimajökull, carbonation of basalt silicates and hydrothermal calcites contained within as accessory minerals uses protons sourced from subglacial CO₂ emissions in the absence of any atmospheric CO₂ drawdown. This allows basaltic weathering in this location to act as a vector by which mantle derived CO₂ is liberated from the bedrock and delivered by subglacial hydrology to the proglacial environment where it has the potential to exchange with the atmosphere. Many other areas in Iceland exhibit similar glacier-volcano interactions, including other outlet glaciers of Mýrdalsjökull (Kötlujökull and Entlujökull) Vatnajökull (Grimsvotn) and most famously Eyjafjallajökull, where carbonation of silicates and hydrothermal calcites via protons sourced from a mantle origin could also proceed in a similar manner. Beyond this Iceland offers the potential to act as an analogue for other locations where glacio-volcanism is present such as Western Antarctica and areas of historical glacio-volcanism in Canada.

This study has also provided the first in situ evidence of extensive subglacial methane formation and release, which is essential in order to parameterise future methane inventories. Tentative annual methane flux estimations place potential emission from the Sólheimajökull catchment at 9179 and 22,551 tonnes based on Summer discharges of 20 m³ s⁻¹ and 50 m³ s⁻¹ respectively. These estimates indicate that significant methane flux could derive from the Sólheimajökull catchment, exceeding total Icelandic geothermal emissions, which have been quantified as 1,300 tonnes per year (Etiope et al., 2007). If this is a process occurring across Iceland, or beyond, then reconsideration of methane inventories is essential, particularly in light of climate induced glacial recession.

Finally, this study has highlighted the importance of understanding redox dynamics in glaciers and shown how subglacial volcanism has the potential to alter classical biogeochemical theories. Previously, redox was only thought to be lowered to reduced status when water was stored for long periods of time (for example cavity drainage). Whilst this provoked geochemical interest linked to weathering
mechanisms and postulation of microbial significance, traditional water storage redox conditions have limited impact on nutrient dynamics. Instead inverse conditions fuelled by geothermal/ hydraulic connectivity exhibited during this study, holds huge implication for nutrient dynamics and volatile release. Unique modes of carbon and nutrient cycling have large ramifications for further work linked to the cryosphere. Furthermore, volatile release and the geochemical signature this imparts on subglacial meltwaters is a vital method of monitoring subglacial volcanic activity and potentially predicting imminent eruptions and/or outwash floods. Better understanding of hydrochemical dynamics in light of redox conditions can offer increased accuracy in volcanic prediction and sheds light on a new aspect of the glacial ecosystem.

9.3. Suggestions for further research

This study has highlighted that unique carbon cycling exists at Sólheimajökull. One of the pivotal and most exciting findings is the discharge of methane from the subglacial realm. However in order to fully elucidate methane dynamics with the scope to extend the study beyond Sólheimajökull, further process-based investigation into the age, origin and release mechanisms of methane in this environment is necessary. Whilst conclusions can be made based upon the findings of this study, this is based on a limited set of Spring season isotopes to help provenence methane to source, with the absence of δD\textsubscript{CH4} for the summer season. Furthermore, data has been collected over short field seasons, under conditions of spatially restricted sampling and limited laboratory investigations. In light of this, future research should incorporate extensive determination of aqueous methane concentrations over prolonged campaigns, including autumn and winter sampling to capture changes in subglacial drainage. This can be undertaken at established sampling sites, but should also include consideration of methods to sample the proglacial lake interior.

Further methods to expand the understanding of methane dynamics at Sólheimajökull should include further stable isotopes and clumped isotope analysis.
to distinguish between microbial/ geogenic methane. Clumped isotopes of methane are especially important as they can reveal formation temperature and therefore differentiate between methane origin. This can be supported by use of noble gases (He-Xe) to elucidate between supraglacial and subglacial sources of meltwaters as well as indicate the strength of the geothermal field beneath the glacier.

In situ methane analysis needs to be supplemented with extensive in vitro analysis with additional incubation experiments across a range of temperatures and headspace conditions, for differing sediment types. This could be supplemented with characterisation of methane production via RNA assays and carbon 14 dating to parameterise the nature of microbial methane production.

Beyond methane focussed research, there are two main areas in which further research is necessary: DOC analysis and riverine discharge measurements. DOC investigation has been limited to concentration, isotopic and fluorescence properties of Summer season samples. In order to fully parameterise DOC characteristics further research is necessary, incorporating extensive sampling over a variety of seasons. Furthermore, discharge measurements of waters from Jökulsárgíl, Fjallgilsá and the Jökulsá á Sólheimasandi are necessary in order to estimate subglacial meltwater contributions and calculate accurate methane, TDIC, DOC and ionic fluxes based on observed discharge measurements.

9.4. Summary

This study offers the first attempt to parameterise cryospheric carbon cycling at an Icelandic glacier subject to intense subglacial geothermal activity. Research has highlighted an exclusive subglacial situation of reverse redox arising from hydraulic connectivity to geothermal zones as highlighted in hypothesis 2 (Chapter 1.2). This facilitates unique modes of carbon/ methane cycling with potential implications for subglacial meltwaters to be vectors of carbon release to the atmosphere. Firstly,
subglacial volcanism has a profound impact upon inorganic carbon chemistry via supply of protons for weathering of hydrothermally altered basalts, releasing mantle derived TDIC (hypothesis 1). In addition, low concentrations of dissolved organic carbon are present within Sólheimajökull bulk meltwaters, which when combined with unique reverse redox induced by geothermal activity, facilitates a biological community of methanogens and methanotrophs (hypothesis 3). In conclusion, this study reveals that a unique mode of carbon cycling exists at Sólheimajökull, heavily influenced by the subglacial active volcanic system.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Electrical Conductivity (EC) µS/cm</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>δ¹⁸O</th>
<th>δD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mixed Zone</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 (14.42) Min=108</td>
<td>7.31 (0.38) Min=6.89</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.83 (1.43) Min=1.50</td>
<td>-9.34 (0.38) Min=9.99 Max=-8.72 n=18 Max=-65.44 (2.66) Min=-67.91 n=14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138 n=18</td>
<td>Max=8.51 n=18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 (14.42) Min=108</td>
<td>7.57 (0.11) Min=7.44</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.43 (0.78) Min=2.80</td>
<td>-8.99 (0.29) Min=-9.33 Max=-8.83 n=7 Max=-66.00 (1.58) Min=-67.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138 n=7</td>
<td>Max=7.70 n=7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145 (16.50) Min=124</td>
<td>6.71 (0.29) Min=6.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00 (0.08) Min=0.10</td>
<td>-9.69 (0.23) Min=-9.92 Max=-9.38 n=3 Max=-67.8 n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164 n=3</td>
<td>Max=6.98 n=3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial Upwelling 1</td>
<td>145 (17.99) Min=122 Max=166 n=3</td>
<td>-0.07 (0.05) Min=0.1</td>
<td>-9.47 (0.11) Min=-9.58 Max=-9.36 n=3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145 (17.99) Min=122 Max=166 n=3</td>
<td>Max=6.83 n=3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Eastern Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>78 (15.55) Min=53 Max=109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 n=1</td>
<td>7.92 (0.32) Min=7.48</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.76 (0.60) Min=0.2</td>
<td>-8.72 (0.42) Min=-9.43 Max=-8.17 n=9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117 (17.07) Min=86 Max=133 n=5</td>
<td>Max=8.55 n=11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>124 (24.05) Min=104 Max=165 n=4</td>
<td>1.3 (0.15) Min=1.1 Max=1.5 n=4</td>
<td>-9.15 (-) Min=-9.46 Max=8.74 n=2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124 (24.05) Min=104 Max=165 n=4</td>
<td>Max=5.84 Max=7.18 n=4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower Eastern Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>137 (19.94) Min=110 Max=157 n=3</td>
<td>2.73 (0.34) Min=6.89</td>
<td>3.9 (1.62) Min=2.3 Max=6.1 n=3</td>
<td>-9.70 (-0.66) Min=-10.63 Max=-9.14 n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139 (10.34) Min=125 Max=150 n=3</td>
<td>Max=7.25 Max=7.25 n=3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Western Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>137 (19.94) Min=133 Max=141 n=2</td>
<td>1.85 (-) Min=1.3 Max=2.4 n=2</td>
<td>-8.89 (-) Min=-8.92 Max=8.84 n=2</td>
<td>-65.20 (-) Min=-66.11 Max=64.29 n=2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle Western Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>121 (-) Min=118 Max=124 n=2</td>
<td>0.8 (-) Min=0.5 Max=1.1 n=2</td>
<td>-9.14 (-) Min=-9.82 Max=8.84 n=2</td>
<td>-66.00 (-) Min=-67.66 Max=65.93 n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice 1</strong></td>
<td>105 (-) Min=113 Max=141 n=2</td>
<td>7.31 n=2</td>
<td>2.4 n=2</td>
<td>-8.89 (-) Min=-8.92 Max=8.84 n=2</td>
<td>-85.20 (-) Min=-66.11 Max=64.29 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice 2</strong></td>
<td>7.64 (-) Min=7.06 Max=8.22 n=2</td>
<td>0.8 (-) Min=0.5 Max=1.1 n=2</td>
<td>-9.14 (-) Min=-9.82 Max=8.84 n=2</td>
<td>-85.20 (-) Min=-66.11 Max=64.29 n=2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice 3</strong></td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice 4</strong></td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice 5</strong></td>
<td>105 (-) n=1</td>
<td>7.5 (-) n=1</td>
<td>0.1 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-9.12 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-66.02 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice 6</strong></td>
<td>93 (47.85) Min=33 Max=150 n=2</td>
<td>7.18 (0.18) Min=6.98</td>
<td>0.43 (0.17) Min=0.20 Max=0.60 n=3</td>
<td>-8.85 (0.09) Min=-8.97 Max=-8.76 n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fjallgísl</strong></td>
<td>74 (6.68) Min=67 Max=83 n=3</td>
<td>7.26 (0.48) Min=6.68</td>
<td>3.8 (0.85) Min=9.2 Max=5.00 n=3</td>
<td>-9.30 (0.08) Min=-9.40 Max=-9.22 n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jökulsárgíll</strong></td>
<td>106 (8.29) Min=97 Max=117 n=3</td>
<td>7.91 (0.13) Min=7.74</td>
<td>4.17 (0.76) Min=3.40 Max=5.20 n=3</td>
<td>-9.31 (0.00) Min=-9.31 Max=-9.31 n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring Supraglacial Site 1</strong></td>
<td>1 (-) n=1</td>
<td>7.8 (-) n=1</td>
<td>0.1 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-9.59 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-64.06 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring Supraglacial Site 2</strong></td>
<td>4 (-) n=1</td>
<td>7.22 (-) n=1</td>
<td>4.2 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-8.93 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-64.06 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring Supraglacial Site 3</strong></td>
<td>11 (-) n=1</td>
<td>6.03 (-) n=1</td>
<td>0 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-8.44 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-54.76 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Electrical Conductivity (EC) µS/cm</td>
<td>pH</td>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>δ18O</td>
<td>δD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mixed Zone</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106 (17.05) Min= 80 Max= 135 n=13</td>
<td>6.52 (0.16) Min= 6.32 Max=6.85 n=13</td>
<td>1.19 (0.31) Min=0.70 Max=2.00 n=13</td>
<td>-9.30 (0.08) Min=-9.40 Max=-9.22 n=12</td>
<td>-65.43 (1.14) Min=-66.57 Max=-64.29 n=11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bridge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 (11.27) Min= 85 Max= 114 n=4</td>
<td>7.57 (0.11) Min= 7.44 Max=7.7 n=7</td>
<td>2.55 (0.56) Min=1.9 Max=3.2 n=4</td>
<td>-9.15 (0.29) Min=-9.64 Max=-8.88 n=4</td>
<td>-68.71 (0.44) Min=-69.33 Max=-68.35 n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subglacial Upwelling 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subglacial Upwelling 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Eastern Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>35 (16.25) Min=14 Max=58 n=7</td>
<td>6.97 (0.23) Min=6.65 Max=7.40 n=7</td>
<td>1.26 (0.30) Min=0.7 Max=1.6 n=7</td>
<td>-8.46 (-) Min=-8.62 Max=-8.30 n=2</td>
<td>-64.76 (1.86) Min=-67.46 Max=-62.39 n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle Eastern Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>110 (16.12) Min=81 Max=129 n=5</td>
<td>6.97 (0.23) Min=6.65 Max=7.4 n=5</td>
<td>2.42 (1.26) Min=1.00 Max=4.40 n=5</td>
<td>-8.93 (0.37) Min=-9.32 Max=-8.44 n=3</td>
<td>-67.20 (2.86) Min=-70.22 Max=-63.36 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower Eastern Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>198 (-) n=1</td>
<td>96 (-) n=1</td>
<td>0.9 (-) n=1</td>
<td>6.28 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-8.80 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Western Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>108 (-) Min=97 Max=118 n=2</td>
<td>6.82 (-) Min=6.5 Max=7.13 n=2</td>
<td>5 (-) Min=2.8 Max=7.2 n=2</td>
<td>-9.00 (-) Min=-9.47 Max=-8.53 n=3</td>
<td>-70.63 (-) Min=-73.93 Max=-67.32 n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle Western Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>122 (-) n=1</td>
<td>2.30 (-) n=1</td>
<td>6.60 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-10.36 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-73.23 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of ice 1</td>
<td>90 (-) n=1</td>
<td>6.92 (-) n=1</td>
<td>1.80 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-8.86 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-67.81 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of ice 2</strong></td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of ice 3</td>
<td>93 (-) n=1</td>
<td>6.21 (-) n=1</td>
<td>1.00 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-9.56 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-70.06 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of ice 4</td>
<td>50 (-) n=1</td>
<td>7.15 (-) n=1</td>
<td>1 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-8.71 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-64.08 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of ice 5</td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of ice 6</td>
<td>36 (-) n=1</td>
<td>6.59 (-) n=1</td>
<td>1.8 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-7.60 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-59.35 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fjallgilsá</strong></td>
<td>42 (-) Min=38 Max=45 n=2</td>
<td>7.41 (-) Min=7.20 Max=7.62 n=2</td>
<td>4.95 (-) Min=4.1 Max=5.8 n=2</td>
<td>-8.77 (-) Min=-9.31 Max=-8.25 n=2</td>
<td>-64.26 (-) Min=-67.88 Max=-60.65 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bjúkulsárgí</strong></td>
<td>66 (-) Min=52 Max=79 n=2</td>
<td>7.75 (-) Min=7.67 Max=7.82 n=2</td>
<td>3.75 (-) Min=3.20 Max=4.3 n=2</td>
<td>-8.76 (-) Min=-8.77 Max=-8.75 n=2</td>
<td>-68.08 (-) Min=-63.42 Max=-66.74 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Flowing Supraglacial Water</td>
<td>6 (-) n=1</td>
<td>0.1 (-) n=1</td>
<td>7.27 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-8.37 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-63.63 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stagnant Supraglacial Water</td>
<td>22 (-) n=1</td>
<td>0.5 (-) n=1</td>
<td>6.87 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-8.65 (-) n=1</td>
<td>-63.63 (-) n=1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix 2. Bulk meltwater average cation and anion abundances for Spring 2014 and Summer 2013

Spring 2014 (standard deviations are in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Ca(^{2+})</th>
<th>K(^{+})</th>
<th>Mg(^{2+})</th>
<th>Na(^{+})</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>F(^{-})</th>
<th>Cl(^{-})</th>
<th>SO(_4^{2-})</th>
<th>NO(_3^{-})</th>
<th>TDIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mixed Zone</strong></td>
<td>190.38 (10.18)</td>
<td>n=14</td>
<td>29.98 (2.58)</td>
<td>n=14</td>
<td>94.50 (7.50)</td>
<td>n=14</td>
<td>561.32 (51.36)</td>
<td>n=14</td>
<td>113.57 (11.64)</td>
<td>n=14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bridge</strong></td>
<td>242.43 (46.00)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>29.50 (3.39)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>95.41 (4.78)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>543.43 (35.13)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>122.02 (14.61)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subglacial Upwellings</strong></td>
<td>223.60 (16.84)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>30.93 (2.01)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>105.79 (14.60)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>581.49 (56.04)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>108.85 (14.32)</td>
<td>n=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge of Ice Sites</strong></td>
<td>162.43 (37.02)</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>23.69 (9.31)</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>71.16 (29.06)</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>434.48 (166.55)</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>88.25 (36.83)</td>
<td>n=7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Eastern Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>151.03 (32.24)</td>
<td>n=10</td>
<td>18.26 (3.99)</td>
<td>n=10</td>
<td>52.84 (14.52)</td>
<td>n=10</td>
<td>393.62 (73.17)</td>
<td>n=10</td>
<td>80.07 (15.84)</td>
<td>n=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle Eastern Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>236.82 (38.57)</td>
<td>n=4</td>
<td>23.21 (3.10)</td>
<td>n=4</td>
<td>76.45 (10.97)</td>
<td>n=4</td>
<td>505.63 (64.40)</td>
<td>n=4</td>
<td>100.85 (10.97)</td>
<td>n=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower Eastern Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>251.83 (...) n=2</td>
<td>23.80 (...) n=2</td>
<td>80.68 (...) n=2</td>
<td>487.28 (...) n=2</td>
<td>99.22 (...) n=2</td>
<td>11.50 (...) n=2</td>
<td>123.39 (...) n=2</td>
<td>14.48 (...) n=2</td>
<td>0.20 (...) n=2</td>
<td>694.89 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Western Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>297.99 (55.08)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>28.97 (4.25)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>94.41 (13.95)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>570.97 (90.11)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>114.20 (20.49)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle Western Lagoon</strong></td>
<td>302.77 (28.95)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>28.50 (3.50)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>101.83 (7.87)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>569.16 (71.94)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>116.31 (12.49)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fjallgilsá</strong></td>
<td>264.11 (8.71)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>31.23 (12.18)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>505.42 (18.75)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>119.37 (25.02)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>12.77 (2.68)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jökulsárgil</strong></td>
<td>140.96 (11.77)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>31.18 (2.58)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>98.19 (8.87)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>535.42 (40.55)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>110.41 (7.29)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supraglacial Sites</strong></td>
<td>34.46 (...) n=2</td>
<td>1.99 (...) n=2</td>
<td>6.07 (...) n=2</td>
<td>16.72 (...) n=2</td>
<td>1.08 (...) n=2</td>
<td>5.51 (...) n=2</td>
<td>10.62 (...) n=2</td>
<td>1.73 (...) n=2</td>
<td>0.02 (...) n=2</td>
<td>134.39 (...) n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>$\text{Ca}^{2+}$</td>
<td>$\text{K}^+$</td>
<td>$\text{Mg}^{2+}$</td>
<td>$\text{Na}^+$</td>
<td>$\text{Si}$</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$\text{Cl}^-$</td>
<td>$\text{SO}_4^{2-}$</td>
<td>$\text{NO}_3^-$</td>
<td>TDIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>243.90 (23.42)</td>
<td>26.46 (5.06)</td>
<td>71.54 (5.48)</td>
<td>424.23 (84.88)</td>
<td>146.95 (25.06)</td>
<td>6.78 (1.09)</td>
<td>74.46 (19.71)</td>
<td>56.88 (35.51)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.26)</td>
<td>642.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>207.34 (20.99)</td>
<td>26.48 (4.51)</td>
<td>65.12 (7.42)</td>
<td>420.78 (84.07)</td>
<td>148.67 (27.97)</td>
<td>4.97 (0.64)</td>
<td>72.42 (9.90)</td>
<td>29.76 (3.59)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.00)</td>
<td>627.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial Upwellings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>188.71 (43.44)</td>
<td>17.31 (4.18)</td>
<td>52.60 (11.57)</td>
<td>296.36 (68.75)</td>
<td>101.27 (23.78)</td>
<td>4.68 (0.71)</td>
<td>54.43 (14.68)</td>
<td>29.43 (5.19)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.03)</td>
<td>484.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>95.59 (53.74)</td>
<td>7.60 (6.08)</td>
<td>35.90 (33.15)</td>
<td>110.60 (72.39)</td>
<td>68.51 (58.58)</td>
<td>1.07 (1.17)</td>
<td>47.05 (29.57)</td>
<td>28.75 (22.03)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.25)</td>
<td>197.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>297.94 (52.96)</td>
<td>28.29 (4.43)</td>
<td>82.25 (11.46)</td>
<td>454.87 (69.77)</td>
<td>154.27 (18.39)</td>
<td>10.22 (2.41)</td>
<td>117.61 (66.36)</td>
<td>122.37 (79.11)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.21)</td>
<td>627.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>192.48 (...)</td>
<td>24.98 (...)</td>
<td>58.48 (...)</td>
<td>422.99 (...)</td>
<td>142.96 (...)</td>
<td>6.32 (...)</td>
<td>105.58 (...)</td>
<td>47.98 (...)</td>
<td>0.05 (...)</td>
<td>555.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Western Lagoon</td>
<td>255.77 (...)</td>
<td>26.39 (...)</td>
<td>78.39 (...)</td>
<td>403.67 (...)</td>
<td>132.17 (...)</td>
<td>6.55 (...)</td>
<td>78.51 (...)</td>
<td>45.59 (...)</td>
<td>0.00 (...)</td>
<td>648.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Western Lagoon</td>
<td>285.43 (...)</td>
<td>30.17 (...)</td>
<td>86.89 (...)</td>
<td>457.51 (...)</td>
<td>149.20 (...)</td>
<td>2.29 (...)</td>
<td>78.00 (...)</td>
<td>154.62 (...)</td>
<td>0.00 (...)</td>
<td>639.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallgilsá</td>
<td>54.19 (...)</td>
<td>13.90 (...)</td>
<td>49.63 (...)</td>
<td>182.25 (...)</td>
<td>122.60 (...)</td>
<td>4.57 (...)</td>
<td>74.23 (...)</td>
<td>21.07 (...)</td>
<td>0.00 (...)</td>
<td>224.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgíl</td>
<td>119.68 (...)</td>
<td>23.23 (...)</td>
<td>61.06 (...)</td>
<td>326.72 (...)</td>
<td>104.35 (...)</td>
<td>5.27 (...)</td>
<td>74.65 (...)</td>
<td>13.66 (...)</td>
<td>0.03 (...)</td>
<td>455.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial Sites</td>
<td>26.28 (14.08)</td>
<td>0.91 (0.87)</td>
<td>9.96 (8.12)</td>
<td>11.72 (9.48)</td>
<td>18.42 (10.93)</td>
<td>0.85 (1.47)</td>
<td>2.37 (1.30)</td>
<td>2.69 (2.10)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.12)</td>
<td>70.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 3: Relevant ionic abundances used for calculation of %TDIC from carbonates and silicates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>TDIC meq/L</th>
<th>Si meq/L</th>
<th>(1.58*Si) meq/L</th>
<th>(1.58*Si)+Ca+Mg</th>
<th>Average TDIC-(1.58*Si)+Ca+Mg</th>
<th>%TDIC from Silicates</th>
<th>%TDIC from Carbonates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>0.90 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.08)</td>
<td>23.92 (1.24)</td>
<td>76.08 (1.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 0.73</td>
<td>Max= 1.08</td>
<td>n=13</td>
<td>Min= 0.66</td>
<td>Max= 0.83</td>
<td>Min= 0.10</td>
<td>Max= 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>0.86 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.07)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.08)</td>
<td>22.43 (3.76)</td>
<td>77.57 (3.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 0.82</td>
<td>Max= 0.13</td>
<td>n=13</td>
<td>Min= 0.78</td>
<td>Max= 0.83</td>
<td>Min= -0.10</td>
<td>Max= 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial</td>
<td>1.05 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.10)</td>
<td>20.80 (2.83)</td>
<td>79.20 (2.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upwellings</td>
<td>Min= 0.09</td>
<td>Max= 0.14</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>Min= 0.76</td>
<td>Max= 0.88</td>
<td>Min= 0.10</td>
<td>Max= 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>0.67 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.05)</td>
<td>22.13 (3.15)</td>
<td>77.87 (3.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>0.60 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.10)</td>
<td>22.37 (2.33)</td>
<td>77.63 (2.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lagoon</td>
<td>0.79 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.34)</td>
<td>18.51 (0.87)</td>
<td>81.49 (0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallgíl</td>
<td>0.39 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.05)</td>
<td>-0.15 (0.01)</td>
<td>35.16 (0.24)</td>
<td>64.84 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárgíll</td>
<td>0.62 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.08)</td>
<td>26.75 (0.34)</td>
<td>73.25 (0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial sites</td>
<td>0.13 (-)</td>
<td>0.00 (-)</td>
<td>0.00 (-)</td>
<td>0.08 (-)</td>
<td>0.05 (-)</td>
<td>1.46 (-)</td>
<td>98.53 (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min= 0.14</td>
<td>Max= 0.00</td>
<td>n=2</td>
<td>Min= 0.05</td>
<td>Max= 0.05</td>
<td>Min= 0.2</td>
<td>Max= 2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max= 0.13</td>
<td>n=2</td>
<td>Max= 0.00</td>
<td>n=2</td>
<td>Max= 0.12</td>
<td>n=2</td>
<td>Max= 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>TDIC meq/L</td>
<td>Si meq/L</td>
<td>1.58°Si meq/L</td>
<td>(1.58°Si)+Ca+Mg</td>
<td>Average TDIC-(1.58°Si)+Ca+Mg</td>
<td>%TDIC from Silicates</td>
<td>%TDIC from Carbonates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Zone</td>
<td>0.64 (0.11) Min= 0.54 Max= 0.87 n=12</td>
<td>0.15 (0.03) Min= 0.12 Max= 0.20 n=12</td>
<td>0.23 (0.04) Min= 0.18 Max= 0.31 n=12</td>
<td>0.86 (0.09) Min= 0.73 Max= 1.01 n=12</td>
<td>26.79 (2.69) Min= 21.88 Max= 30.70 n=12</td>
<td>73.21 (2.69) Min= 69.30 Max= 78.12 n=12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>0.62 (0.10) Min= 0.53 Max= 0.78 n=4</td>
<td>0.15 (0.03) Min= 0.13 Max= 0.24 n=4</td>
<td>0.24 (0.04) Min= 0.20 Max= 0.31 n=4</td>
<td>0.78 (0.10) Min= 0.70 Max= 0.94 n=4</td>
<td>29.93 (2.36) Min= 26.85 Max= 32.50 n=4</td>
<td>70.07 (2.36) Min= 67.51 Max= 72.60 n=4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglacial Upwellings</td>
<td>Not Sampled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge of Ice Sites</td>
<td>0.49 (0.09) Min= 0.34 Max= 0.58 n=10</td>
<td>0.10 (0.02) Min= 0.07 Max= 0.18 n=10</td>
<td>0.16 (0.04) Min= 0.19 Max= 0.22 n=10</td>
<td>0.64 (0.13) Min= 0.44 Max= 0.78 n=10</td>
<td>0.16 (0.05) Min= 0.23 Max= 0.10 n=10</td>
<td>25.15 (4.00) Min= 18.94 Max= 29.87 n=10</td>
<td>74.85 (3.96) Min= 70.16 Max= 74.73 n=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Lagoon</td>
<td>0.41 (0.26) Min= 0.04 Max= 0.81 n=10</td>
<td>0.11 (0.06) Min= 0.02 Max= 0.18 n=10</td>
<td>0.17 (0.10) Min= 0.04 Max= 0.30 n=10</td>
<td>0.66 (0.37) Min= 0.17 Max= 1.20 n=10</td>
<td>0.26 (0.18) Min= 0.71 Max= 0.08 n=10</td>
<td>26.49 (3.88) Min= 19.96 Max= 33.00 n=10</td>
<td>73.51 (3.88) Min= 70.04 Max= 67.00 n=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lagoon</td>
<td>0.65 (0.05) Min= 0.58 Max= 0.81 n=10</td>
<td>0.14 (0.01) Min= 0.12 Max= 0.22 n=10</td>
<td>0.19 (0.10) Min= 0.19 Max= 0.30 n=10</td>
<td>0.91 (0.08) Min= 0.81 Max= 0.22 n=10</td>
<td>0.27 (0.05) Min= 0.34 Max= 0.08 n=10</td>
<td>23.86 (0.40) Min= 23.30 Max= 26.85 n=10</td>
<td>76.14 (0.40) Min= 75.70 Max= 76.09 n=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjallilsá</td>
<td>0.22 (-) Min= 0.22 Max= 0.71 n=3</td>
<td>0.12 (-) Min= 0.12 Max= 0.15 n=3</td>
<td>0.19 (-) Min= 0.19 Max= 0.24 n=3</td>
<td>0.40 (-) Min= 0.38 Max= 0.98 n=3</td>
<td>0.40 (-) Min= 0.19 Max= 0.22 n=3</td>
<td>48.29 (-) Min= 47.80 Max= 24.24 n=3</td>
<td>51.71 (-) Min= 52.00 Max= 76.70 n=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jökulsárlón</td>
<td>0.46 (-) Min= 0.42 Max= 0.94 n=2</td>
<td>0.10 (-) Min= 0.09 Max= 0.13 n=2</td>
<td>0.17 (-) Min= 0.14 Max= 0.20 n=2</td>
<td>0.53 (-) Min= 0.46 Max= 0.98 n=2</td>
<td>0.07 (-) Min= 0.09 Max= 0.16 n=2</td>
<td>32.80 (-) Min= 29.50 Max= 24.24 n=2</td>
<td>68.87 (-) Min= 67.20 Max= 76.70 n=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial sites</td>
<td>0.07 (0.03) Min= 0.01 Max= 0.11 n=4</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01) Min= 0.01 Max= 0.03 n=4</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02) Min= 0.01 Max= 0.05 n=4</td>
<td>0.10 (0.06) Min= 0.04 Max= 0.19 n=4</td>
<td>0.03 (0.03) Min= 0.08 Max= 0.01 n=4</td>
<td>28.38 (4.32) Min= 22.22 Max= 34.38 n=4</td>
<td>71.62 (4.32) Min= 77.78 Max= 77.78 n=4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 4. Incubation range finder experiments

Headspace concentrations of preliminary range finder experiments conducted May 2014 at Lancaster University. Experiments were set up using methods outlined in chapter 3.5.5.1. Incubation temperature was set at 15°C, using a slurry of substrate and deionised water.
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Appendix 5. Presentation of proglacial sediment $\delta^{13}$C isotopic signatures

Average $\delta^{13}$C isotopic signatures of proglacial sediments collected during Summer 2013. 1 standard deviation is in parenthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sediment</th>
<th>Average $\delta^{13}$C (‰)</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern proglacial sediments</td>
<td>$-26.85$ (1.19)</td>
<td>-29.75</td>
<td>-24.78</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western proglacial sediments</td>
<td>$-26.32$ (1.24)</td>
<td>-28.21</td>
<td>-25.022</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial clay</td>
<td>$-27.65$ (0.69)</td>
<td>-28.65</td>
<td>-26.68</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraglacial ash</td>
<td>$-27.09$ (-)</td>
<td>-27.57</td>
<td>-26.61</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 6. Average methane flux from proglacial sediment static chambers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Flux after 15 Minutes</th>
<th>Flux after 30 Minutes</th>
<th>Flux after 45 Minutes</th>
<th>Total Average Flux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Sediment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site A</td>
<td>-0.084 (0.193)</td>
<td>-0.092 (0.153)</td>
<td>-0.084 (0.254)</td>
<td>-0.087 (0.204)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min=-0.357 Max=0.053</td>
<td>Min=-0.308 Max=0.020</td>
<td>Min=-0.442 Max=0.109</td>
<td>Min=-0.442 Max=0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site B</td>
<td>-0.090 (0.121)</td>
<td>0.147 (0.327)</td>
<td>-0.012 (0.290)</td>
<td>-0.049 (0.081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min=-0.261 Max=0.002</td>
<td>Min=-0.338 Max=0.801</td>
<td>Min=-0.308 Max=0.466</td>
<td>Min=-0.261 Max=0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site C</td>
<td>0.048 (0.237)</td>
<td>0.147 (0.327)</td>
<td>0.012 (0.290)</td>
<td>0.057 (0.293)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min=-0.338 Max=0.579</td>
<td>Min=-0.338 Max=0.801</td>
<td>Min=-0.308 Max=0.466</td>
<td>Min=-0.338 Max=0.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=8</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>n=8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site D</td>
<td>0.050 (0.133)</td>
<td>0.050 (0.133)</td>
<td>0.168 (0.204)</td>
<td>0.113 (0.170)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min=-0.104 Max=0.286</td>
<td>Min=-0.104 Max=0.286</td>
<td>Min=0.012 Max=0.584</td>
<td>Min=-0.118 Max=0.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=5</td>
<td>n=5</td>
<td>n=5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site E</td>
<td>-0.053 (0.060)</td>
<td>-0.004 (0.059)</td>
<td>-0.030 (0.048)</td>
<td>-0.029 (0.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min=-0.166 Max=0.017</td>
<td>Min=-0.099 Max=0.088</td>
<td>Min=-0.113 Max=0.023</td>
<td>Min=-0.166 Max=0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site F</td>
<td>0.319 (0.650)</td>
<td>0.126 (0.429)</td>
<td>0.089 (0.286)</td>
<td>0.178 (0.489)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min=-0.003 Max=1.769</td>
<td>Min=-0.133 Max=1.077</td>
<td>Min=-0.163 Max=0.692</td>
<td>Min=-0.163 Max=1.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Sediment Site</td>
<td>0.085 (0.049)</td>
<td>0.117 (0.076)</td>
<td>0.113 (-)</td>
<td>0.104 (0.058)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min=0.019 Max=0.138</td>
<td>Min=0.015 Max=0.200</td>
<td>Min=0.106 Max=0.120</td>
<td>Min=0.015 Max=0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>n=2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 7: Rough Calculations of Aqueous Methane Flux

**Flux estimation 1st October to April 30th**

1st October – 30th April = 212 days

Seconds in a day = 86400

Seconds over winter period = 86400 × 212 days = 18316800

$m^3$ over winter period = 18316800 × discharge at 10cumecs = 183168000

Litres over winter period = 183168000 × 1000 = 183168000000

**Flux estimation 1st May to September 30th**

1st May – 30th September = 153 days

Seconds in a day = 86400

Seconds over summer period = 86400 × 153 days = 13219200

**Based on an average Mixed Zone methane measurement of 33.72ppm**

**Discharge at 20cumecs Equation A**

$m^3$ over summer period= 13219200 x 20

= 264384000

Litres over summer period= $m^3$ x 1000

= 264384000000

Methane (mg) = 33.72 x 264384000000

**Discharge at 50cumecs Equation B**

$m^3$ over summer period= 13219200 x 50

= 660960000

Litres over summer period= $m^3$ x 1000

=660960000000

Methane (mg) = 33.72 x 660960000000
\[ = 8.91 \times 10^{12} \quad \text{Tonnes} \]
\[ = 8.91 \times 10^{12} \div 1000000000 \]
\[ = 8915.03 \text{ Summer methane at 20cumecs} \]

\[ = 2.23 \times 10^{13} \quad \text{Tonnes} \]
\[ = 2.23 \times 10^{13} \div 1000000000 \]
\[ = 22287.57 \text{ Summer methane at 50cumecs} \]

**Equation C**

Add winter methane flux of 263.76

**Total annual methane flux = 9178.79 tonnes**

**Equation D**

Add winter methane flux of 263.76

**Total annual methane flux = 22551.33 tonnes**